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INTRODUCTION

FREDRICKA REISMAN

James Kaufman, president of the American Creativity Association as well as prolific researcher and author, kicks off the 2018 KIE conference book with his provocative essay entitled: Creativity and STEM: Moving Beyond the Arts Bias. Kaufman points out that “recognizing and valuing STEM creativity is a key part of helping our society flourish.”

Next, Christine Galib presents Conversations with Directors on Creating a Sustainable STEAM Culture. In the author’s role as Director of Entrepreneurship and Wellness Programs at The Village School, a Nord Anglia Education School located in Houston, TX, she shares the perspectives of Directors at The Village School in creating a sustainable STEAM culture. This chapter explores the following questions: What is STEAM? How does STEAM promote more opportunities for creativity, innovation, and design thinking? Why is integrating STEAM in school settings crucial to educating our children for their futures? Each section in this chapter also provides five strategies and three activities for creating a STEAM culture in schools.

The chapter by Wilson, Brown and Lennox explores educational approaches associated with engineering and musical disciplines. Recognizing the complex intersections between music and engineering, notably in areas such as acoustics, psychoacoustics, music technology and sound recording, these subjects have been brought together to create new pedagogies. The authors investigate how a more musical approach to the study of engineering could inform the more effective development of creative engineers.

The chapter by Goff, Guzik and Jung asks whether the increasing focus on STEM/STEAM diminishes opportunities for students to exercise their creativity. On the other hand, the authors question whether the STEM/STEAM curricular focus might open new avenues for creativity to be promoted within the K12 classroom. This chapter explores the concept of STEM/STEAM in reference to 21st century learning skills. The specific skills addressed are creativity and innovation, digital learning, creative problem solving, collaboration and communication explored within a research framework. They conclude that focus on STEM/STEAM as a component of creative problem solving offers new opportunities to increase student creativity and other 21st century skills.

Next, Kuan Chen Tsai presents an exploratory study that examines the creative process of Chinese undergraduates in Macau. Kuan’s research attempts to understand to what extent person, product, and press interact with each other, as well as to examine the relationship among cognitive styles, creative achievements, and creative environments.
Coste, Peabody and Personette, in their chapter entitled *Making the Old New Again: Infusing STEM Education with Deliberate Creativity*, provide a rich history of the 4-H experience. They quote six features that relate creativity to school science: divergent thinking, open-ended questioning, generation of unusual ideas, generation of metaphors, solving problems and puzzles, and designing devices and machines, and suggest that these features influence both the 4-H Experiential Learning Model and the process for Creative Problem Solving. The authors conclude that the mission of 4-H today remains in balance with its historical purpose as well as setting the stage for developing future leaders.

The chapter by Reisman, Cramond, Kantor and Stoddart that reflects the KIE Reisman Diagnostic Creativity Assessment (RDCA) SIG conference panel completes the chapter content of the 2018 KIE conference book. The SIG panel topic also serves as the chapter title: *The Power of Becoming Aware of Our Creative Strengths and Weaknesses—and How this Helped Us Cope with Life Changing Happenings!* Each of the authors experienced/endured a challenge involving a life changing happening. These authors share how their own creativity helped them deal with their personal challenges.

The final chapter by Stoddart shares his journey into Rarotonga to learn about creativity within this unique island. His descriptions of his experiences will be a joyful read for the KIE conference participants.

Fredricka Reisman, Editor
Philadelphia, PA. USA
Creativity has long been associated with the arts. When people think they are not creative, it is often because they do not write poetry, draw pictures, or play an instrument. Even with STEM fields being promoted in the schools, an art bias remains in laypeople (Glăveanu, 2014; Hass, 2014) to the extent that STEM fields are sometimes specifically seen as uncreative (Kaufman & Baer, 2004; Valenti, Masick, Cox, & Osman, 2016).

Of course, as this volume demonstrates, the possibilities for STEM creativity are endless. Why is it often overlooked or undervalued? Our society accepts what Paulos (1988) called “innumeracy.” We live in a world where pseudoscience is accepted and science is treated with skepticism (Kaufman & Kaufman, 2018). Yet just as core definitions of creativity include both an originality component and a useful component (Hennessey & Amabile, 2010), so too must society embrace both aesthetic and functional creativity (Cropley, 2015).

One of the founding principles of my belief system is that creativity can be found anywhere – at any level of eminence (Kaufman & Beghetto, 2009) and across a multitude of domains (Baer & Kaufman, 2017). Indeed, recognizing and valuing STEM creativity is a key part of helping our society flourish. I am thrilled to see these new contributions and hope they are a continued part of renewed scholarship on this key topic.

Correspondence
James C. Kaufman
Neag School of Education
University of Connecticut
2131 Hillside Road
Unit 3007, Storrs
CT 06269-3007, USA
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CHAPTER TWO

FULL STEAM AHEAD: CONVERSATIONS WITH DIRECTORS ON CREATING A SUSTAINABLE STEAM CULTURE

CHRISTINE GALIB

“All real change is grounded in new ways of thinking and perceiving. As Einstein said: ‘We can’t solve problems by using the same kind of thinking we used when we created them.’”
– Senge, Smith, Kruschwitz, Laur, & Schley, The Necessary Revolution

Abstract

As educational leaders, how do we teach new ways of thinking to solve 21st Century problems? An integrated approach that promotes cross-departmental learning, STEM education encourages learners to connect science disciplines and develop, practice, and apply curiosity, knowledge, and skills to observe, collect, analyze, and communicate data. Yet, focusing on the sciences is not enough. By adding the “A” for arts, STEAM empowers learners to imagine, implement, and communicate a broader range of applications for the sciences. What is STEAM? How does STEAM promote more opportunities for creativity, innovation, and design thinking? Why is integrating STEAM in school settings crucial to educating our children for their futures? This chapter examines how STEAM is implemented in all grades at The Village School, a private, coeducational, non-denominational, and international preK-12th grade school in Houston, TX. Through reflections from the Head of School, Division Heads, faculty, and students, this chapter profiles the innovative STEAM learning opportunities that create Village’s sustainable STEAM culture.

Keywords: STEAM, creativity, innovation, school culture, future-focused learning

According to Obama (2015), “[Science] is more than a school subject, or the periodic table, or the properties of waves” (U.S. Department of Education). He is right. Science encompasses and is related to many disciplines, including science, technology, engineering, and math (STEM) fields. Science is “an approach to the world, a critical way to understand and explore and engage with the world, and then have the capacity to change that world” (U.S. Department of Education). Obama prioritized STEM education, articulating
“American students must move from the middle to the top of the pack in science and math” (U.S. Department of Education). The Committee on STEM Education focused on five areas:

1.) improving STEM instruction in preschool through 12th grade; 2.) increasing and sustaining public and youth engagement with STEM; 3.) improving the STEM experience for undergraduate students; 4.) better serving groups historically underrepresented in STEM fields; and 5.) designing graduate education for tomorrow’s STEM workforce. (U.S. Department of Education)

This approach to STEM education integrates multiple life-stages of learners, as well as seeks to promote engagement in STEM and ensure STEM is accessible to all. Yet, many learners still face barriers to pursuing STEM opportunities. According to a Pew Research Center survey, “about half of adults (52%) say the main reason young people [do not] pursue STEM degrees is they think these subjects are too hard” (Kennedy, Hefferon, & Funk, 2018, para. 1). Other reasons include the following: young people do not view STEM as useful to their careers (23%), they think STEM is too boring (12%), and they face barriers such as high expenses for STEM education and limited access to resources (Kennedy, Hefferon, & Funk, 2018).

As educational leaders, how do we mitigate these barriers and change learner perceptions of STEM? A new framework – one that more holistically integrates a broader range of more diverse experiences for learners – is needed. By adding the “A” for arts, STEAM provides this more holistic framework. For many students, the arts are a door or a bridge to STEM subjects. Since STEAM can promote exploration in less procedural and more open-ended ways than STEM does, adding art invites students to activate their imagination in ways that STEM does not. Adding the arts also supports different aspects of learning. When teachers permit students to express themselves in academic settings through art, such as by drawing pictures or writing songs, students embed information in their minds in different ways. Integrating the arts supports long-term learning, practice, and application of knowledge (Lynch, 2018, para. 1). While there are specific content, knowledge, and skills related to becoming an expert in the arts, the arts can be more accessible, and perhaps less intimidating, entry points to STEM since art leverages the human experience to a greater degree than does STEM.

Art also is related to innovation. For Isaacson (2017), “Despite all the proselytizing by STEM-education advocates, the best innovators have historically been the ones who embrace art as well as science, who have a feel for poetry, in addition to processors” (para. 3). An appreciation and love for the arts, and a desire to integrate them seamlessly in lived, STEM-
related experiences, highlights a “simple but profound principle of humanity: beauty matters” (Isaacson, 2017, para. 3). Not only does beauty matter, but it is also important to the humanities. Both beauty and the humanities are important to technology, especially when building a team of innovative problem solvers (Berridge, 2017).

According to Feldman (2015), STEAM “[sparks] students’ imagination, [helps] students innovate through hands-on STEM projects. . . [and promotes applying] creative thinking and design skills to these STEM projects so that students can imagine a variety of ways to use STEM skills into adulthood” (para. 5). STEAM does not just add art into the mix of STEM subjects. STEAM promotes skills in “creativity, design thinking, tech literacy, collaboration, and problem solving” (Feldman, 2015, para. 12). By promoting a wide range of skills, STEAM helps students develop “high-order design and engineering skills while allowing students to innovate, invent, and succeed on their terms. It forces students to produce original work using STEM but gives them the choice of how to do so and what to produce” (Feldman, 2015, para. 11). Letting students make choices about their own educational process, as they engage in this process, is a key differentiator between STEM and STEAM. A STEAM environment emphasizes exploratory, non-linear learning, process, and integration of creative problem solving approaches, rather than following directions in a linear way to generate a right or wrong answer. According to Rowe (2017), “STEAM-based activities bring together many different disciplines of learning to explain how everyday objects and processes work” (para. 2).

Educational leaders seeking to create a sustainable STEAM culture in schools must implement appropriate and relevant scaffolds to support this exploration. We must also leverage STEAM as framework that leads to new ways of thinking to solve 21st century problems. An integrated approach that promotes cross-discipline learning, STEM education encourages learners to make connections among their different subjects and develop, practice, and apply curiosity, knowledge, and skills to observe, collect, analyze, and communicate information. Yet, focusing on the sciences is not enough. By adding the “A” for the arts, STEAM empowers learners to imagine, implement, and communicate a broader and more creative range of applications for the sciences.

This chapter shares the perspectives of Directors at The Village School, a Nord Anglia Education school, in creating a sustainable STEAM culture. This chapter explores the following questions: What is STEAM? How does STEAM promote more opportunities for creativity, innovation, and design thinking? Why is integrating STEAM in school settings crucial to educating our children for their futures? Each section in this chapter also provides five strategies and three activities for creating a STEAM culture in schools.
A STEAM Foundation: STEAM in Early Childhood Education
A Conversation with Cynthia Bohrer, Director of Early Childhood

“Play is the highest form of research.”  
– Albert Einstein

“Children must be taught how to think, not what to think.”  
– Margaret Mead

Village’s Early Childhood Division is called Finna, which comes from the Nordic word meaning “to discover.” “Discovering” is exactly what Village’s youngest students do on a daily basis. I had a chance to discuss STEAM with Cynthia. As I waited in Cynthia’s office for our conversation to begin, I saw tubs and tubs brimming with objects, widgets, and gadgets, from Legos to sticks. For a young child, or a teacher looking for fun and engaging lesson materials, Cynthia’s office is quite the treasure trove.

For Cynthia, STEAM is about creating opportunities for our youngest learners to explore and act on their curiosity in interdisciplinary and integrated ways. STEAM is about the process, experience, and exposure. It is also about the product, problem-solving skills, and people. “At its core, STEAM is about bringing people together to collaborate to solve a problem. Different people see events and patterns in different ways. They bring different perspectives, aptitudes, angles, filters, and intelligences to problem solving,” said Cynthia. Approaching a problem from multiple perspectives is particularly important in early childhood settings, when students are also learning the basics and discrete skills. STEAM links these basics and discrete skills to problem solving skills, as one, complete experience. A STEAM approach permits children to explore and use their strengths while building skills in other areas and to partner with their peers, who may see or tackle a problem in a different way. “A STEAM approach is the foundation for authentic collaboration and child-driven inquiry. Early childhood is such an important time to help every learner develop these skills,” explained Cynthia.

At Village, STEAM is neither a separate time of day, nor is it one, discrete activity. Rather, the entire Finna curriculum is based on thematic, interdisciplinary learning. Every class has STEAM objectives and activities aligned with those objectives. In this way, STEAM fits seamlessly into Village’s educational program. STEAM is a dedicated effort from all teachers as part of the fabric of Finna’s everyday culture and curriculum. It is this tightly and purposefully knit fabric that enables STEAM to be successful in early childhood.

For Cynthia, early childhood is the most exciting time in a child’s life, since it is the start of a child’s educational journey. “We strive to holistically build our youngest students’ skills and aptitude. No one knows whether they’re going to be a scientist or coder or artist just yet, and their limitless
potential is the exciting part!” Long before children choose their college and careers, children learn in holistic ways. And, for Cynthia, it’s very encouraging to see what happens when children require fewer prompts to think outside the box. “What happens, when, with a STEAM mindset, our two-year olds become four-year olds? What happens when teachers don’t have to give students as many prompts to help them think outside the box? What happens when students just do it?”

With a STEAM mindset of “think, puzzle, explore” (see Figure 1), Village’s youngest learners realize that they can solve a problem in ways that promote responses from multiple perspectives. To include these different perspectives, students have to collaborate – which they are very skilled at.
Figure 1 *Think, Puzzle, Explore.* With a “think, puzzle, explore” framework, students identify what they think they know about a topic, what puzzles them about the topic, and how they can find out more about the topic.

“Collaboration tends to favor the more verbal students,” Cynthia cautioned. “We have to remember that language skills are just one piece of the STEAM puzzle. Group story telling and drama are also part of literacy. Could you act out a science concept? Draw a math problem?” Moving away from basing collaboration solely on verbal dialogue is especially important when English Language Learners are present. Through nonverbal activities, STEAM can provide access to topics while language skills are still developing. As such, STEAM promotes lesson differentiation and enables multiple intelligences to surface. “When students collaborate across disciplines, teachers notice when students discover something that makes their eyes sparkle. When teachers encourage that sparkle, they validate students’ curiosity. That will travel with them throughout students’ academic and professional careers.”

One of my biggest learnings from our conversation is that in the early childhood classroom, STEAM takes many forms, from structured modeling or experimentation, to open-ended exploration. Finna teachers integrate STEAM in different ways. When Village’s youngest children learn about different habitats, our students create relevant connections between that new content and their experience in our world. “A lot of what good early childhood education is, is already STEAM,” explained Cynthia.

**Five Strategies for Early Childhood Education Directors**

1. **STEAM doesn’t have to be the “cool, expensive stuff.”** With tightening school budgets and frequent funding cuts, educational leaders feel pressure to obtain resources to make STEAM work. It is tempting, too, to turn to the newest technological gadgets and place them directly in the hands of students. But, Cynthia encourages other directors to reflect on necessity: “Do we really need this?,” “Do you really need to pay for it?,” “How exactly will we use this?” Engineering units can be taught with tubes, funnels, or pipe-cleaners. Technology is helpful in that it creates greater access to more personalized content, but at the early childhood level, to what extent do we really need tech in the everyday classroom experience? Does tech fit into the larger culture of your school, and if so, how? Piloting technology is crucial before launching a new initiative. Piloting provides a pulse on how the technology will be used in the everyday lives of its users. So many games, resources, and opportunities require nothing more than what the school already has access to. Get creative! Go to the local recycling center and ask if you can bring bags to take things. Goodwill gives teacher discounts. A little known secret is The Home Depot will let teachers take samples – for free! See if local
stores have similar deals. Take advantage of the free stuff. The free stuff is often the best stuff. Maybe this even turns into a professional development activity for teachers – to go with a group and see what you can find!

2. **Know where you are.** Zoom out, and take the big picture perspective. Before you implement a new initiative, you need to know where you currently stand. What are the areas of STEAM you want to develop further? If integrating technology is a goal, conduct some research on how this technology might be used in classrooms to support and enhance learning. Ask teachers for their input. Listen to what they say. Let teachers pilot the product. Don’t immediately rush into implementing big, costly changes. Think about what you’re not currently doing, so you can move forward in a way that makes sense for your students and school culture.

3. **Connect with and leverage your teacher groups.** Recognize that a lot of good early childhood teachers already do STEAM-based activities! This is part of what great teaching is! At Village, we host the Annual Texas STEAM Summit (Texas STEAM Summit, 2018). This Summit is designed to promote ways for educators to integrate STEAM in their classrooms. After the first Summit, many Finna teachers excitedly shared they were already “doing STEAM” in their lessons. The key in building a STEAM culture is giving teachers platforms through which to share their STEAM stories and showcase students’ STEAM projects. Make hallways a place where student work is prominently displayed. If a unit is ending and models are no longer being used in the classroom, take those models to the hallway to showcase students’ talents. Create a Facebook group where teachers can post pictures and updates for parents. This builds culture by giving parents a window into what students are learning during the school day. Also, empower teachers to form committees based on their interests. We have a Technology Committee that leads our initiatives around integrating technology in the classroom. This committee works with our IT Department and shares findings with other staff members. This is exciting because it provides opportunities for teacher leadership. We started small with this group. We are scaling as we go, based on this group’s input and research. One of the initiatives this committee is working on is piloting different iPad apps. We’re starting slowly – some teachers find they don’t really use
the iPads. As Director, I want to give my teachers the autonomy to make those choices.

4. **Connect with and leverage your parent groups.** Recruit parents to help you collect items. Make a family event out of a walk on which parents and children can collect leaves, shells, or acorns – whatever children may find! Collecting open-ended, everyday art materials promotes more imaginative discoveries than buying a pre-constructed craft kit, with instructions and how-to guides. Letting children gather materials themselves builds curiosity. Leveraging parents to continue promoting learning during the summer is crucial. Many children will participate in summer programs. These are just one type of summer enrichment opportunity. Involve students in cooking, cleaning, playing, and exploring. At Village, we update our parent newsletter, even over the summer, with STEAM activities that can be done at home. The biggest things parents can do are to promote opportunities for children to create and engineer using everyday materials, and in ways that enable children to build ownership of a project. These materials can be found at home and outside. Let children tinker! The summer is a wonderful time to create a space in your home that is tinker space or a makerspace. Let children design their space, using their imagination. Then, this becomes their own playground, for exploration and creation driven by them. They’re not opening a box, which has parts, directions, and images with a pre-set way as to how the finished product should look. Rather, they’re building things from their imaginations, using materials they find and assemble. That’s powerful. That’s student-driven learning. That gives students ownership, and they learn to find their own solutions given available resources. Those skills will stay with children their whole lives.

5. **Understand how STEAM fits into the larger school culture and peoples’ existing roles and responsibilities.** You don’t want to re-invent the wheel. How can you integrate STEAM into already-existing structures so that it is more sustainable? You also don’t want to be the one constantly driving the vision. If you’re alone in this work, your mission will not succeed. Asking questions and involving stakeholders in the planning stages helps strengthen the integration of STEAM to build a robust and purposeful STEAM culture. You have to step back and ask: “Does this make sense in early childhood?” We also teach coding in early childhood, and that is taught in ways that are age-appropriate. Our
Technology Committee connects with our IT Department, to explore new options around teaching coding. This is not a top-down approach, it’s about providing as many opportunities for teachers to be in leadership roles and advocate for what makes sense for them and their routines, classrooms, and students.

Three Ideas to Integrate STEAM in Early Childhood Education

**Junk Modeling**
- This is a fabulous exercise that is open-ended and provides a way for students to exercise free choice in an activity. Teachers can connect junk modeling to any theme or standard. Junk modeling does not require a lot of teacher preparation.

- For junk modeling, students bring in “junk” from their immediate environments. Maybe they stop by a nearby recycling center, a park, or a forest. Then, the teacher gives them a prompt or challenge, to which they must respond, either by themselves or as a group. Some great prompts have been designing satellites or building bridges or structures. So you might have boxes, or egg cartons, or tubes, and tape. Junk modeling engages children of all abilities, because they have a role and can work collaboratively. It engages the quiet students, as well as the verbal ones. Junk modeling is also a great activity parents can do over the summer (Pre-K4 at-home Activity).

**Integration of Loose Parts**
- For this activity, ask children to bring in items from their immediate environments. These could be recyclables or items from home. These items could also be something students have made in another class, such as slime (Pre-K3 Activity Slime). Then, integrate what students bring in into different lessons and areas of classroom. These artifacts become part of classroom lessons. Artifacts could be stuffed animals, toys, sticks, bark, swatches of carpet, or whatever the child finds. As the teacher and students use each item, the teacher can ask students to explain the item and how it fits into the unit, standard, or topic. Integrating the “loose part” is a great way to build engagement, direction, creativity, and problem solving skills. The “loose part” is always purposefully integrated into the lesson. This also builds in the sensory experience for students. This is a great activity for parents to do with their children (Pre-K2 at-home activity).
Coding Games

- Our approach to teaching coding has involved materials and games that do not involve technology at all. We have a robot called Cubetto, the screenless robot that helps our children learn how to code in hands-on, collaborative, and playful ways (Primo Toys, 2018). We love Cubetto because it helps our students engage with coding in a way that promotes spatial and analytical awareness. It does not rely on technology to build coding skills. There is nothing wrong with technology, but as we build curricula, we have to constantly ask ourselves: “What is the place of technology in our overall program?” To be meaningful, technology needs to be executed well, and in needs-aligned ways. The iPad will never take the place of the teacher – it supplements the teacher’s skills.

A STEAM Foundation: STEAM in Elementary Education

A Conversation with Kelly Broaddus, Director of Elementary Education

“I can’t help but make progress precisely through learning by doing: every drawing one makes, every study one paints is a step. It’s true that it’s like going along a road, one can see the steeple in the distance, but the land undulates, so that when one thinks one is there, there’s another stretch that one didn’t see at first and which is added on. However, one does get nearer.”

– Vincent Van Gogh

As I waited outside Kelly’s office, I noticed a painting on one of the walls. It was of the quote, attributed to Albert Einstein: “Everybody is a genius. But if you judge a fish by its ability to climb a tree, it will live its whole life believing it is stupid.” In many ways, STEAM enables all individuals to participate in an activity, contribute their skills and talents, and be assessed by their creative problem solving ability, process, and product.

For Kelly, STEAM is a cross-curricular approach to learning. STEAM threads science and mathematics into all of the other subjects. Integrating topics together in a hands-on way creates an experience for students, where they weave science into music, English, or PE. “This is learning in the most authentic way,” Kelly explained. “When you break down the ‘traditional’ barriers among science, technology, engineering, art, and math, you show students not only that everything works together, but also that everything works best together. You create a beautiful mess, which in many ways mirrors life itself.” This type of “working together” also naturally sets the stage for children to collaborate and realize that everyone brings something to the table. “Collaboration enhances the process and product. STEAM, that cross-curricular collaboration, promotes creativity and design thinking, because it lets kids explore and design.”
Letting students drive their own exploration and design process also takes away the borders and barriers that adults impose. “As adults, sometimes we get very struck in the ways we think. We come up with ideas and believe that because we’ve done it this way for years, that’s the only way it can be done,” said Kelly. When adults think like this, they blind themselves to seeing new possibilities – they only see “the box” and can’t imagine thinking outside of it. One of the most exciting things for Kelly is what happens when educators promote unrestricted thinking, by taking away some of the limits and giving children opportunities to tinker, play, and create. “Children will come up with new ways to solve problems that we couldn’t even imagine. The more we provide, and celebrate, opportunities that empower children to think, the more creative they will be.” In this way, children learn, from a young age, not only to think outside the box, but also to imagine that there is no box. They have the chance to imagine the box from scratch. This gives children infinite potential to create.

“Thinking outside the box” anchored our conversation as we discussed the difference between STEM and STEAM. “For me,” said Kelly, “STEM would say: Here is a box. Find the measurements of its sides. Calculate its volume. STEAM would say: There is no box. Make one. And in this process, find the measurements of its sides. Calculate its volume.” This experiential learning process enables teachers to incorporate more standards, in more engaging ways. These processes are crucial for students to engage in early in their educational careers. Students see the benefits of collaborating, which then becomes the norm. Before designing a STEAM activity, teachers should review the standards and see how the activity promotes those standards. “In one STEAM activity, you can cover many standards. The standards aren’t taught in linearly, but non-linearly, so students see how standards relate to the issue. The learning experience will stick with students in more powerful ways.” By planning with a “backwards by design,” approach, educators ensure the STEAM experience is meaningful. “In every project you do, you’re covering Communication Standards. If students are convincing someone how to do something, they’re learning Persuasive Writing. If students are examining the history of flight, teachers can cover non-fiction literature standards,” said Kelly.

Cross-discipline collaboration also prepares students for their future. In the future, students will have to pull content knowledge from so many areas. The jobs that are focused on one domain, or require one skillset, are fading away. Students also need to recognize their strengths and growth areas – they don’t have to be good at everything, but they have to know how to get help in anything. In engineering, we need math. If we’re designing a building, we need to understand the math, or else our building is not going to function. We need that structure. And we also need beauty. We need to create spaces that people want to be in. To accomplish this, we need artists talking to architects, talking to engineers. Starting with collaborative projects in school helps make connections among these disciplines, and gets students
excited about working in teams to collectively build a product. Students see the benefits of working with others. Hearing other peoples’ questions can prompt other ideas: Everyone adds their ideas, and the team can build on them. That’s the power of STEAM: It generates cross-disciplinary, collaborative, experiential, and student-driven approaches to learning.

Five Strategies for Elementary Education Directors

1. **Prioritize attending professional development (PD) for yourself.** It’s crucial that, as directors, we prioritize time to participate in PD. Any opportunity is a great starting point. We’re fortunate in that here in Houston, we have NASA, the Medical Center, the Museum District, and numerous energy, oil, and gas related companies. Many of these organizations offer PD for educators. To kick-off the year, all teachers and staff in the Elementary Division went to the Houston Museum of Natural Science. This, of course, included our STEAM Coordinator, who works with teachers to promote STEAM-based learning and is our liaison with MIT, one of our partner schools. We engaged with exhibits and watched movies on engineering. This was not only a bonding experience for our faculty, but also started the year with a shared PD grounded in STEAM. At the museum, we also played STEAM Bingo to help ground our teachers in creative approaches to STEAM. Last year, when we realized the Houston Zoo was hosting an evening event for educators, we all decided to attend. This was not only a learning opportunity, but also an event that helped create more school connectedness.

2. **Send staff to professional development.** When teachers come to you with creative ideas for lessons or their own PD, actively support them! You want teachers to find new, fresh, ideas that everyone is going to get excited about, not just students. When teachers come to me with an idea, I ask them what their plan is for executing it. What standards are they covering, and how? How are students demonstrating learning? What documentation will highlight learning and promote assessment? Promoting a STEAM culture takes collaboration and support from all individuals, at all levels. It also involves creative risk taking, which we call “failing forward.” Failing forward is not blindly executing an idea, shooting in the dark, or throwing darts at a board. Failing forward is generating an idea and a tentative plan, and then executing that plan. And failing forward is crucial to learning. As a Director, I have to know what standards and essential questions are being covered. This gets teachers to think critically about their plan, and what to do if – or when –
the lesson doesn’t go as planned. This helps teachers innovate and gives them autonomy and ownership. And it’s ok if the lesson flops, teachers will learn from that experience. This is the balance – here is my idea and here is my plan. Try the idea and also have the plan. Be on the lookout for PD opportunities for staff, and create platforms where staff can share these ideas. Having a Facebook page is a great space to share opportunities and showcase achievement and learnings when teachers attend events. After teachers have attended PD, get creative about how to implement their new learnings into lessons. Maybe these learnings spark a collaborative project between math and English classes. Empower teachers to lead this project, then showcase student learnings with a Family Night. Invite parents, community members, and maybe even local media!

3. **Read! Read! Read! Read! Read!** Education is such an exciting field. Every day, there are new opportunities to engage with students and teachers and learn from each other. To stay current with best practices, read, read, read, read – and read some more. Read not only to stay current, but also to explore new topics. Reading helps us expand our circle of knowledge, gives us reasons to understand why we agree or disagree with ideas, and provides tools to rethink our opinions. By reading, we model that we’re learners, too! When parents read, it shows children that parents are curious about the world, too. Children will naturally ask the “why” questions. Instead of answering them, turn those questions back to the children. Ask them why they think it happens. In messaging to children that their questions are important and that as parents, we are also explorers in this process, children learn the value of asking questions. Go to the library with children. Show children how to conduct a Google search. Take something as simple as mud. If you’re gardening in Houston, you will hit clay. Ask children if they know why. This dialogue will drive more questions. When a child brings up the color or composition of mud, this is a great opportunity to discuss what makes mud different. And, who knows? This can lead to a conversation on different soil, architecture, design, botany, and topography.

4. **Partner with other schools, colleges and universities, community organizations and businesses.** School should not exist in a bubble. To promote and sustain “beyond the classroom” opportunities, invite local organizations to partner with your school. For example, when students...
learned about architecture, we reached out to ArCH (the Architectural Center Houston), and brought a speaker in for a discussion on the art and technical sides of design. These types of activities fit very well with integrating standards-based learning (e.g. perimeter, area), as they enable students to make the connections among multiple standards and disciplines, for themselves. They also make subjects more approachable, beautiful, and “real-world,” which makes the material come alive. Students also developed the story of design, which integrated language art skills. When students make these connections for themselves, learning is more meaningful and powerful. In Houston, we have the Space Center Houston, the Houston Zoo, the Museum of Natural Science, to name a few! Any city will have organizations like these, so don’t be shy to reach out – they love working with schools! We also have a strong partnership with MIT, and work with them to integrate STEAM in our classroom lessons. A great example of this is when BP came to Village to host our Day of Drones and show students how they use drones in their everyday work. A lot of students thought: “This is only drones that fly.” But, when BP professionals started discussing underwater drones, and how they use them to look for problems with the oilrigs in the oceans, the students loved it! Students’ curiosity soared as students asked questions about problems with oilrigs and how drones operate underwater.

5. **Visit other schools.** It’s so easy to become stuck in our own routines and areas – in our own box. Administrators absolutely should be out of the office, walking around hallways, engaging with students, and visiting teachers’ classrooms. One particularly helpful strategy is visiting other schools, and seeing how they tackle the same challenges you’re facing. Leverage your own professional networks and set up times to visit other schools. These visits provide new insights. I recently visited a school where one of the challenges was students throwing trash into the sinks. This clogged the drains and pipes, and of course had a harmful effect on the environment. Staff had to keep calling maintenance to get their trash out of the drains. The school turned this challenge into problem-based learning activity, and students were fascinated! Students drove their own learning on pipes and plumbing, water pressure, creating pipe systems, and waste removal. Students learned about the entire system of waste management. They took a hose and put it through the pipes they made, and when it came out the pipes they predicted, they cheered! Instead of saying “Don’t throw trash in sinks” or giving students behavioral conse-
sequences for throwing trash in the sinks, teachers turned this problem into a learning opportunity that enabled students not only to uncover the “why,” but also to link multiple parts of a challenge and integrate systems thinking skills.

Three Ideas to Integrate STEAM in Elementary Education

Transportation Unit

- As part of our kindergarten curriculum, we do a transportation unit. For this unit, our teachers engaged our bus driver. Students got on the bus, and our Assistant Director dressed up as Ms. Frizzle, as though she were taking students on a trip. We asked questions such as: “What’s the best way to get from here to there?” and “If there were no limits on the science of engineering a vehicle, how could we do transport people?” So students made vehicles of the future, from ones that could travel underwater, to having hot air balloons that flew over traffic. As students created these vehicles, they discussed safety – why seat belts, stop signs, and red lights are important, why we turn a certain way. This integrated Social Studies standards, and the history of transportation, engineering, and design. Our MIT lead helped us examine the design of paper airplane – how it has changed over the years – and how that design affects how far and how fast the airplane goes. Students brought in fans to simulate wind. The whole process was trial and error, failing forward, and exploration. Students learned so many concepts: They could see how a simple bend of the airplane, or tweak in the nose, or weight on the wings, affected the airplane’s flight path.

Pendulum Paintings

- Our second graders have art, and our art teacher always brings professional artists into the classroom. When artists come in, they always discuss their methods and their inspirations. Our most recent artist talked about how she incorporates movement into her art. She asked our second graders if they knew how motion affects art. She asked our second graders if they knew how motion affects art. This turned into our students’ Pendulum Paintings. For this project, the artist started by asking students to fill a water bottle with paint and hang in from a structure, which students made. Then, students tested what happens to the amount of paint released when they changed the weight on the string, the size of the hole in the bottle, and the rate at which they swung the bottle. The students discovered that if they swung the bottle faster, it made thinner paint lines, and if they swung the bottle more slowly, it made thicker lines. In this hands-on process, our students got messy (they had to wear
trash bags over their clothes). And they loved it! They learned how art and physics combine to create beautiful pendulum paintings (see Figure 2).

**Figure 2 Pendulum Paintings.** Second Graders connected physics and art to make pendulum paintings. They built a scaffold and hung a water bottle full of paint from the scaffold. They learned how changing the speed and size of the hole change the paint streams generated.

**Ozobots and Habitats**
- Our third graders do a unit on habitat. Part of the assignment is to show how an animal navigates through its habitat. To do this, students leveraged technology by using mini robots called Ozobots. To move, the
Ozobots follow the path of a marker. So, students took markers and drew patterns for the Ozobot to follow. The Ozobot could turn around, stop, turn right, left, reverse, or skip over something. So, for their habitat projects, students created a little animal and put it on top of the Ozobot. Then, students drew patterns through the habitat for the Ozobot to follow. Students showed their animal running from predators, or turning around to get water, or going into a little cave to rest. This activity not only showed everything students learned about their habitat, but also enabled teachers to cover all of their science standards. Integrating the Ozobots also taught students how to apply authentic coding skills to their habitat. In this project, technology was a very powerful tool that aided learning in a very purposeful way.

A STEAM Foundation: STEAM in Middle School Education
A Conversation with Cindy Proske, Director of Middle School

“We are born makers. We move what we’re learning from our heads through our hearts to our hands.”
– Brene Brown, Rising Strong

Cindy’s office is always buzzing with inquisitive students or teachers eager to brainstorm ideas with Cindy. Cindy’s welcoming and warm personality set the tone for our conversation. It was abundantly clear that Cindy has a passion for Middle School education, and a vision for executing that passion by empowering her teachers and staff.

For Cindy, the STEAM framework provides a “sandbox-like” environment for every class, in which students are free to use the resources around them to tinker. “We were doing STEAM long before we knew what it was and we put a name to it,” said Cindy. “We were integrating core classes together and developing projects with cross-curricular components. I think this is the case with a lot of schools: teachers are already ‘doing STEAM’ without necessarily labeling it as such.” The Village Middle School curriculum already integrates math and science in other disciplines, since this creates a more purposeful learning experience and builds skills in all subject areas.

The “STEAM as sandbox” analogy helps Cindy understand how STEAM creates opportunities for collaboration. When working together, the most confident students take creative risks earlier in the process. But then, as Cindy explains, they will also teach others, so students encourage and lead each other. This is precisely the learning environment educators love. One example of this is when a more confident Middle School student taught another student how to build a robot for Village’s fashion show. That’s
STEAM powering collaboration and cross-curricular skill building. When one student takes the first creative risk, others follow. This mindset develops into a growth mindset as students move through Middle School to High School. “These are the students who we see rise to the top of their class – the students who know how to take the creative risks and who view failure as feedback, rather than final.”

In Middle School, there are so many ways for teachers to model creativity and weave it into lessons. One of these ways is in Language Arts class. Students read a book about seedlings. One of their assignments was to grow plants in the hallways and off the walls. For this assignment, students not only became producers of knowledge, but also cultivators of a product that they had grown. They did not just present a poster, and then move on, but rather grew plants to show their learnings – which integrated Language Arts, science, and math skills.

Another fabulous example of STEAM in action is from a Middle School history classroom. Cindy explained that students were studying Western Expansion. Their teacher gave them the assignment of making a “How to Get to the West for Dummies” book. The students were responsible for writing the book, advertising it, and researching facts to support their book. This project gave every student a chance to participate, contribute, and learn – and to take pride in a product they had produced. This project also gave students autonomy to create their own experience as they collaborated.

Another example is from math. When Middle School teachers cover probability, some of the assignments are to make math-based games. Students spend time collaborating to make and test these games. Grading is based on how well students plan the activity and whether students have a workable hypothesis grounded in the math concepts they have learned. At the end of the unit, teachers set up a Carnival with students’ games. The process of planning, generating a hypothesis, working together, and then playing the game itself are all important. For Cindy, “This is problem-based learning, at its best.”

At Village, we have a greenhouse with a hydroponic tower. When we tour teacher candidates, we always take them by the greenhouse. On his tour, one teacher saw the greenhouse and started discussing his work with a robot that measures pressure and temperature inside the greenhouse. So, now, Village is hiring teachers who think outside the box, as well. Bringing in more teachers who are familiar with STEAM strengthens Village’s STEAM culture. Current teachers feel supported, empowered, and a part of this STEAM culture. Without teacher buy-in, building and sustaining a STEAM culture will never happen. A large part of our job, as directors, is supporting teachers by asking questions such as “How can I help you make STEAM work in your lessons?,” and listening to what teachers say. Match new teachers with teachers already doing STEAM. These teachers already have effective processes and scaffolds for integrating STEAM. These pro-
cesses and scaffolds also help measure and evaluate how STEAM impacts learning.

To create a STEAM culture, having parents onboard is crucial. Of course, parents want their children to be successful. “As we integrate STEAM, we have to remember that STEAM wasn’t a thing for parents.” To help parents understand STEAM, Cindy plans to bring back former Middle School students to discuss their experiences with current students and parents. “Middle School is a time of exploration, of failing forward. Middle School is when we spend a lot of time teaching our students how to grow as human beings,” said Cindy. When students have a space such as a makerspace, where they can go to collaborate and tinker, they realize the value of exploration, making mistakes, and failing forward as they grow and collaborate. This mindset helps students develop confidence and learn from failure. These skills position students to be more innovative and curious as they graduate to high school, head to college, and start their careers.

**Five Strategies for Middle School Directors**

1. **Find your early adopters.** In any organization, there are always individuals who are eager to try new initiatives. They will be onboard, help manage resources, and be creative with resources. A key strategy as directors is to leverage your relationships with teachers, staff, and students to identify and onboard individuals who are early adopters. These individuals will pilot initiatives and give feedback. These individuals, especially students, will become change leaders and will empower each other to sustain the initiative. The students will be very engaged, because their friends are. Once other teachers see this engagement, they will want to come onboard, too.

2. **Train, train, train. Support, support, support.** Sustaining ideas takes ongoing training and support. Having the initial meetings are great, but what happens after those? As directors, we need to be thinking of closing the loop – from start, to, and through finish. We are always asking: “What happens next?” What personalized training, readings, professional development (PD) can we offer one, two, three months, after an initial event? Providing opportunities for teachers to share and showcase their and their students’ learnings helps sustain a STEAM culture. Ongoing training and support give teachers the knowledge and skills to continuously apply their learnings. When teachers choose their own PD, they link their interests with their own professional growth and learning.
3. **Trust your team, without micromanaging them.** Very few people like to be asked to complete a task without having general guidelines and some scaffolds. As directors, provide the guidelines and scaffolds. These create clear expectations for success and a path to help teachers get there. But, provide these guidelines and scaffolds without micromanagement. Teachers, especially when implementing new initiatives, need support, space, and freedom to try. In the process of trying, failure will happen. The lesson and activities won’t go as planned. When that happens, use failure as an opportunity for learning and reflection. Then, give teachers a chance to apply what they’ve learned.

4. **Celebrate the successes!** Encouraging teachers and highlighting their work in meetings, screencasts, or announcements to other teachers, or through emails to parents, or during lunchtime with students demonstrate appreciation for work done well. Celebrating the successes not only gives teachers compliments and builds a culture of appreciation, but it also highlights successes so that others want to be onboard. Make it a point to find meaningful ways in your school culture to celebrate teachers’ successes.

5. **Find a way to make ideas a reality.** When teachers, staff, or parents approach you with an idea, if that idea fits in with the overall vision, find a way to make it happen. Ask for donations from corporations, parents, or local businesses. Look for space in your budget. Support teachers from the moment they approach you with a plan, to make their vision a reality. Help teachers find trainings or conferences. You can have internal meetings and planning sessions all day long. But, when teachers go out and hear other individuals having similar discussions, that validates the work you seek to do.

**Three Ideas to Integrate STEAM in Middle School**

*Future City*

- Our of our students’ favorite projects is in Science class. For Future City, students ask: “What will Houston look like in 50-100 years?” This leads to more questions, such as “How can the community function as a whole?,” “What does transportation look like?,” “How do we grow food?,” and “How do we care for all individuals – from the newborns to parents, to older citizens?” Students develop blueprints for what our city might look like, complete with technology and transportation. Many students think of a city on the ocean, which prompts them to ask: “What
happens when a tsunami hits?” Students also imagine a double-layer, self-sufficient, and “green” city, with walking paths that generate energy. This is a great project to do in whatever city you’re in. It invites students to look ahead and connect the past, to the present, to the future, and to showcase these learnings. In this process, students create a city through the lens of science, technology, engineering, art, and math. Students see themselves in this process, as not just participants in, but also creators of, their futures.

**Media Center/Makerspace/Tinker Space**

- Our media center is an open space. In this space, we have laser cutters, coloring books, and sewing machines to name a few things. Language Arts uses this space a lot! In this space, students activate their imagination to choose what tools to engage with and how they want to engage with these tools. We even build wellness into the activities – coloring books bring in mindfulness and enable students to monitor and regulate their own emotions. We make games in this space too. This unstructured space is crucial for student-drive exploration and provides a place where different skills come together. The media center enables STEAM to come alive, since students not only think in terms of more possibilities, but also work side-by-side on different projects. Maybe they decide to make a video, which could be something they have never thought of. Students learn to use phones and technology in new ways. In this space, students have the freedom to create, using the materials in their immediate environment. Students drive their own creative process to design their own product. Students even made a tool holder, using the 3D printer (see figure 3). Students can come in at lunch, on their own time, and tinker, experiment, fail, and try again. Other students see them and encourage them by saying: “Keep trying.” This attitude motivates students to want to explore more.
In their makerspace, students designed and 3D-printed a holder for the tools they use. They recognized the need to store their tools safely, so they made a holder.

**ExploraVision**
- ExploraVision (ExploraVision, n.d.) is a Toshiba-based competition where students dream up a new idea or innovate an existing one. The competition is student-driven: Students have to do the research and they have to develop their ideas. Throughout the process, they work with
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teachers who mentor them. Village had four sixth-graders who won second place in the nation. These students’ idea was to research animals that regenerate themselves. They settled on the crayfish and came up with a plan to extract the regenerative cells from crayfish and inject them in people who are paralyzed. Students designed websites, wrote the research paper, and were invested in their learning experience. STEAM makes the learning very personal: Students link their own motivations and interests to academic settings and take pride in a product they create.

A STEAM Foundation: STEAM in High School Education
A Conversation with Carl Newman, Director of High School

“It needs time. Nobody wants to hear it, but that’s the truth: If you want to have success in the future, you have to be read to work now.”
– Jürgen Klopp

As I waited for our conversation to begin, Carl was chatting about soccer (or as Carl, who hails from the UK, corrects me, “It’s football!”) with one of our students. From listening to their conversation, it is clear that Carl is not only knowledgeable about soccer, but also passionate about engaging students as holistic individuals, with interests beyond the classroom.

For Carl, STEAM is a way of thinking that identifies and analyzes the overlaps and connections among disciplines. Carl has never taught science, technology, engineering, arts, or math—he has taught history. “History is a subject that is the best example of how STEAM is interdisciplinary–yet I don’t see the ‘H’ in STEAM,” Carl chuckled. For Carl, history discusses all subjects—science, the development of technology, engineering, art, math, psychology, literature, and economics—through the lens of the human experience. Adding this lens enables students to make connections among disparate subjects and contextualize events. This lens invites students to ask—and answer—the “why” questions.

The “A” in STEAM captures the human experience and places it with the sciences. To truly understand the importance of Galileo’s contributions to science, we also must understand the Catholic Church. To truly understand medicine, we also must understand the history of science and perspectives on the human body. One of Carl’s favorite classes to teach was the History of Medicine. In this course, Carl covered topics in medicine from the Egyptians to modern day. One of the essential questions was “What influences thinking about the body?” To help support students’ responses, Carl bridged science, history, physiology, infectious disease, and surgery to show how these different disciplines impacted the body. The course also examined medicine through the lens of religion, and not just the lens of a microscope,
because religion shaped how people understood what happened to their bodies.

As educational leaders who believe character education is important to being empathetic citizens and innovators, our goal is to include the human element in everything we do. Art and history are ways of understanding the human experience. Art is an expression of the human experience. “Adding art brings the human element into science, and this I always felt was missing from STEM,” said Carl. “To understand the systems in STEM, we must understand the humans driving the systems. We need to understand how humans think, share experiences, and make decisions and connections. When we share experiences, we’re doing STEAM.” For Carl, STEAM is a gateway to promoting “habits of mind” or the mental models that inform how we engage with information. An example Carl shared to illustrate “habits of mind” was watching the news. When we watch the news, do we automatically agree with everything presented to us? Or, do we view the news with a healthy dose of skepticism, and compare how each item we see squares away with our own understandings of different disciplines?

In this way, STEAM becomes an integrated way of asking and answering “How do we know what we know?” If, when we answer, we consider only one discipline (e.g. without a STEAM perspective), we get a limited answer – an answer that only looks through one lens. When we ask this question and consider all disciplines (e.g. with a STEAM perspective), we get a robust answer that presents a more complete picture. As humans, we tend to overemphasize a rational thought process. But in this process, we sometimes forget that experiences can be, and often times are, more powerful than simply memorizing or recalling facts. STEAM helps us create these experiences by bringing in stories, enabling opportunities to go to places such as museums or out in the field, and make products to showcase learnings.

The ability to create these experiences is essential to building a STEAM culture. A large part of building this culture is remembering that STEAM looks different in every classroom. “We have to ask ourselves, ‘What does creativity look like in a math classroom? What does creativity look like in every classroom?,’” said Carl. Creativity in the classroom involves teachers: How is their lesson plan creative? Are their instructional methods creative? Are their word problems creative? Creativity in a math classroom also involves students. Creativity could be in the problem-solving process – how students actually approach and solve the math problems. Students might have a starting point – variables, numbers, or an equation, and they have to come up with an answer. In an art room, creativity is a bit more easily recognizable. In both disciplines, students and teachers must have a certain level of content knowledge before they integrate problem-based learning. Whereas in history, being creative and integrating STEAM might look more like taking on different perspectives, and thinking about an issue from those perspectives. The facts might say: “The colonists arrived in the 17th century.” When we start collecting all perspectives, from the colonists’ and
natives’ point of view, and compare those perspectives, what do we see? We see the whole picture.

STEAM provides the whole picture. Having the whole picture helps individuals stay informed as critical, analytical, and conscious thinkers. And, with this picture, we don’t just accept an answer at face value. We go deeper. We not only keep asking “why,” but also seek to understand the issue from multiple perspectives. This skill is especially important in the 21st century. It seems like everyone has an opinion, and everyone wants to have a say, and as critical thinkers, it is our job to ask ourselves, “What disciplines inform that opinion?” and “How is that person obtaining their facts and connecting their thoughts?”

**Five Strategies for High School Directors**

1. **Agree on core principles to apply in classroom.** Before going full STEAM ahead, reflect on what it means to be a STEAM school. What are students and teachers doing on an everyday basis to take a STEAM approach to their learning? Sit down with your Department Heads and get their input. Generating core principles helps solidify what STEAM looks like and gives teachers guidelines to provide the foundation for lessons. It also helps to build-in from all teachers and staff, because agreeing on core principles prompts conversations on what faculty can do in their existing roles, with their existing skills, to promote STEAM. Core principles give teachers guidelines, without limiting their own creativity. Too many principles can confine creativity. These core principles are like roots: Every tree has roots. But, not every tree looks the same, or has the same branches and leaves. These principles cultivate creative habits of mind in teachers, enabling them to cultivate creative habits of mind in students. What are the core activities that promote these habits of mind and principles?

2. **Create a teacher evaluation system that promotes awareness and growth.** We do informal walk-throughs and formal evaluations at Village. It is critical that when, as directors, we evaluate teachers, we do not judge teachers on a skill or habit that is outside of their awareness. If teachers do not know they should be doing something, how is evaluating them on that skill fair? When we evaluate teachers, we want to grow their skills and ensure they have access to relevant and ongoing professional development. We started a teacher mentoring program to ensure these scaffolds are in place and accessible to teachings on a continued basis. Our faculty member who leads this program works closely with
our newest teachers. One of the scaffolds we have in place with this program is that she does not have to report who she is coaching and for what, to me. She doesn’t mention names and this helps teachers actually grow and develop their skills without fear.

3. **Leverage community organizations for partnerships and support.** When building a STEAM culture, recreating the wheel is not necessary. If you find a community group already working with character building or teacher training for example, bring them in to facilitate a teacher training. If there are specific educational technology tools that might be helpful, see if the company will run a pilot at your school. In this way, technology is integrated into your school culture, without it being randomly brought in just because it is the newest technology. Building relationships with community members is an excellent place where, as directors, we can encourage teachers to develop the habits of mind to say “What community resources can I bring into my classroom and how will that purposefully support students and sustain learning?”

4. **Reflect on your own understanding and practice of leadership.** “This was my first full year in my role as Director of High School,” explained Carl. “I learned a lot, and that is an understatement.” This learning process helped Carl reflect on and identify his goals for next year. “There’s so much I want to do next year. I want to involve students more and let students design more processes and systems.” One issue in particular is litter left in common areas on campus. In reflecting on his own leadership style and practice, Carl thought of ways to involve students more in creating solutions to challenges. “When students come up with solutions themselves, the behavioral management system is much more collaborative, sustainable, and powerful.” Something Carl saw at Texas A&M has stuck with him. At Texas A&M, no one walks on the grass. If visitors try to, a Texas A&M student will tell them, gently, but strongly, not to walk on the grass. Students police themselves. Carl wants to build more of that culture at Village. The starting place, for Carl, has been reflecting on how he leads. “I am looking forward to using the summer to reflect and take stock of the past year. The summer is a great time to do this,” said Carl.

5. **Don’t be afraid to try new things.** Directors have access to resources that support teachers and students. Directors can make choices to pro-
mote and support STEAM in the classroom. Don’t be afraid to try new things, especially when teachers come to you with a plan. Provide constructive feedback and help teachers execute their vision. Also, get student buy-in when you can. Start with piloting an initiative on a small scale, and seeing what students think. Have multiple avenues for feedback: Google Forms, a suggestion box, office hours, and student-run Town Halls that are open to faculty, staff, and students. Work with your Student Council to listen to their concerns and together, construct a plan. Revisit the plan as you execute it. Have frequent checkpoints that ensure communication is open and meaningful.

Three Ideas to Integrate STEAM in High School

Civilization Project
- One of the projects in our Social Sciences classes examines civilizations. In this project, students design their own civilizations, based on the previous ones they have studied. Students take an interdisciplinary approach by building real-life models and looking at the scientific development of a civilization. These models have to be visually appealing and constructed to scale. When students display and discuss these models, they develop confidence in sharing the process behind the development of their product. These projects create ongoing dialogue on the importance of architecture, engineering, and the values and history of a civilization.

Pumps and Pipes
- Pumps and Pipes is Village’s summer STEAM Academy. It is a four-week summer program designed for high school students. Students engage in problem-based and place-based learning experiences and create solutions for real-world challenges. As part of their summer experience, students visit NASA, ExxonMobil, Houston Methodist, and University of Houston, where they collaborate with Aerospace, Energy and Medical professionals (The Pumps and Pipes Summer STEAM Academy, 2018). Pumps and Pipes culminates with students working in groups on a Capstone Project.

Displaying and Celebrating Art
- At Village, we display and celebrate student art anywhere we can! Our hallways are lined with student art, which is a wonderful way to put STEAM on display for parents, teachers, staff, and visitors. We also host our IB Art show, in April. This event showcases art from students’ port-
folios. There is a story behind each piece of art. When the students tell
the story of their art, they give voice to STEAM as a process. Students
make the connections from the technique and style to the story. There is
variety and the art pushes boundaries. Each piece of art engages the
viewers and makes them think more deeply about their own human expe-
rience. This process takes viewers beyond the surface level experience
and invites them to connect their own experience to others’ experience.

A STEAM Foundation: STEAM & Entrepreneurship Education
Reflections from Christine Galib, Director of Entrepreneurship & Well-
ness Programs

“There is no spoon.”
– The Matrix

One of my all-time favorite movies is The Matrix. Every few years, when I
re-watch it, I notice more and more ways in which science, technology, engi-
neering, arts, math, philosophy, and ethics intertwine to illuminate humans’
relationship with machines, technology, and ultimately, with each other. For
me, The Matrix is a fabulous example of STEAM: It integrates science, tech-
nology, engineering, art, and math in ways that inspire us to curiously ques-
tion our reality and to identify, appreciate, and celebrate our humanity.

For me, adding art is crucial. Without the arts, STEAM is just a
STEM: a long stalk, and not the whole flower. Adding the “A” for art gives
the whole, beautiful, and functional flower. STEAM enables integrated
thinking and problem solving from multiple, cross-disciplinary perspectives.
The scientist sees what the technologist doesn’t necessarily see, the engineer
brings mathematics to life and application, and the mathematician analyzes a
problem in ways the artist does not. Individuals observe the problem through
their own unique filters. These filters are created by each individual’s exper-
tise and experiences. When each person adds these filters and perspectives to
designing a solution, that solution is more robust and sustainable.

Sometimes, I like to think that the “E” in the STEAM is for entrepre-
neurship, since I find STEAM and entrepreneurship to be very much related.
Entrepreneurs design-think solutions that solve our and users’ problems, by
considering all users’ perspectives, from prototyping to production. To do
this, we not only consider what works for us, but also, and more importantly,
what works for others. We apply our own problem solving skills to creating a
product that meets the needs of others. One of the tools that helps us uncover
and examine others’ perspectives, and observe them in non-judgmental ways,
is mindfulness. Mindfulness is purposefully and non-judgmentally paying
attention in the present moment (Kabat-Zinn, 2013). Mindfulness helps indi-
viduals see how to explore, experiment, fail, and fix – a process STEAM, as a
way of thinking, promotes (see Figure 4).
Figure 4 *Explore, Experiment, Fail, Fix.* Mindfulness links our past to our future. It enables us to see how to apply STEAM-thinking and iterate in an “explore, experiment, fail, and fix” process. Creativity and innovation drive this process forward. “Mindfulness as Lightbulb” reprinted from Galib (2017).

Creativity and innovation drive this process. In doing so, mindfulness links our past to our future. Through better positioning us to explore, experiment, fail, and fix, mindfulness helps us see how STEAM facilitates design-thinking and creates a future that is not just different, but better (Thiel, 2015).
Full STEAM Ahead: Cultivating the Lifelong Learner and the Curious Mind

“Creativity is allowing oneself to make mistakes. Art is knowing which ones to keep.”
– Scott Adams, *The Dilbert Principal*

Full STEAM ahead, but to where? “Ultimately, STEAM is people-centric, not subject-centric; it puts student personality and individuality at the forefront” (Feldman, 2015, para. 13). When we promote personality and individuality, we empower students to link their personal interests to their educational process. School becomes more purposeful, since learning is more personalized.

According to Gabriella Rowe, Head of School at Village, “STEAM is incredibly important, for the overall development of children.” STEAM enhances the learning and development of children, since it is interdisciplinary. “A learner doesn’t walk into science class and open the ‘science part’ of their brain, and then when the learner walks out, they shut that part and open another part of their brain when they enter another class.” This is not how education works. For Rowe, education should be holistic and not fragmented – something education has been for many decades. “Education should not be fragmented. We are teaching to the whole child,” said Rowe. For many students, it can be difficult to “flip a switch” and integrate these historically siloed subjects on their own. Education must be interdisciplinary, so that when students leave school, they “can access these different pools of knowledge,” said Rowe. “STEAM provides wonderful opportunities for educational leaders to make interdisciplinary learning a way of life and an educational culture with connected learning at its core,” said Rowe.

With STEAM, the possibilities are endless. “With STEAM, the pressure is off to become a scientist or engineer—you can be a designer, digital artist, coder, art director, and scientist and engineer all at the same time” (Feldman, 2015, para. 13). STEAM changes the question from “What do you want to be when you grow up?” to “What problems do you want to solve now, what resources and skills do you need to solve them, and who can help you solve them?” Reframing the question in this way gives “children strategic opportunities to make connections in ways that they would not otherwise have made if they were taught in individual strands or silos,” said Rowe. For Rowe, STEAM changes students’ mindsets in a “way that is authentic and does not feel manufactured or staged.” Students become creative and innovative problem solvers, connecting cross-disciplinary content to find solutions.

This is exactly what the “real world” is like: “In the real world, we integrate science, technology, arts, and engineering. And, math is part of everything,” said Rowe. As humans, we problem solve integratively and consider multiple angles to arrive at a solution. This is as “real world” as it
gets, especially given the changing nature of work. “There are very few jobs, probably shifting to none very quickly, in today’s world or our children’s future world, that are mechanical and rote. We have artificial intelligence and robots that do those jobs for us.” This changing work landscape has disrupted systems and processes, resulting in digitalized, automated methodologies for completing what once were manual, routine tasks.

For Rowe, this means humans must have “high levels of creative problem solving skills, high levels of interdisciplinary thought, and a whole lot of flexibility and resilience.” STEAM positions students to develop these skills now, so that students are prepared for their future. “We talk a lot about the jobs of the future that haven’t been invented yet. But, we don’t talk a lot about the jobs that will be gone—or the categories of jobs that will be gone,” said Rowe. “Jobs that require routine thinking, processing, automated calculations, tabulation of information, entry of information, routine tasks of any kind, are already vaporizing. Even something as simple as a call center will no longer be necessary.” Machine learning and artificial intelligence systems have the capability to comb through data and produce answers for callers. This does not require human beings. The jobs that do require humans are the jobs that create and manage these systems. “The person who figures out how to develop that methodology and mount these platforms, will be a human. Will they be trained to do it? Not without STEAM, they won’t,” said Rowe.

By creating a culture of STEAM in our schools, we, as educational leaders, empower students to think differently by inviting them to link their own experiences and interests to making connections among data and information across different fields. Facility with seeing themes and connecting information across disciplines better prepares students to think more curiously, creatively, collaboratively, and compassionately. Students learn not only to cross-pollinate information from one subject to another, but also to work in teams and consider the perspectives of others in nonjudgmental, empathic ways, as these perspectives relate to solving an overall problem solutions that are more sustainable and purposeful. In this way, STEAM brings individuals together, helps uncover blind spots in one individual’s thinking process by illuminating and incorporating multiple perspectives, and leads to more inclusive solutions that are authentically design-thought to meet the needs of all users.

This chapter has presented conversations with our Directors, which illustrate how Village implements a culture of STEAM. Our youngest students explore their curiosity and engage in interdisciplinary learning that challenges them to think, puzzle, and explore in hands-on, verbal and non-verbal, and experiential ways. Our Elementary curricula build on these themes, by offering more opportunities for students to drive their own exploration, learning, and design process – thinking outside the box and integrating information from multiple fields to collectively create airplanes, habitats, or paintings. In doing so, students create projects and products that are not only useful, but also beautiful. Our Middle School students have ample, availalble,
and accessible opportunities, from the classroom – with lessons that extend readings by integrating gardening – to outside the classroom – with Makerspaces that provide unstructured time to tinker and build – to drive their own education in ways that integrate their school subjects. Our High School students learn that it is not enough to discuss creativity in the classroom. Rather, they learn that identifying how creativity looks different and functions differently in different classrooms is the first step to identifying creativity in our world. Identifying creativity in our world helps students identify and execute their own creativity.

Empowering all stakeholders – not only students, but also, and especially, teachers and parents – is crucial in creating a sustainable STEAM culture. Providing feedback, opening constructive dialogue around failure and the importance of life-long learning, and providing opportunities to learn from and showcase and apply learnings from professional development are foundational to empowering teachers with tools to build a culture of STEAM. As leaders, we set the tone for this culture – by encouraging exploration and “failing forward” and by modeling curiosity, creativity, collaboration, and compassion. First, we must develop and promote these skills ourselves. So, full STEAM ahead, to a future that is more collaborative, creative, sustainable, and not just different, but better (Thiel, 2015).
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CHAPTER THREE

ENGINEERING CREATIVITY: EXPLORING DISCIPLINARY DIFFERENCE AS THE BASIS FOR NEW PEDAGOGICAL IDEAS

CHRIS WILSON, MICHAEL BROWN & PETER LENNOX

Abstract

This chapter explores the distinctive and often contrasting educational approaches associated with engineering and musical disciplines. Both inherently 'practical' subjects with a rich body of underlying 'technical' knowledge and rich historical heritage, convention nevertheless determines often highly contrasting educational approaches to their study and fundamentally different conceptions of subject identity. Acknowledging a shared focus on the value of creativity, this chapter interrogates the notional differences in pedagogy between the two disciplines—their subject traditions—and considers the extent to which particular experiences of subject consequently inform future behavioural attitudes and the realization of creative potential. Exploring how music and engineering reflect very different schemas, the chapter considers how cross-fertilization between subjects might frame different conceptions of creativity and inform alternative educational strategies. Noting, for example, the concept of 'proactive interference' and the potential for cognitive inflexibility through mastery and expertise, the chapter explores how a more musical approach to the study of engineering could inform the more effective development of creative engineers.
“Engineers should embrace the arts as being key to creativity and an important component of innovation, crucial to creating new products and boosting future competitiveness.”
Sir John O’Reilly (2014)

Introduction

This chapter is focused on engineering education and particularly on higher education and the development of creativity. Drawing from experience of working in the UK higher education sector, and in a particular from insights gained through working across a wide range of subjects and departments, and consequent appreciation of variations in educational approaches and learning cultures ranging from the subtle to the profound, the differences between pedagogical approaches are explored for their potential to inform new ideas.

Acknowledging the etymology of engineer, from the Latin ingenium and medieval Latin ingeniator, the word, whilst grounded in concepts of creation and making, also reflects historical diversification and increasing complexity and specialisation; an evolution from discipline to a dynamic sphere of micro-disciplines. From middle English craft and design associations with construction, the term now encompasses a vast array of highly specialised and dynamic areas of expertise of increasing, even critical, importance to all areas of human society. Broadly categorised as mechanical, chemical, civil, electrical and geotechnical (National Academy of Engineering, 2004), engineering, like many subjects was once quite easily defined but now encompasses extraordinary breadth and diversity.

Whilst inherently creative as a discipline, Stanford University professor of engineering James Plummer’s call for “a new breed of engineer” (Perry, 2017) at the IEEE (Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers) Vision, Innovation and Challenges Summit in San Francisco is reflective of wider advocacy of the need for engineers of the future to be capable of operating in very different ways in order to successfully navigate both very different careers and very different engineering challenges. Reflecting a shift in focus towards the development of higher level skills more closely aligned to creativity and innovation in order to successfully do “what technology cannot do”, Petty in Smith (1991) identifies a number of factors driving a need to reconsider educational approaches to engineering, including internationalisation, automation, an increasing pace of redundancy of knowledge requiring retraining and ongoing education, and the emergence of new fields of expertise and application.

Recognising a paradox in increasing scale and interconnectivity, whilst innovation seemingly occurs best through individuals in entrepreneurial settings (Chu, Et. al, 2004), calls are widespread for educational approaches for mobility (geographic and cultural), increased focus on creativity, entrepreneurship and enterprise (Badran, 2007) and for greater awareness of the
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social dimension of engineering. The focus in engineering education has been shifting for several decades away from knowledge and skills—via “quill pen and Slide Rule (Plumbridge in Smith, 1991: 19)—and towards “personal and attitudinal development”.

Given that the future needs of society are widely held to be different, even profoundly different, from those of previous generations, there is corresponding and consequent projected need for greater creative human capacity and increased value being placed on creative ability (World Economic Forum, 2016). Whilst the global focus on access to education remains perhaps the most pressing concern, there is in addition a growing focus on reshaping the aims and outcomes of educational systems more generally and that a longstanding “production of cogs for an unchanging industrial or bureaucratic machine must no longer be the prime concern” (Petty in Smith, 1991: 9). Furthermore, it is not just that engineers of the future will require different skill-sets, the supply of necessary expertise is also an increasing concern. From surveys of the manufacturing sector in the UK indicating 67% voicing concerns of future skills shortages (The Engineer, 2017), to Engineering UK’s report indicating a twenty thousand per annum shortfall of engineering graduates in the UK alone (Engineering UK, 2017), the skills-gap has been identified as an “insidious threat” to the engineering sector resulting from “a chronic failure” to effectively engage young people with engineering study at higher levels of education (Royal Academy of Engineering, 2016). In addition, the increasing significance associated with technological literacy across all subjects has led to more general calls for the urgent need to develop “a more scientifically literate society” (Engineering Council, 2017).

Dancing to a different tune: transferability of disciplinary perspectives

Recognising the numerous and increasingly complex intersections between music and engineering, notably in areas such as acoustics, psychoacoustics, music technology and sound recording, these subjects have, nevertheless, been brought together in this chapter in part because of their notional differences and perceived distance in terms of wider educational approaches and ‘disciplinary cultures’ (Becher, 2006). Neatly delineated in most industrialised education systems, science and the arts are commonly distinguished as different domains of creativity and most certainly different areas of educational activity. From a socio-constructivist and sociocultural perspective (Krauss, 2012), tribes and territories are clearly evident. Kaufman’s ‘Domains of Creativity Scale’ (K-DOCS), for example, delineating “Everyday, Scholarly, Performance, Science, and the Arts” (McKay Et. al, 2017), universities themselves often locate disciplines in separate spaces and embody very different epistemological beliefs and behaviours (Kember Et. al, 2014).

Considering the focus on creativity and innovation in STEM education in this book however, this chapter is born from a fascination with subject identity in higher education and a perhaps whimsical interest in exploring
difference and the boundaries between disciplines a potentially rich basis for the development of new pedagogical ideas. Rather than investigate the wide range of innovations evident in STEM education in the context of creativity, including problem/research-based, active and online learning, the purpose of this chapter is to contextualise and describe a series of approaches to the development of creativity in engineering disciplines through a music education perspective. Considering the potential for insight through exploration of contrasts and variations in disciplinary practice and perspectives, and developed under the precept that difference is valuable, meaningful and interesting in and of itself, as well as emblematic of creativity, the aim is to focus on uncommon ground as the basis for the design of new pedagogical ideas.

Music has also been selected in this analysis in part because of the evidence suggesting transferable educational benefits (Jones, 2018). From Rhode Island School of Design’s ‘STEM to STEAM’ initiative, advocating for the value of an arts perspective in a focus on ‘Science, Technology, Engineering and Maths’, a range of positive educational impacts are associated with musical activity. From ‘spatiotemporal reasoning skills’ (Črnčec Et. al, 2006), increases in intelligence and memory (Sala & Gobet, 2017; Chamberlain Et. al. 2014), and benefits for “motor, language, social, cognitive, and academic abilities” (Dumont Et. al. 2017), the potential for the positive impact of arts-based activity on cognition, meta-cognition and communication (Biasutti, 2017) are widely documented. However, recognising that these debates are contestable and generally focused on early-years education rather than university study, the intention here in not so much to evaluate the potential benefits for ‘adding’ musical experience to undergraduate engineering curriculum, rather to use a deep enculturation within musicianship and music education as a basis for informing a fresh perspective of engineering as a subject discipline. Nevertheless, creativity being so closely associated with imagination, and imagination being the “cognitive basis of musical activity” (Hargreaves, 2012), there is at least a rationale for this approach. As outlined in Figure 1 below, as well as developing many general graduate attributes, music is also associated with number of more specific transferable skill-sets related to the ‘expressionist, scientific rationalist, and reconstructivist’ approach of art education (Hickman, 2010).
It is important to note of course that in corollary, an engineering perspective of musical education may well of course be equally valuable, and to acknowledge that disciplinary grounding is an evident factor in potential bias in this analysis. We acknowledge that “A creative product in different domains is measured against the norms of that domain, with its own rules, approaches and conceptions of creativity” (Read & Petocz, 2004) but nevertheless embrace that reality. We argue that interdisciplinary perspectives provide an opportunity to enrich debates about, and approaches to, the development of creative university graduates in ways relevant to all disciplines, whether born of bias or ignorance. Difference is always difference, and difference is always new.

Equally, it is also important to note that no authority over ‘creativity’ is assumed in disciplinary terms in this analysis. Whilst there may be greater openness to creativity in terms of central disciplinary discourse in music, we note established models of creative engineering including the TRIZ method (Busov Et. al. 1999) described as “the most comprehensive systematic innovation and creativity methodology available to mankind” (Mann, 2000) and acknowledge the parity of significance between the greatest musical and engineering achievements. Nevertheless, accepting the arguments that the future
needs of society would benefit from more creative graduates (quantitatively and qualitatively), and noting the emergence of the concept of ‘T-Shaped’ graduates with increased boundary crossing competencies, this chapter considers how interdisciplinarity and interdisciplinary perspectives might support the development of new pedagogical ideas capable both of increasing the engagement with engineering study as well as the creativity of engineering graduates.

Reflecting wider issues of borders, territory and hybridity (Newman in Wastl-Walter, ed. 2011), the boundaries between disciplines in higher education may be becoming more contestable and porous, in part in response to changes in industry, but disconnections still remain deeply entrenched in disciplinary identity in educational systems. A consequence of increasing complexity and interconnection, whilst disciplines have always evolved and changed, there is an increasing sense of fluidity in both the structure and application of knowledge often not reflected in the structures of university departments, research activities, and courses of study. Whilst there is increasing opportunity for students to study combined subjects in UK higher education (Carr Et. al. 2014), by far the largest proportion of undergraduate students remain engaged with ‘specialist’ degree subjects and academic staff aligned with a defined disciplinary area of expertise. Engineering departments remain predominantly separated from corresponding Arts departments.

First exploring the paradox of discipline, considering both the limiting factors related to disciplinary isolation and the value of clear structures for the development of creativity, the study then moves to consider the relationships between music and engineering disciplines’ perspectives of creativity and related pedagogical cultures and practices. Focusing in particular on areas of divergence and difference, the chapter concludes with a series of proposals and pedagogical models for adaptation of approaches to engineering education with particular emphasis on the design of undergraduate engineering.

“The curious paradox is that when I accept myself as I am, I can change.”
Carol Rogers.

The paradox of discipline

Creativity and the constriction of discipline: an inflexible innovation engine

There is more than one paradox at the heart of the academic disciplines in higher education with respect to innovation. Whilst widely advocated and supported, innovation nevertheless remains incremental in practice. Disciplinary structures, whilst flexible and increasingly porous, are nevertheless robust, and the comparability of educational approaches in the modern era to those of centuries ago are frequently opened for criticism. For example, in the
context of wider debates in the UK higher education sector about ‘teaching intensity’ as a proxy measure of teaching quality, whilst the University of Northampton have openly moved away from traditional lectures towards more active-learning pedagogies (JISC, 2018), traditional teaching methods predominate, and there is a prevailing sense that education can achieve different outcomes using broadly the same methodology. There remain widespread assumptions “underlying common metaphors for learning” including time and place, product delivery (information processing and transmission models), and systems and process (steps, levels and mechanisms plus regulation and control) (Wilson, 1996).

Creativity has never more evident in the thinking of academic departments but remains arguably more focused on student outcomes than approaches to learning and teaching. Universities continue to drive the research highlighting the increasing pace of industrial change and related uncertainty about the knowledge and skills necessary to thrive, whilst conserving and maintaining practices in learning and teaching as mere colourful echoes of previous eras. Students continue to sit in lecture halls listening and taking notes and learning evaluated through a variety of proxy measures often directly modelled on forms of activity familiar to university study for nearly a millennium. Because they, seemingly, ‘work’.

As with any social construct established in some cases over millennia, the concept of a ‘subject’ in terms of educational study is in most cases firmly established in industrialised educational systems, as is the pedagogic practice related to those subjects; a ‘maths lesson’ is what a maths lesson is; you learn music by ‘doing this’; this subject is more practical; that subject is more theoretical, etc. Whilst there are of course variations in practice, the presence of notional differences in educational practice between disciplines remains a consistent feature of global education systems. Disciplines change and adapt over time in an ‘open’ mode, but are simultaneously ‘closed’, definable by surface features and boundaries, the practices and perspectives within often isolated in pedagogic terms.

At worst, boundaries to innovation in universities can be profound:

“the absence of a collegial culture of pedagogical supervision that allows the development and the assessment of practices; the scarcity of institutional structures that support and encourage innovation and professional development; maintenance of the separation between research and teaching, and the devaluation of teaching in academic careers” (Stano, & Vieira, 2014).

Related to disciplinary innovation, barriers to innovation in higher education generally fall into the following perspective category areas:

1. **The curriculum is full**

Considering curricula, given the etymological origins in Latin, ‘a running, course, career’, there is nevertheless a tendency to conflate ‘curriculum’ with ‘syllabus’ and to focus more on content than process. Having highlighted the
evident and exponential increase in the complexity and sophistication of subject content associated with engineering disciplines, it is perhaps understandable that any subject struggling to accommodate new content into a framework reluctant to jettison old content, would feel constrained. Equally, evident in most experiences of course development and approval in universities, there is often an element of contention in determining the relative significance or emphasis to be given to particular areas of established engineering subjects. The suggestion that novel or unfamiliar activities or subject content should be given space is clearly a difficult argument.

Identifying the prevalence of ‘inbreeding’ and ‘academic silos’ within disciplines, Cohen and Lloyd (2014) highlight the potential for such structures of accountability and consequent survival risk to influence protective behaviours and to drive the development of more rigid boundaries, creating tensions between notions of specialism and generalism, the potential for “myopic views of complex phenomena” (Ibid: 196) through ‘discipline-specific’ approaches to pedagogical research, and questions about the relationship between discipline-specific knowledge or ‘DPK’ and ‘general pedagogical knowledge’ or ‘GPK’ (Berthiaume in Fry Et. al. 2009: 215).

Highlighting ‘syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic’ boundaries between disciplines, Carlile (2004) highlights the “negative consequences of the path-dependent nature of knowledge” as a consequence of isolation. Carr (Et. al, 2014), citing Segal (2009), acknowledges that “those who do not leave their home disciplines are not ostriches” (p. 6), but identifies the continued tendency towards the ‘ivory tower’ and “academic endeavour sequestered away from the distractions and irrelevancies of the wider world” (p. 5).

The evolution of academic subject disciplines in education systems represents a fascinating history. From Plato’s olive grove to the relative simplicity of Medieval universities including the University of Paris in the thirteenth century, incorporating Theology, Medicine, Canon Law and Arts, the relatively short list of subjects associated with the liberal arts gave way through the secularisation of higher education to a proliferation and separation of disciplinary areas to add languages, sociology, sciences, and psychology, whilst the rapid expansion of higher education in the twentieth century coincided with a further diversification of subject disciplines particularly in the social sciences. Nearly a thousand years of higher education within the European tradition is marked by an almost consistent increase in specialism, delineation and differentiation, and away from generalism. In UK higher education in 2018, subjects are codified in a variety of different ways but are categorized by the Higher Education Statistics Agency (HESA) according to nineteen broad subject areas in the JACS 3.0 subject codes, and, for undergraduate subjects, are now described by sixty-two Subject Benchmark Statements as part of the UK Quality Code (QAA).

Cohen and Lloyd (2014) highlight the evolutionary aspects of disciplinary development including, for example, a focus on discipline ‘speciation’, such as with agriculture, developing into agronomy, animal sci-
ences and food science; heterosis and hybridisation, such as with the emergence of fields such as educational psychology, and; extinction, such as with the decline of secretarial studies with the emergence of computing and IT disciplines. Recognising the relative modernity of established disciplines as a product of both business and accounting structures both in institutional terms and in terms of research, citing work by Biglan (1973) in classifying disciplines according to pure vs applied disciplines, life vs non-life context, and hard vs soft disciplines, they place Natural Sciences, Arts & Humanities, Applied Science, and Social and Creative Professions at the extreme quadrants of a basic disciplinary framework, differentiating between the disciplines based broadly on three key areas: Focus of investigation, research methodology, and their epistemologies.

Ultimately, complex structures have developed that both support and constrain educational disciplines. Constricts of accountability in UK higher education (Fry Et. al (2009) including the Research Excellence Framework (REF), Teaching Excellence Framework (TEF), Destination of Leavers from Higher education (DLHE), graduate destinations and ‘Longitudinal Educational Outcomes’ (LEO), plus professional body accreditation processes and requirements, overlap with historical assumptions and epistemologies to constrain movement and change.

External to disciplines and related to many of the same factors driving the maintenance of disciplinary structures, are consequent notions that some subjects matter more than others for the development of individuals and the wider social good, arts subjects often being amongst the first to face cuts in educational funding, and maths the last. These priorities may shift over time and by context, but most educational systems place greater importance on literacy (‘Language’) and numeracy (‘Mathematics’) than spatial (‘Dance’, ‘Sport’), aural (‘Music’), or visual (‘Art’) domains. Indeed, the active holding back of arts education in many educational policies, despite the concurrent focus on developing creativity, has been recognised as anomalous (Livingston, 2010).

Whilst great emphasis has been placed on the value of innovation in learning and teaching for many years, so has the process of disciplinary refinement and the settlement of heritage. The very notion of discipline implies boundary and threshold. Indeed, related to the engineering skills-crisis highlighted in the introduction to this chapter, one challenge identified in developing engagement with higher level study of engineering is the “arts versus science divide” prevalent in many educational systems (Royal Academy of Engineering, 2016). Indeed, as observed by House Et. al. (2017) in discussing the frequent segregation of design and analysis, “engineering design studios are intended to combat students’ tendency to dismiss or subordinate the skills, methods, and bodies of knowledge outside of their own major discipline or specialty.”
2. **It’s a waste of time (innovation fatigue/cynicism)**

It is also the case that there can be suspicion and active resistance to innovation in pedagogic practice. ‘Innovation fatigue’ can set in in educational environments with highly dynamic approaches to ‘initiatives’ and suitable stretch in terms of time and energy. Most experienced academics will recall systems, processes, platforms, and educational ideas that have come and gone, of innovations that failed or did not bare the promised fruit. The consequence of this can sometimes be an informed scepticism at best, but often active resistance, given the evident reality of innovation for innovation's sake.

3. **It’s working already (fear of ‘rocking the boat’)**

Furthermore, given the increasing significance associated with ‘student satisfaction’ as a proxy measure for determining the quality of teaching in higher education institutions, notably in the UK’s ‘Teaching Excellence Framework’ (TEF), there is the potential for a ‘tyranny of success’ mentality and for engineering degree programmes that are successful, perhaps quite reasonably so, to entrench approaches and subject content. Universities want to have the best department doing what competitors are doing, not be a leader in a field of one. Equally, even in cases where actions are taken to improve student success or learning experience, there is a widespread tendency in higher education towards modelling of practice change on patterns of success elsewhere in mitigation of risk, rather than rewards being perceived in terms of innovation and distinction.

4. **Innovation is too risky (failure too costly)**

In addition to the ‘tyranny of success’ is the perception of risk. Many universities actively use student feedback for annual performance appraisal and promotion purposes and higher education systems such as that of the UK incorporate significant emphasis on ‘student satisfaction’ in related league table calculations. Consequently, beyond seeking to avoid ‘rocking the boat’, innovation in the fullest sense, that is to say approaches or activities without precedent or substantial evidence of efficacy, may routinely be judged unfavourably in terms of risk (Hill, 2011).

5. **Market regulation is too constrictive (scope for change is limited)**

Change is also limited by the increasing marketisation of higher education. Notable in UK higher education is at least the institutional perception of the impact of Competition and Markets Authority (CMA) regulatory requirements. With students increasingly treated as customers of universities with consequent consumer rights protection, from the point of accepting a place on a university course, the institution is obliged to make that ‘product’ available for the necessary duration and is inhibited from undertaking substantive changes to either structure or content without at least the informed consent from all students.
6. **There isn’t time (capacity for change is scarce)**

Finally, and perhaps most significantly, there is the wider issue of time. With more than one third of academics reporting workloads exceeding fifty hours a week and already contributing to stress and wellbeing problems (Kinman & Wray, 2013), the capacity to overcome and even to consider working through the preceding challenges is further compromised.

In addition to the many general factors than inhibit creativity (Lennox et al., 2016) there are also a range of factors determining approaches to university study and maintaining conception of subject discipline that both constrain and support, separate and secure, and an intersection of points 1-6 above evident in most higher education environments. It is ironic that marketisation of higher education in the UK in particular has coincided with, and even been driven by, the same focus on creativity and innovation. Just when risk-taking and diversity in higher education and disciplinary approaches are perhaps most required, systems are implemented to let “failing universities go to the wall” (UK Universities Minister, Jo Johnson, in Espinoza, 2015). Flexibility and change have never been more required or been riskier.

Considering Figure 2 below, reflecting wider observations of a drift away from play and creativity through levels of education towards more theoretical approaches (Zbainos & Anastasopoulou, 2012), the issue of domain complexity and educational systems and context reflect the key factors inhibiting innovation or capacity for creativity. In one respect, initial play and experimentation through childhood development gives way to standardised educational structures and increasing complexity of subject knowledge and application. The intersection with wider organisational structures in higher education in combination with this complexity and educational heritage further compound the capacity for innovation in practice and increase potential for standardisation of approaches.

![Figure 2: Considering creativity and domain complexity](image-url)
Creativity and the liberation of discipline
Considering the challenges and constraints, one may wonder how any creativity manages to survive. The reality is, of course, that the same systems and structures provide the essential context for creativity to be possible at all. With respect to the relationship between creativity and discipline, of course all creative endeavour requires a context for recognition and a framework for innovation to occur. Boundaries are an inherent requirement of creativity, and indeed often represent a catalyst for creativity. After all, how can novelty be identified except against a clearly defined and widely acknowledged baseline?

As observed by Rowlands (2011), “creativity cannot be seen purely in terms of novel ideas [...] it is intrinsically bound with the teaching of the academic disciplines”, and that “creativity involves both thinking within the constraints of the discipline and challenging those constraints”. As highlighted by Sternberg (2006: 89), “One cannot move beyond where a field is if one does not know where it is” or demonstrate escapology without the straight-jacket. Whilst Sternberg also highlights in the very same point that experts can make “more and deeper use of the existing structure and hence have to reformulate their thinking more than novices do when there is a deep-structural change in the rules of the game”, the deficit of naivety also constituting greater flexibility and unencumberance, research over the decades has moved away from domain general perspectives of creativity as something approximating intelligence, towards a greater consensus towards domain specificity, especially utilising Consensual Assessment Techniques (CAT) (Amabile, 1983).

Highlighting the central importance of motivation in non-domain specific attributes of creativity, Kaufman & Baer (2005) also identify the evidence of divergent thinking ability not being transferable, there being “big differences in what one needs to know, and what one needs to know how to do, in order to be creative when undertaking different tasks” in a given domain (Ibid: 326). Further highlighting the development of micro-domains and high levels of specialism developing along a line inversely related to flexibility or transferability, there are also “differences between domains in the kinds of cognitive processes, specific content knowledge, personality traits, or ways of working that lead to creative performance” (p. 313).

Noting a shared recognition of creativity of being present in all university disciplines and as being simply a “departure from tradition”, Marquis & Vajoczki (2012: 7) note an interesting consistency in focusing on novelty or originality over utility (Ibid: 11) and of creativity being a personal characteristic shaped by context (Ibid: 6). There being a clear distinction between disciplinary creativity and ‘general’ creativity (Charyton & Merill, 2013), whilst conceptions of discipline and reality of disciplinary study may limit scope for innovation, hence the focus on paradox in the title of this section, these constraints represent an essential condition for creativity to emerge.
Recognising an inherent ‘tensegrity’ in academia, a sense of the sustainability and cohesion of systems being bound up with many of the same pressures, given the underlying focus on creativity in this text in particular, and the theoretical and practical intersectionality of creativity and wellbeing (Hughes & Wilson, 2017), the potential to enrich lives and to create meaning are perhaps the two most compelling rationales for promoting the value of a musical perspective. The purpose of this text, whilst focused on illustrating the benefits in general of interdisciplinary perspectives, is also to develop and present adaptable and applicable models capable not only of overcoming the challenges to innovation in education outlined earlier in this text, but also potentially as solutions for them. After all, music creates space and personalised opportunities for safety.

"Music is an art that touches the depth of human existence; an art of sounds that crosses all borders.”

Daniel Barenboim.

The dynamic borders of disciplines: Interdisciplinary perspectives of Engineering and Music

Carr Et. al. (2014) identifies ‘interdisciplinarity’ to refer to a range of specific practices in educational contexts:

- Multi-disciplinary: sharing learning, teaching or assessment activities between disciplines;
- Cross-disciplinary: exploring different disciplinary perspectives;
- Trans-disciplinary: blurring the boundaries between disciplinary approaches;
- Collaborative mode: combined approaches but within disciplines;
- Integrated mode: combined approach but working across disciplines;
- Intra-disciplinary: collaboration within a discipline.

Consequently, the focus on this analysis tends towards cross-disciplinary and trans-disciplinary.

It is tempting to consider disciplinary boundaries as analogous to geographical and geopolitical borders, reflecting tension and fortification. Whilst Barry Et. al (2008), for example, highlight the “agonism and antagonism that often characterize relations between disciplinary and interdisciplinary research”, they also identify such contexts as developing distinctive approaches to innovation. Dillon (2008) presents a compelling case for the “creative and integrative” value of ‘cross-disciplinary’ work whilst Walker & Nocorine (2007) highlight specifically the value of communities of practice, networked expertise and the potential for “boundary-crossing competence” through more ‘horizontal’ rather than ‘vertical’ educational systems, reflecting the focus on ‘T-shaped’ professionals for the future, incorporating boundary crossing expertise (T-Academy, 2018). As stated by David Norman
(Wastl-Walter, 2011), there has been a “Renaissance in the study of borders” and an extension beyond cartographic and geographical perspectives towards the broader significance of intersectionality and contestable spaces, leading to an evident increase in the bibliographic interchange and flow of ideas (Lindholm-Romantschuk, 1998).

Exploring the management of knowledge across boundaries, Carlile (2004) describes three progressively complex thresholds—syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic, and highlights processes of ‘transfer, translation, and transformation’. Reflecting the value of ‘analogical distance’ and ‘within- and between-domain(s)’ for creative problem solving (Christensen & Schunn, 2007), also significant is the potential for a novice perspective to bring less ‘schema-driven’ analogising (Ball, et al).

Whilst there may be evidence of students of arts disciplines scoring higher for openness and self-assessed creativity (Kaufman et. al 2013) we also note the metacognitive complexity of creativity and that self-perceptions do not necessarily reflect reality (Pretz et. al 2014). Highlighting the ‘American Idol Effect’ (Kaufman et. al. 2010), naivety in a given domain can too frequently coincide with flawed creative judgement. Equally, some evidence indicates the potential for creative metacognition (CMC) to reveal closer correlations between self-perception and expert judgement (Kaufman et. al, 2016).

Reflecting conceptions of various conceptual continua, e.g. from scientific rationalism to artistic romanticism, theoretical to applied, ‘hard’ vs ‘soft’, in the character of disciplines, Figure 3 below is an attempt to encapsulate key potential disciplinary differences between engineering and music.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Engineering</th>
<th>Music</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Precision</td>
<td>Expression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structure</td>
<td>Form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mechanism</td>
<td>Ensemble</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interface</td>
<td>Experience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Externality</td>
<td>Internalisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Principles</td>
<td>Frameworks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixed</td>
<td>Fluid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Field</td>
<td>Style</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recognition</td>
<td>Celebration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tradition</td>
<td>Heritage</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3: Contestable conceptual differences between engineering and music.

From a sociocultural perspective, music and engineering occupy very different spaces. Taking the Subject Benchmark Statements for undergraduate Music and Engineering study within the UK higher education context (QAA) for example, some parallels and differences are apparent with respect to the treatment and perspective of creativity. Both identify creativity as a graduate trait,
in Engineering generally in conjunction with innovation in being able to manage change and develop “ethically sound sustainable solutions” (QAA, 2016b: 2.3 & 4.3), and in Music in more nuanced terms including explicit reference to creativity and ‘critical thinking’ through engagement with music in “sophisticated ways” (QAA, 2016a: 2.8), and in terms of attributes including skills of “reflection, discipline, entrepreneurship, communication and teamwork, allied with cultural, historical, sociological, aesthetic and theoretical understanding” (Ibid: 3.1).

Greater variation is evident with respect to other areas of creative focus. Engineers are distinguished from scientists precisely because of the ability “to conceive, make and actually bring to fruition something which has never existed before” (QAA, 2016b: 2.3). A fundamental characteristic of engineering graduates, a “creative way of approaching all engineering challenges” is highlighted as a “way of thinking” present in “all engineering disciplines” (Ibid: 3.1). Music incorporates more references to creative activity overall, including, notably, “contextual understanding of how their creative musical practice links to those of others in different contexts”, in terms of personal skills in “maintaining confidence in one’s own creative work”, and includes an explicit list of six key ‘Creative skills’ relevant to music graduates:

I. Conception: the ability to conceive musical ideas and to manipulate them in an inventive and individual way.

II. Elaboration: the ability to develop materials into well-formed and coherent musical structures.

III. Adaptation: the ability to work idiomatically with a variety of musical styles, materials (instruments, voices), and media (film, electronic and electro-acoustic resources) and to manipulate them as desired.

IV. Presentation: the ability to use a range of techniques to enable effective communication of musical intentions clearly to others (performers, audiences).

V. Collaboration: the ability to work with co-creators, including those from different artistic disciplines.

VI. Preservation: the ability to document creative practice, with consideration for issues of both dissemination and impact. (QAA, 2016a)

The extent to which the Subject Benchmark Statements define curriculum is limited but is arguably more explicit in Music. Engineering identifies a reliance on “three core elements” (2.3), namely “scientific principles, mathematics, and realisation”. More explicit and granular, perhaps reflecting a notionally greater diversity of discipline, Music acknowledges that any reference to content must “of necessity be indicative rather than prescriptive” (2.3) but highlights a considerable breadth of content across twenty-four sub-categories including acoustics, ethnomusicology, technology, psychology and performance.
Clearly both Engineering and Music reflect parallel ambitions to develop creativity as a graduate attribute and a shared focus on ‘creative invention’, ‘conceptual synthesis’ and ‘structured imagination’ related to ‘creative cognition’ (Finke Et. al. 1992; 1999). Considering the differences between educational approaches to music and engineering, more conspicuous variations become apparent. Firstly, across all known cultures, musical experience is deeply ingrained with childhood development and learning. Furthermore, whilst there is increasing evidence of home tutoring across a range of educational subjects, the social practice of formal engagement with instrumental lessons in music is far more widespread than any equivalent engineering tuition. Requiring often ten years of development and supplementary tuition to achieve the standards required by many leading conservatoires of music, epitomising Malcolm Gladwell’s albeit contentious ‘10,000 hours’ rule, there is a disconnection between higher level instrumental expertise supported by many supplementary examination structures and standards frameworks. Whilst acknowledging the tendency towards greater emphasis within formal school curricula towards science and technology, in general extra-curricular contexts, acknowledging the existence of ‘engineering clubs’ and ‘science shows’ particularly in the US school system, musical activity retains more deeply established institutions, standards frameworks and opportunities for engagement.

Ultimately, whilst engineering builds the most impressive physical structures, music has developed the more intricate structures of social awareness and cultural engagement. Whilst numerous forms of reward and recognition exist for engineering excellence, with figures such as Isambard Kingdom Brunel for example achieving huge fame and historical significance, greater prominence is evident with respect to musicians and greater economic rewards available for related personal success more generally. Whilst engineering is celebrated and preserved for public attention, musical engagement is unavoidable in most public or private spaces and musical activity routinely involves crowds of thousands. Whilst individual engineering exceptionalism and genius is celebrated, musical expertise is explicit in a focus on personal creativity and expression. Engineering is collective and pragmatic, music is personal and romantic.

Acknowledging the distinctiveness of disciplinary context in terms of differentiation in expertise and application, potentially as significant as practice in developing different perspectives of disciplinary creativity is that of the discourse surrounding or framing it. One interpretation of the semantic differences between art and science may simply be that arts disciplines tend towards a more nuanced and granular view of creativity aligned with Kaufman and Beghetto’s (2009) ‘4C’ model reflecting a spectrum from everyday and personal creativity, to creative genius, whilst scientific disciplines tend towards the reification of disciplinary creativity more narrowly banded towards the genius. Whilst it may be the case that music is simply less discriminating as a discipline and too willing to begin interpretation in creative terms,
labelling basic competences as creative without necessary justification and too focused on “trivial rather than important creative accomplish-
ments” (Sternberg & Lubart, 2002), it may equally be true that engineering is correspondingly ungenerous with the recognition of creativity.

**Embracing difference on common ground: If engineering was a musical instrument**

Recognising the obstacles and barriers to creativity and innovation in higher education, and the paradox of these obstacles forming part of the very structures necessary for creativity as outlined previously in this chapter, it is nevertheless acknowledged that influencing change to pedagogic practice or perspective is challenging. However, highlighting the potential for constructive alignment (Biggs, 1999) to provide a framework capable of accommodating different disciplinary perspectives, Marquis & Vajoczki (2012) also note that:

“provided that instructors in any discipline (a) name the develop-
ment of creativity as an intended learning outcome for their students (as a number of respondents across Faculties did in this study), (b) develop learning activities designed to help students meet those out-
comes, and (c) construct assessments that encourage creativity and measure its relative achievement, student learning of creativity should be enhanced.” (Ibid: 12).

The starting point is therefore more straightforward. Given that the potential for engineering student creativity to be enhanced through active teaching of creativity (Cropley & Cropley, 2010), if engineering was more musical, it could simply be more explicit and more structured in the recognition of, and focus on, creativity itself.

Considering approaches to ‘musical’ models for engineering education more broadly, it is tempting simply to suggest that engineering would benefit from developing parallel structures to mimic those of music. For example, whilst the Royal Academy of Engineering in the UK support an extensive programme of educational activities and outreach services, the Associate-
ed Board of the Royal of the Royal Schools of Music (ABRSM) support a globally recognised instrumental standards framework and examination scheme designed to engage very young learners. Recognising the distinctiv-
ness of instrumental study in music there are, nevertheless, parallels evident with engineering. Given that most engineers recall early fascination with making and building, or exploration of theoretical concepts and ideas, the potential to develop supplementary standards frameworks as opportunities to structure engagement with engineering at earlier ages has clear possibilities. Whilst there are numerous opportunities for the development of supplementary credentials and qualifications in engineering subjects and related technical expertise, a more explicit context for the recognition and celebration of engineering skills would provide perhaps one way of addressing the skills shortages identified in the introduction of this text.
Furthermore, recognising the existence of defined ‘music theory’ qualifications aligned with related instrumental practice in music, perhaps the common feature with engineering is that of a practical emphasis on making and building. Consequently, in order to become more ‘musical’, there is scope to consider the extent to which engineering mastery might stem from personal mastery and more focused expertise (rather than the other way around). It being notable that ‘general’ musical expertise tends to develop from ‘specific’ musical expertise in the context of instrumental study in music in contrast to most engineering disciplines, there is value in considering how this might be realised more actively in engineering study. For example, given the wider transferable skills development opportunities presented both by inaugurating and managing regimes of practice and through self-regulation and reflection in preparation for examination or performance, opportunities for the development of mastery in engineering to be structured, recognised and rewarded, could further develop opportunities for engagement.

With respect to specific aspects of musical practice capable of transference into an engineering disciplinary context, musical study tends to incorporate a combination of the following activities:

1. **Individual mastery**
   With respect to individual practice and self-directed study, instrumental exams incorporate requirements for competence in an increasingly complex series of rudimentary techniques and musical knowledge. Scales, modes and arpeggios, as well as aural skills in being to recognise key musical features and interact with unfamiliar musical contexts in confident and meaningful ways, develop overall structures for knowledge and technique. From an engineering perspective and related to the previous point about individual skills, notable here is the focus on framework competency. Whilst of course engineering has underlying technical competencies, the potential for these to be structured into ‘drill exercises’, synonymous with the slow and attentive approach to the development of skills in playing a G Minor scale properly on a violin, is intriguing. Notable in the case of musical training, structured practice is about focusing on areas of weakness and uncertainty in structured ways. Whilst rote learning of times-tables in early years school education reflects similar patterns, the combination with self-directed study reflects a key difference. Given the significant breadth of fine motor skills and technical abilities relevant to engineering disciplines, there is clear scope to consider how appropriate frameworks, reward and recognition structures might encourage such learning behaviours.

2. **Ensemble and collaboration**
   As well as opportunities for considering individualised learning experience through music, collaborative activities are as significant. It is not difficult to
Consider activities in engineering analogous to ensemble music making. With clear evidence of the value of collaborative and cooperative learning, at least in terms of student engagement (Ahn & Nelson, 2018), and in the related value of improvisational approaches, creative collaboration and learning through error (Gerber, 2007), the formal ‘playfulness’ and the ephemeral nature of performed musical creativity, perhaps less inhibited by the more temporal and tangible constricts of an aimed-for ‘successful product’ in engineering, provides a safe space for experimentation. Musical error in ensemble is the basis for growth and is quickly superseded and moved beyond. Whilst error in collaborative engineering contexts can often provide the basis for innovation, it is more routinely problematic and in educational contexts, associated with failure than innovation. Recognising improvisation as active ‘experimentation’ (Wohlin et al. 2012) and as a potential ‘engine’ of resilience (Groten, et al., 2008), improvisation and extemporisation have important status in the education of music and represent a space through which individual creativity is developed through collaborative creativity (Wilson & Brown, 2014).

Recognising established research in the area of improvisation and engineering, Ludovice et al. (2010) conclude the need for “more comprehensive refinement of idea space” for technical improvisation. Whilst stylistic and instrumental constraints may reflect refined ‘idea spaces’, improvisation in music also tends to embrace fuzzier boundaries as the basis for experimentation rather than an inhibitor of it.

### 3. Repertoire

A further point of note is the relationship between musical practice and repertoire. Not seeking to argue the potential for engineering ‘repertoire’ to achieve the same level of cultural significance as that of music, there is, nevertheless, opportunity for considering how the heritage of engineering might be considered more ‘repertoire-like’. Significant emphasis is placed on music listening and the development of knowledge and understanding of the heritage of musical ideas. Developing a close relationship between technical mastery through practical engagement with musical repertoire, time is also devoted to musical listening and the processing of musical experience.

### 4. Composition

Closely related to ensemble music improvisation, composition in music has perhaps the most direct parallels with engineering in terms of the development of design and ‘making’. Indeed, given the intersection between the disciplines in many areas of computer-music and in the technical complexity of modern live music performance and broadcast, many modern processes of musical composition are highly technical in themselves. Nevertheless, of sig-
nificance in the context of this analysis is the domain-idiolect dynamic evident in the composition of music (Brown & Wilson, 2015). In the process of musical composition, and in frames of reference of reception and decoding, lie the twin interests in the development of stylistic competency and in personal expression and distinctiveness; the former without the latter providing for the bland and the generic. Essentially, music does not differ from engineering innovation in terms of the value placed on new and distinctive ideas, but music incorporates a more active focus on, and routine opportunities for, the development of distinctive forms of expression within the domain.

5. **Direction**

A distinctive aspect of musical education is the prevalence for opportunity to develop leadership skills and to engage in acts of direction. An inherent feature of the ensemble format, everyone follows key individuals and the overall group, and consequently, becomes part of a framework of leadership and followership. Acknowledging the frequent presence of a conductor or individual musical leader, musical ensembles nevertheless provide opportunities throughout all stages of musical development for the exercise of leadership, often, early in educational experience, in the active direction of others.

Considering the five broad areas of musical activity outlined above, in terms of specific developmental techniques related to music education, there are many established methods capable of informing approaches to engineering education. Some key examples include:

- The Dalcroze or Dalcroze Eurhythmics method advocating the learning of musical expression through movement;
- The Kodály method which uses child-development approaches and a range of teaching and learning techniques;
- The Suzuki method emphasising learning by ear, memorisation and through community;
- The Orff Schulwerk approach based in play.

Whilst all the methods listed above reflect features of good engineering education, particularly that of early-years education, an engineering approach to Dalcroze would certainly emphasise physical movement either through practical learning activity at scale or through further approaches to the rhythmic memorisation of information. The Kodály method might inform more codified structures of skills development and emphasis individual ability as the effective basis for developing further knowledge and skills, whilst insights from the Suzuki method highlight the potential value of greater emphasis on collective learning. Perhaps most enticing is the potential for the Orff Schulwerk approach to structure more playful approaches to the development of engineering skills and the most explicitly musical opportunity through deliberate incorporation and combination of drama, movement and speech into an active and playful learning setting.
From a higher education perspective, within the first week of study at most leading conservatoire of music, a typical instrumental student will have undertaken a solo lesson and been asked to perform examples from their current repertoire. Constituting a detailed diagnostic of individual technique and instrumental standards, all subsequent tuition would be based on developing the learner from ‘where they are’. In addition, with the vast majority of instruments studied in the conservatoire sector aligned to at least one key ensemble, students will have undertaken their first collaborative music making often as the context through which new social connections are made. A considerable amount of time will have been invested in individual practice, both in general and in preparation for other performance activities, and the first masterclass undertaken. Often involving opportunity for direct comparison to contemporaries with the oversight of a tutor, competition and socialisation inaugurated in parallel.

Considering that most undergraduate engineering students would typically have a considerably different experience, perhaps the first key opportunity relates to the potential value of personalisation and a focus on individual expertise. Developing the notion of individual expertise developed previously in this text, the potential value and benefits of developing the focus on individual strengths and personal development needs is perhaps evident for all higher education subjects. With respect to masterclass and ensemble activity, engagement by undergraduate engineers with practical project-based activity through refined structures of competition and stretch, and mutual support and guidance, already lead to significant positive impact in many engineering courses but could be more widely utilised.

“In counterinsurgency operations, the human terrain is the decisive terrain.”
David Petraeus

Summary and conclusions

The simple premise for this chapter was that the rich pedagogic heritage and agency of music education might inform fresh thinking in the approach to engineering education. Albeit an initially whimsical idea, this was nevertheless also predicated on the serious notion that deliberate consideration of the differences between disciplines may constitute an engaging ‘provocation’ in a creative thinking sense. The intention has been to explore how musicianship might inform approaches to something akin to a consideration of ‘engineeringship’, or a different social conception of engineering as a discipline, with the aim being to develop some ideas about how musical approaches might be pedagogically adaptable in terms of the development of creativity.

As highlighted in this chapter and in previous publications (Lennox, Wilson & Brown, 2016; Brown & Wilson, 2016; Wilson & Brown, 2016), barriers to creativity and innovation range from the subtle to the profound in
all human circumstances and distinctively so in universities. Outliers, exceptions, and the profoundly unfamiliar, can struggle to influence the majority or ‘find their way in’ in terms of influence or space for accommodation. That was in no way a surprise in the context of the development of this analysis. However, the strictures in a higher education setting are identified as paradoxical in this respect given that they are also precisely the conditions necessary for creativity to emerge. Boundaries are annoying, but matter.

Perhaps the key conclusion of this study is that there is evident value in considering interdisciplinary perspectives when developing and designing of learning and teaching activities and curricula. Simple focus on “what is the most different” can support constructive and critical discussion. There is clear potential for creative metacognition (CMC) in engineering to be positively informed by musical disciplinary perspectives. For example, given the focus in CMC on self-knowledge and contextual knowledge, “knowing one’s own creative strengths and limitations, [...] (and) knowing when, where, how, and why to be creative” (Kaufman & Beghetto, 2013), music does reflect rich and intricate structures of relevant and related educational knowledge spanning millennia. Music also manages both to be rigorous, fun, and socially engaging (Jones, 2009) which might be a critical factor in addressing issues of educational engagement and participation.

A more musical approach to engineering might ultimately involve more scaffolded structures and opportunities for the development of individual mastery with various practical or theoretical aspects of the discipline. The development of such mastery could be more immediately recognised and celebrated more visibly, and personal expression could perform a more important function in conceptions of technical and intellectual development. The expression of new ideas and the celebration of related creative thinking could be a more active part of social discourse, and opportunities for the study of engineering diversified at all levels of education. Perhaps most importantly, a more nuanced and granular approach to the discourse of creativity in engineering could be developed, more fully reflecting the apparent social and industrial needs of the future.

Ultimately, creativity is fundamentally, and simply, a tendency towards ‘buying low and selling high’ with ideas (Sternberg, 2006) and a capacity to identify their growth potential. Everyone understands, can recognise, and associate creative value with musical experience. It is culturally encoded. If technical and engineering expertise really is going to matter as much as it is projected to, we may need to consider how to nudge social consciousness more actively in this direction. Music and the arts may well be the best model possible to work from in achieving this.

Postscript

Writing for Wonkhe, the ‘home of higher education wonks’, Professor of English Literature at the University of Oxford, Sally Shuttleworth (2018),
recently published an editorial challenging the trend towards decreasing choice in UK higher education. Challenging the basis by which disciplinary areas are judged in terms of their respective value, and the inevitable consequence of increasing marketisation in the university sector towards mass delivery and the decline of marginal subjects, the subject of the article resonates directly with the ideas developed in discussion of the ‘paradox of discipline’ in this chapter. Starkly titled “Our disciplines are disappearing, and we need to act now”, seemingly, and unwittingly, just when the greatest diversity of talent is required, systems are conspiring to limit choice and to focus resources into areas of potentially flawed perceptions of importance. Sad though it is to reflect, it may be fanciful to propose notions of the interplay of ideas between disparate disciplines in universities, if those corresponding disciplines are in danger of no longer existing.
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CHAPTER FOUR

DIGITAL CREATIVE PROBLEM SOLVING: THE BEYONDERS PROGRAM

KATHY GOFF, ERIK GUZIK & REX JUNG

Abstract

Though interest in STEM/STEAM is increasing as a component of K12 education, the connection of STEM/STEAM to such critical 21st century skills as creative thinking remains unclear. Does increasing focus on STEM/STEAM diminish the opportunities for students to exercise their creativity? Or might STEM/STEAM open new avenues for creativity to be promoted within the K12 classroom? This chapter will explore the concept of STEM/STEAM in reference to 21st century learning skills. The specific skills that will be addressed are creativity and innovation, digital learning, creative problem solving, collaboration and communication. Discussion of a pilot digital creative problem solving program, the Beyonders Program, will be included, along with preliminary research into the impact of this program. The Beyonders Program includes a pre/post creativity assessment along with team challenges for secondary students. We conclude that focus on STEM/STEAM as a component of creative problem solving offers new opportunities to increase student creativity and other 21st century skills.

STEM/STEAM

The National Science Foundation developed the acronym of STEM for science, technology, engineering and mathematics. STEM is an inquiry-based approach that incorporates teamwork and instruction in the “soft skills” needed for business and industry (The Partnership for 21st Century Skills, 2007). In addition, STEM is an integrative approach to curriculum and instruction that attempts to remove boundaries between subjects (Morrison & Bartlett, 2009). In this way, STEM acts as a transdisciplinary vehicle for overcoming the compartmentalized disciplinary approach to education (Holley, 2009).

Indeed, in terms of this key transdisciplinary element of STEM, recent innovative thinking in STEM disciplines has relied on breaking down the distinction between disciplines traditionally seen as “creative” like the arts or music and STEM disciplines traditionally seen as more rigid or logical-mathematical (Catterall, 2002; Henriksen, 2014). For example, the art element (A) of STEAM is often referred to as creativity in education (Land, 2013; Sousa & Pilecki, 2013). Art has proved to be a valuable instructional
tool for integrating STEM into the regular curriculum as well as engaging students in the social and cultural contexts of science and technology. (Kuhn, Greenhalgh & McDermott, 2016). The involvement of the arts provides a more complete knowledge and skill base for learners to develop the most effective solutions possible.

As such, STEAM is an essential paradigm for creatively infused teaching and learning in STEM disciplines. The concept of STEAM suggests a need to celebrate and encourage the development of creativity by allowing students to use original and artistic ways to express knowledge (Barber, King & Buchanan, 2015).

There are a number of K-12 STEAM programs. Characteristics of quality STEM/STEAM programs include (Jolly, 2014):

1. The context is motivating, engaging, and real world.
2. Students integrate and apply meaningful and important mathematics and science content.
3. Teaching methods are inquiry based and student centered.
4. Students engage in solving challenges using a problem solving process.
5. Teamwork and communications are a major focus. Throughout the program, students have the freedom to think critically, creatively, and innovatively, as well as opportunities to fail and try again in safe environments.

According to Turner (2013), STEM/STEAM education is not just an area of study, but it is also a way of teaching and learning that is problem/project-based, collaborative, and focused on solving real-world problems. STEM/STEAM programs educate the whole student, emphasizing innovation, problem solving, critical thinking, and creativity. Oner, et al (2016) found that secondary students believe that STEM careers require creativity. As such, the very structure of STEM/STEAM programs, especially their integrative approach to learning, suggests an important opportunity for even greater conscious focus on promoting creative thinking in the classroom. Utilizing creativity can establish the interdisciplinary concepts found in STEM in addition to engaging students in learning. In addition, creativity can serve as a means for students to express their understanding of STEM content. Indeed, according to Boy (2013), creativity cannot be treated separately from STEM, and Mote, Strelecki & Johnson (2014) note that the use of creativity in STEM activities has grown.

The benefits of consciously applying creative thinking to a STEM based curriculum are many. Students apply previously learned information to creatively address a problem that they have not previously encountered (Roberts, 2012). Students involved in integrated problem-solving curriculum display increased engagement, satisfaction and enjoyment (Havice, 2009). Teachers agree that students are more engaged in learning when one or more creative modalities are included (Gullatt, 2007). Taken together, STEM and a conscious focus on creativity in the classroom offer a potent combination to
improve educational outcomes and better prepare students for 21st century occupations.

Creativity and Innovation

Creativity is a vital ingredient in meeting the challenges of a continuous life cycle, a cycle in which growth and change are the norm from conception throughout life. A life filled with growth and change requires a conscious effort to think creatively. To develop creativeness, the mind needs to be exercised as well as filled with materials out of which ideas can be formed. The richest fuel for ideation is firsthand experience (Osborn, 1963). Anytime one is faced with a problem or dilemma with no learned or practiced solution, some creativity is required (Torrance, 1962; 1988; 1995). In the 2010 IBM Global study of 1,500 CEO’s, creativity was selected as the most crucial factor for future success.

Fostering creativity in educational activities is vital. Research demonstrates that activities requiring creative thinking results in positive outcomes (Oner, et al, 2016). Problem and team based learning provide opportunities for student to develop their creativity, engage in collaborative learning and increase advanced thinking skills (Hargrove, 2011).

Creativity and innovation are linked with the purpose of producing something of value that can be traded, developed and commercially exploited. Innovation is the application of a creative solution with a profitable outcome (Serrat, 2017).

E. Paul Torrance

Dr. E. Paul Torrance was a pioneer in creativity research and education for more than 60 years. He produced over 1800 publications and presentations on creativity (Millar, 1997). Torrance chose to define creativity as a process because he thought if the creative process could be used to predict what kinds of person could master the process, what kind of climate makes it grow and what products would be involved (Torrance, 1995). Torrance created a battery of tests of creative thinking abilities for use from kindergarten through graduate and professional education. The Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking (TTCT) (1966) are the most widely used assessments of creative talent in the United States and have been translated into over 50 different languages.

Torrance (1979) found that learning and thinking creatively takes place in the process of sensing difficulties, problem, gaps in information; making guesses or formulating hypotheses about these deficiencies; in testing these guesses and possibility, revising and retesting them; and finally in communicating the results. Vital human needs are involved in each of these four stages.
Creative Problem Solving

Torrance’s research demonstrates that a variety of techniques for training in creative problem solving produce significant creative growth without interfering with traditional kinds of educational achievement. Creative growth seems to be the greatest and most predictable when deliberate, direct teaching of creative thinking skills are involved (Torrance, 1995).

Caswell (2006) describes it as an approach to finding workable answers to problems that exist in real life. Creative problem solving skills operate at the most general level and can influence performance in any domain (Amabile, 1989). Problem solving activities shift the focus of the class to a student centered orientation that provides a more creative and interactive environment of engagement (Yen & Lee, 2011). These skills can be influenced by training and by experience. Torrance (1957) found that elements of a creative solution can be taught, but the creativity itself must be self-discovered and self-disciplined.

There is a big difference between getting ideas and doing something about them. An idea all by itself is nice, but doesn’t mean much unless it’s attached to people and things. The value of ideas comes when they are applied. In creative problem solving, students work in groups to creatively solve a problem or issue that generally has no known or predetermined solution (Caswell, 2006). Creative problem solving is a teaching method that incorporates active learning strategies to engage students in working with complex situations (Samson, 2015).

A key way to engage students is to integrate active learning strategies into the curriculum (Delialioglu, 2011; Hayden, Ouyand, Scinski, Ollsterwski & Bielefeldt, 2011). Active learning strategies that incorporate student collaboration that are challenging with timely feedback help increase both learning and academic achievement (Delialioglu, 2011). Creative problem solving is an effective strategy to motivate and engage students in learning. It promotes deeper learning and fosters the development of effective problem solving and critical thinking skills (Samson, 2015).

Problem Based Learning

PBL is an instructional and curricular, learner-centered approach that empowers learners to conduct research, integrate theory and practice, and apply knowledge and skills to develop a viable solution to a defined problem (Savery, 2006). It is an approach that enables students to learn while actively examining meaningful problems (Yew & Goh, 2016).

Hmelo-Silver (2004) described PBL as an instructional method in which students learn through facilitated problem solving that centers on a complex problem that does not have a single correct answer. Students work in collaborative groups to identify what they need to learn in order to solve a problem, engage in self-directed learning, apply their new knowledge to the
problem, and reflect on what they learned and the effectiveness of the strategies employed. (Savery, 2006, p. 12)

PBL fosters the ability to identify the information needed for a particular application, where and how to seek that information, how to organize that information in a meaningful conceptual framework, and how to communicate that information to others. (Duch, Groh, & Allen, 2001, pp. 6-7). PBL teaching methods increase the creative thinking skills of students (Ersoy & Baser, 2014).

Problem-based learning is differentiated from traditional, lecture-based instruction by employing a real-world problem that engages the learner in active exploration rather than providing the learner with passive reception of lecture material (Peterson, 2004). The underlying assumption is that through the process of engaging with the real-world problem the learner learns.

Deslauriers et al (2011) confirmed that students become enthusiastic when experiencing problem-based learning (PBL). Studies of applied problem-based learning in online environments indicate that learners develop higher-order thinking skills such as creative and critical thinking and also have more motivation to participate and became more active learners (Şendağ & Odabaşı, 2009; Delialioğlu, 2012).

Collaboration and Communication

Collaboration is about shared meaning and vision. It is a purposeful relationship formed to solve a problem, to create, discover, change or to review something. Collaboration involves sharing responsibilities; it involves each team member being equal and contributing to the process. According to Sawyer (2007, p.7), collaboration drives creativity because innovation always emerges from a series of sparks – never a single flash of insight. Students learn about themselves in collaborations. They learn to identify each other’s strengths and talents as well as increase self-esteem by sharing and achieving a common goal.

Positive outcomes from a collaborative learning environment include:

1. increased levels of achievement
2. tend to feel better about themselves when given opportunities for success and self-expression
3. learn to deal with differences and to show respect by acknowledging contributions of all group/team members
4. learn to recognize each other’s strengths by communicating their experiences and ideas
5. gain practical experiences in dealing with people who are culturally, academically or physically different from themselves which enables
Collaboration is a core concept for creativity that requires expertise in a wide range of domains (Karakaya & Demirkan, 2015). As an innovative activity, team members engage in a shared process of exploration. Collaborative learning is the joint construction of shared meaning, understanding and knowledge, based on elaboration and evaluation of group members’ ideas and thoughts (Chen, Gao, Yan & Xu, 2015).

Creativity is a collaborative process in which the members of the team produce a new and useful output for the group or wider community (Chen, Gao, Yan & Xu, 2015). When learning in teams, students interact with their peers with effective communication (Morrison et al., 2009). During the collaboration process, students not only learn to respect each other, they also develop self-regulation in order to contribute to the project tasks (Kuo et al., 2012; Trilling and Fadel, 2009).

Communication is an essential part of creativity. Once a solution is found the creators are compelled to communicate it. Creativity is the “c” in communication (Boy, 2013). In order to collaborate, there must be communication and if there is good communication, the collaboration will flourish and lead to more productive and creative solutions. The quality and amount of communication among team members is an effective assessment of the success of a collaboration (Shen, Ony & Nee, 2010).

**Technology**

21st century and problem-based learning skills include the development of creativity, self-motivation, innovation, problem-solving and collaboration skills (Kaufman, 2013). The three factors of problem based learning, authentic assessment and meaningful community are a powerful combination of tools that online instructors can use to provide students with effective digital pedagogy (Barber, King & Buchanan, 2015).

Without creativity, the process of developing technological solutions to the problems we face in society is limited to the replication of old solutions (Cropley, 2015). In order to find the new solutions that are capable of solving new and old problems, creativity is required (Torrance, 1995).

Digital technologies can be utilized to create a new type of cyber-learning environment—an environment that effectively targets creative thinking and problem solving within the classroom. They may hold the unique potential to be replicated and extended across the globe in a cost-effective and wide-ranging manner. The impact of such a digital environment may be transformative in the classroom and bring a wider range of higher-level thinking skills to a global population.
Technology-rich activities can sustain high levels of student engagement and peer collaboration compared to less technology focused activities (West, 2013). Jonassen (2000, 2005) and others have identified the effective use of technology in supporting creativity and problem solving. Such technology includes what are often referred to as Mindtools.

Jonassen’s research suggests that Mindtools play an important role in promoting the problem solving capacities of students, providing a fertile environment for student engagement and cognitive growth. The technologies that Jonassen and others identify, however, are not new creativity tools, nor are they technologies that focus specifically on the human creative process. Rather, such tools are often existing software applications, such as spreadsheets, database programs, mind-mapping programs, and so on, that teachers may attempt to use with students in new ways. While certainly of great value in the classroom, such technologies are inherently limited in their ability to promote and assess creative outcomes, as their focus and design does not directly target creative thinking and problem solving.

In addition to Mindtools, some K-12 educators are now experimenting with existing online technologies—especially collaborative software—to promote creative activities in the classroom. Indeed, the growing desire for new web-based collaborative tools is perhaps best illustrated with the increasing use within the K-12 classroom of such social networking sites and applications as Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Second Life, and Google Docs.

While allowing for valuable new forms of interaction and information-sharing in and outside of the classroom, such software programs are again severely limited by their designed uses and applications. Such programs are primarily intended to allow users to share existing information—not develop, construct, evaluate, and actualize new creative ideas and innovative artifacts.

**Beyonders Program**

The Beyonders Program is a mobile application developed to better understand and promote the creative process within and beyond the classroom. The Beyonders Program draws together a number of activities directly connected to research and education, with a stated goal of creating a digital creativity system focused squarely on teaching, training and learning. Specifically, the Beyonders Program seeks to:

- apply existing research of human creativity to create a comprehensive digital creativity application
- promote the teaching, practice and assessment of creativity in the classroom
- train teachers to use the Beyonders Program creativity tools
• promote research into effective creativity models, problem solving, and higher-order cognition
• promote research into information technology and advanced web technologies that might be effectively used in creating cyber creativity environments
• develop digital tools to store and track development of student creativity

The value of mobile devices is that they allow students to connect, communicate, collaborate and create using rich digital resources (West, 2013). The Beyonders Program offers groups a comprehensive CPS-based mobile app that utilizes personal tablets for accessing the exercises and projects in the classroom, at home and in the community. The Program provides an immersive digital learning environment that consciously seeks to keep students linked, digitally and figuratively, to active learning throughout the day, in and beyond the traditional classroom.

The Beyonders Program offers participating students the ability to collaborate on assignments and projects, creating what the program refers to as virtual “pop-up classrooms.” Sixty one percent of high school students surveyed thought that collaborating with classmates on real world problems would help them be more successful in science, for example (Project Tomorrow Speak Up Survey, 2013).

Through the Beyonders Program, students participate in activities of scientific investigation and technical design of real world problems, becoming the main investigators and questioners. Investigation, creative thinking and problem solving are central to science and technology education—they are also precisely the skills that the Beyonders program seeks to promote in grades 6-12 classrooms worldwide.

A growing body of research supports the efficacy of inquiry-based learning on student motivation and engagement (Jonassen, 2011) and student retention and graduation rates (Dynarski et. al, 2008; Kemple and Snipes, 2000). For substantive improvements in student retention and learning outcomes to appear in U.S. classrooms, it is imperative that schools offer authentic learning opportunities that connect classrooms with the broader community. Engaging in 21st century thinking skills like creativity, decision-making, and collaboration must be authentic and meaningful to students, especially as they relate to the workplace.

**Beyonders Pilot Research**

The term Beyonders is meant to designate individuals in society who exhibit advanced creativity—individuals who move beyond others in terms of the development and application of advanced creative thinking and problem solving abilities (Torrance, 2002). The main goals of the Beyonders Program are:
(1) To engage students in STEM-based, real-world creative problem solving projects using advanced digital technology (Problem-Based Learning).

(2) To develop the creative capacities of 6th-12th grade students so that they realize their abilities to realize creative outcomes and initiate positive individual and social change (21st Century Thinking Skills Development).

(3) To systematically research the creative capacities of 6th-12th grade secondary school students before and after participation in the Beyonders Program (Advanced Skills Assessment).

The Beyonders Program is a digital education and research program for secondary students. This on-line, program offers 4 distinct challenges to participants during an academic year. These STEM related challenges include such topics as entrepreneurship, environmental awareness, inventing, improved health, community safety and improvement, etc. Students are introduced to creative problem solving models that are applied to a range of local and global issues. Teams of students are asked to develop creative solutions and to take action to communicate their solutions. Each challenge is developed and evaluated by trained scorers.

The Beyonders Program provides teams with opportunities to work with students from other regions and countries on global challenges. The Beyonders platform provides synchronous and asynchronous communication tools to facilitate discussions between team members as they work through the provided challenges.

A pilot of the Beyonders Program was conducted during the 2014-2015 school year at a residential treatment program for troubled adolescent boys ages 11-18. The students were pre and post tested using the VCAI-re (VAST Creative Abilities Indicator - research edition). They participated in 28 one-hour per week sessions, during school hours, between assessments.

73% of the TBH boys (N=27) realized an increase in their creativity scores. The average gain for overall test scores was 17.3 points, an 85% increase between pre and post testing. Overall, the greatest scoring gains were for Fluency (87% gain), Originality (170% gain), Elaboration (81% gain) and Creative Strengths (78% gain). Flexibility showed little difference between Pre and Post testing.

The SPSS results indicated significant increases (p<.05) in fluency, originality, elaboration and overall creativity as cited in the tables that follow.
### Paired Samples Statistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Std. Deviation</th>
<th>Std. Err Mean</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pair 1 Pre_Flex</td>
<td>11.63</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>8.558</td>
<td>1.705</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post_Flex</td>
<td>21.56</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>8.486</td>
<td>1.638</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pair 2 Pre_Flex</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>1.035</td>
<td>1.994</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post_Flex</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>1.188</td>
<td>2.209</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pair 3 Pre_Orig</td>
<td>1.63</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>3.257</td>
<td>5.37</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post_Orig</td>
<td>4.69</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>5.191</td>
<td>0.999</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pair 4 Pre_Elab</td>
<td>2.78</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>3.626</td>
<td>0.697</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post_Elab</td>
<td>5.62</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>5.243</td>
<td>1.009</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pair 5 Pre_CS</td>
<td>2.15</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>3.072</td>
<td>0.581</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post_CS</td>
<td>3.65</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>4.035</td>
<td>0.777</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pair 6 Pre_Over</td>
<td>19.56</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>14.577</td>
<td>2.685</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post_Over</td>
<td>36.59</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>19.967</td>
<td>3.365</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Paired Samples Correlations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Correlation</th>
<th>Sig</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pair 1 Pre_Flex &amp; Post_Flex</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>.649</td>
<td>.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pair 2 Pre_Flex &amp; Post_Flex</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>.109</td>
<td>.093</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pair 3 Pre_Orig &amp; Post_Orig</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>.598</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pair 4 Pre_Elab &amp; Post_Elab</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>.173</td>
<td>.065</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pair 5 Pre_CS &amp; Post_CS</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>.226</td>
<td>.033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pair 6 Pre_Over &amp; Post_Over</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>.258</td>
<td>.543</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Paired Samples Test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Deviation</th>
<th>Std. Error Mean</th>
<th>95% Confidence Interval of the Difference</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Sig (2-tailed)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pair 1 Pre_Flex - Post_Flex</td>
<td>-9.926</td>
<td>12.003</td>
<td>2.310</td>
<td>-14.074</td>
<td>-5.718</td>
<td>-4.027</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pair 2 Pre_Flex - Post_Flex</td>
<td>.296</td>
<td>1.489</td>
<td>2.297</td>
<td>2.297</td>
<td>.885</td>
<td>1.034</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pair 3 Pre_Orig - Post_Orig</td>
<td>-2.903</td>
<td>4.165</td>
<td>8.04</td>
<td>8.04</td>
<td>-1.315</td>
<td>-3.697</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pair 4 Pre_Elab - Post_Elab</td>
<td>-2.741</td>
<td>5.041</td>
<td>11.24</td>
<td>11.24</td>
<td>-5.052</td>
<td>-4.306</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pair 5 Pre_CS - Post_CS</td>
<td>-1.704</td>
<td>4.453</td>
<td>9.57</td>
<td>9.57</td>
<td>-3.465</td>
<td>-6.982</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Although this is a very limited study, it does provide encouraging data for continued research and application.

**Team Based Learning**

Team-based problem solving is a popular and established method of promoting creative thinking among students and has, in the past, served as the basis for a number of successful creativity programs, including Odyssey of the Mind, Destination Imagination, Future Problem Solving, and TASC. Such programs, while certainly important and effective among their target student populations, have seemingly suffered from a number of flaws inherent in their deployment models and methods. Such flaws have limited the acceptance and use of such programs as means of promoting creative thinking, even given their admirable goals of promoting higher-order thinking among participants.

Specifically, many existing creativity programs: (i) have been geared heavily toward the gifted and talented population, neglecting the wider student population, especially the under-represented and disadvantaged; (ii) have often focused on single conceptualizations of creativity and one basic problem solving model, thereby limiting their application to different curriculum areas and issues, as well as teacher and student needs; (iii) have not sought to evaluate nor gather research on the impact of their creativity tools in order to better understand the creative process and the particular tools needed to promote human creativity and its products; (iv) have been designed to focus on
predetermined topic areas, usually determined by the supplying organization itself—usage within the classroom has therefore been limited; (v) have often been created for use outside of the standard classroom curriculum and have therefore provided little focus on ways of applying creativity tools within the classroom; (vi) have usually charged fees to participating students and teams for program access (given their extracurricular nature), further limiting their use and application among the broader student population, especially the disadvantaged; (vii) have not developed a technological component to promote creativity in the K-12 classroom, nor do they currently envision technology as playing an integral role in promoting human creativity and its products in the future.

The Beyonders Program shares with such programs the underlying goals of encouraging creative thinking and problem solving skills among students. Given its focus on flexible digital technologies, however, the Beyonders Program offers a distinctly different set of methods for promoting and assessing human creativity and its outcomes in the classroom.

Conclusion

Creativity is learning by doing. Collaboration facilitates both solving creative tasks and the development of creativity (Doppenberg, den Brok & Bakx, 2012). Experimentation leads to creativity. Problem based learning arouses students’ curiosity and sparks their creative imaginations and critical thinking (Capon & Kuhn, 2004). Embracing and institutionalizing mobile technology can transform learning (West, 2013).

Students of today—our future inventors, producers, and leaders—will be called upon to explore a host of issues in new ways, evaluate numerous competing ideas, and generate innovative solutions to a variety of unique challenges and situations. The development of more effective, advanced thinking abilities is key to preparing students for competitive and innovation based environments.

Digital technologies present a unique opportunity for schools worldwide to answer the growing need for creative thinking and innovative activities.
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CHAPTER FIVE

COGNITIVE STYLE, CREATIVE ACHIEVEMENT, AND CREATIVE ENVIRONMENT

KUAN-CHEN TSAI

Abstract

The current exploratory study focuses from three aspects—person, product, and press—to examine creative process of Chinese undergraduates in Macau. More specifically, it attempts to understand to what extent these three factors interact with each other, as well as to examine the relationship among cognitive styles, creative achievements, and creative environments. The major finding of the current study is that the innovative cognitive style positively and significantly predicts students’ creative achievement. However, the perception of being in a creative environment did not play a mediating role between cognitive style and creative achievement. Several limitations that might affect the interpretation of the findings were also discussed.

Keywords: Cognitive style, creative achievement, creative environment, Chinese students, Macau

Introduction

The concept of the “four Ps” (4Ps) – i.e., creative person, process, product, and press was initially proposed by Rhodes (1961) as a means to better understand the phenomenon of creativity, via identifying the salient characteristics of creative people; examining operational cognitive stages in the creative process; recognizing tangible creative products; and describing contextual factors affecting creativity. The 4Ps framework in fact stems from four distinct strands of creativity research, which Rhodes identified in the literature as valid methodological approaches and then operationalized.

Most of the early work on creativity sought to differentiate between (eminent) creative people and ordinary people, which reflects the traditional perspective of personality psychology (Barron & Harrington, 1981; Feist, 1998; MacKinnon, 1962). The cognitive approach then took the lead emphasizing “the internal dynamic of creativity” (Glâveanu, 2013, p. 141). In this process of creative action, creative thinking plays an important formative role (Amabile, 1990; Bear, 1993; Finke, Ward, & Smith, 1992); and – though the specifics of their proposed stages differ somewhat—a number of scholars have deployed similar models to explain the creative process (Allen & Thom-
as, 2011; Mumford & Gustafson, 1988; Runco, 2009; Simonton, 1983; Smith & Carlsson, 1990; Ward, Finke, & Smith, 1995; Weisberg, 1986). These models generally include two major components: divergent thinking and convergent thinking. In the phases associated with divergent thinking, the main task is to generate ideas (ideation). The phases involving convergent thinking, on the other hand, are devoted to evaluation and assessment of various creative ideas; this is crucial to the optimization of ideas that are practical and novel.

Several scholars of creativity employed a different approach: using regression models to investigate the quantity of creative products devised by eminent creative people, and to look for correlations between creative achievement, age, and different domains (e.g., architecture, novel-writing, or painting; Dennis, 1956; Lehman, 1960, 1966; Simonton, 1975, 1984, 2009). Their findings suggested that creativity is a more domain-general than a domain-specific phenomenon. Amid growing awareness of the complexity of creativity, several authors have recognized that environmental and cultural factors might also be important to consider when attempting to understand it. For instance, social psychologists who study creativity propose a holistic approach: systematically examining a range of contextual factors, and the interaction between the individual and his/her environment, so as to move the investigation beyond the inner mind of the creative person (Amabile, Hennessey, & Crossman, 1986; Csikszentmihalyi, 1990; Gruber, 1988; Harrington, 1990).

Several other researchers have investigated the relationship between cognitive style, creative achievement, and environment. Luh and Lu (2012) found that innovative cognitive style successfully predicted students’ creative achievements, and that passion played a mediating role between innovative cognitive style and creative achievement. The results of several cross-cultural empirical studies generally support the idea that the socio-cultural environment has a significant impact on students’ creative behaviors: with students from countries classified as “individualist” exhibiting better creative performance than those from “collectivist” countries (Dineen & Niu, 2008; Mouchiroud & Lubart, 2002; Ng & Smith, 2004; Niu & Sternberg, 2001; Niu, Zhang, & Yang, 2006; Rudowicz, Lok, & Kitto, 1995). Organizational behavioral scientists, meanwhile, have mainly been concerned with how working environments affect employees’ creative performance, with the wider aim of improving that performance. They found that support from supervisors and co-workers, availability of resources, and policies conducive to creativity development could all encourage creative performance among employees (Amabile, Conti, Coon, Lazenby, & Herron, 1996; Hunter, Bedell, & Mumford, 2007; Oldham & Cummings, 1996; Unsworth, Wall, & Carter, 2005; Woodman, Sawyer, & Griffin, 1993).

While bearing in mind the importance of the creativity process within the 4Ps framework, the current exploratory study focuses mainly on the other three aspects: person, product, and press. More specifically, it attempts to
understand to what extent these three factors interact with each other, as well as to examine the relationship among cognitive styles, creative achievements, and creative environments. It is hypothesized that people with more innovative cognitive styles will have more salient creative achievements. Additionally, it is hypothesized that individuals’ perceptions of whether they are or are not in a creative environment play a mediating role in the relationship between their cognitive styles and their creative achievements.

**Method**

**Participants**

The sample for this study consisted of 243 Chinese students in Macau, chosen by convenience sampling. There were 160 females and 83 males in this sample, with an average age of 20.34 years.

**Measures**

**Kirton Adaption-Innovation Inventory (KAI).** The KAI was developed by Kirton (1976) to provide a deeper understanding of two cognitive types: adaptors, who prefer making incremental improvements within set boundaries, and innovators, who are willing to go beyond their comfort zones to achieve major change. The KAI contains 32-items with a 5-point Likert-scale ranging from 1 (*item does not describe me well*) to 5 (*item describes me well*). The possible scores therefore range from 32 to 160, and the higher a respondent’s score, the more innovative an orientation that person can be said to have. For purposes of the current study, a score of 96 was treated as cut-off point: respondents who obtained scores of 97 and above (i.e., more than 3.0 per item on average) were coded as innovators, whereas people with scores of 96 and below (3.0 per item or less) were viewed as adaptors. The KAI also tests for three dimensions: Rule/Group Conformity (R), which indicates subjects’ levels of adherence to group norms; Efficiency (E), which reflects their levels of concern for detail and reliability; and Sufficiency of Originality (SO), which refers to the likelihood that they will brainstorm creative ideas. The KAI is a popular measure in the organizational research and creativity literature, and a number of studies have supported its reliability and validity (e.g., Bobic, Davis, & Cunningham, 1999; Houtz, Selby, Esquivel, Okoye, Peters, & Treffinger, 2003; Hsu, 2013; Keller & Holland, 1978; Kwang, Ang, Ooi, Shin, Oei, & Leng, 2005).

**Biographical Inventory of Creative Behaviors (BICB).** Creative achievement was measured using the BICB (Batey, 2007), a 34-item questionnaire that evaluates everyday creativity across different domains, including arts, crafts, creative writing, leadership, coaching, and mentorship. The BICB uses a forced-choice *yes/no* format, with *yes* scored as 1 and *no* as 0, yielding a range of possible scores from 0 to 34. Several studies suggest that
the BICB has a solid factor structure and is a reliable self-report measure (Batey & Furnham, 2008; Silvia, Wigert, Reiter-Palmon, & Kaufman, 2012). A summary score aggregating the yes responses was obtained, with higher scores suggesting greater involvement in creative activities during the previous 12 months.

**Creative Environment Perceptions (CEP).** Mayfield and Mayfield (2010) have developed a parsimonious measure to evaluate employees’ perceptions of whether their workplace is a creative environment. It contains nine items covering three dimensions: creativity support, work characteristics, and creativity blocks. Based on the results of structural equation model analysis, the authors found that the CEP attained valid measurement quality. The current study utilized an adapted version of the CEP, with six items rather than nine, each one slightly changed to reflect the non-workplace context. For example, the statement, “My supervisor encourages me to be creative” was changed to, “My teacher encourages me to be creative.” A five-point Likert-type scale was used, ranging from 1 “strongly disagree” to 5 “strongly agree.” A summary score aggregating the responses was obtained, with higher scores suggesting higher levels of perception that the environment was creative.

**Process.** All instruments were translated from English into Chinese by the researcher, checked by two experts, and then administrated in Chinese to all the respondents. The researcher obtained permission to collect data from the students, and then conducted three rounds of data-collection in a class setting. The process of completing the package took the respondents about 30 minutes, after which they were asked to provide their background information, including age, gender, and educational level.

**Results**

The means, standard deviations, and intercorrelations among six variables are reported in Table 1. Among six, three represent the respective summary scores for each of the three questionnaires used, and the other three – originality, efficiency, and conformity – were derived from the KAI. The majority of the respondents qualified as innovators, given the cut-off score of 96. The results of correlational analyses show that all correlation coefficients were positive and significant, with magnitudes ranging from weak ( \( r = .16 \)) to strong ( \( r = .80 \)).
To identify whether gender differences and the two cognitive styles being studied had effects on creative achievement and perceptions regarding the creative environment, this study used a 2 (males or females) x 2 (adaptors or innovators) MANOVA with two dependent variables (BICB and CEP). Table 2 shows means and standard deviations for the dependent variables. In terms of both creative achievement and perceptions of the creative environment, innovators’ mean scores were higher than those of adaptors across both genders.

---

**Table 1**

*Means, Standard Deviations, and Intercorrelations of Scores for Six Measures*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. BICB</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>.7</td>
<td></td>
<td>.72</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. CEP</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>.8</td>
<td></td>
<td>.80</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. KAI</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>.9</td>
<td></td>
<td>.38</td>
<td>.52</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Originality</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>.1</td>
<td></td>
<td>.44</td>
<td>.53</td>
<td>.76</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Efficiency</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>.7</td>
<td></td>
<td>.98</td>
<td>.32</td>
<td>.33</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Conformity</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>.9</td>
<td></td>
<td>.39</td>
<td>.16</td>
<td>.31</td>
<td>.73</td>
<td>.20</td>
<td>.42</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**p < .01.

**p < .01.
The results of multivariate and univariate ANOVAs are presented together in Table 3. Using Pillai’s trace revealed significant effects of cognitive style on both creative achievement and perceptions of creative learning, $V = .54$, $F(2, 170), p = .009$. In addition, separate univariate ANOVAs on the outcome variables suggested a significant effect of cognitive style on creative achievement, $F(1, 175) = 7.72, p = .006$, and a non-significant effect of cognitive style on perceptions of creative environment, $F(1, 175) = 3.76, p = .054$. Additionally, the results revealed that gender and interaction effects on interaction variables were not significant.

Table 2

Mean Scores and Standard Deviations for Measures of BICB and CEP as Functions of Gender and Cognitive Style

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>BICB M</th>
<th>BICB SD</th>
<th>CEP M</th>
<th>CEP SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Males</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adaptors</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2.19</td>
<td>20.5</td>
<td>2.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innovators</td>
<td>12.86</td>
<td>5.28</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>4.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Females</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adaptors</td>
<td>8.25</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>18.5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innovators</td>
<td>13.02</td>
<td>4.30</td>
<td>21.8</td>
<td>3.71</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Another aim of the current study was to examine the effects of students’ characteristics on their creative achievement. As such, the criterion variable was creative achievement as measured by the BICB, and the four predictors were age, gender, cognitive style (KAI), and perceptions of creative environment (CEP). A hierarchical multiple regression analysis was conducted, with four independent variables entered into the regression equation in the model. The results of this are reported in Table 4, and indicate that only cognitive style as measured by KAI ($b = .38, p < .001$) was a valid predictor of students’ creative achievement.

### Table 3

**Multivariate and Univariate Analyses of Variance for BICB and CEP**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>$F_a$</th>
<th>$p$</th>
<th>$h^2_a$</th>
<th>$F_b$</th>
<th>$p$</th>
<th>$h^2_b$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>.70</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>.70</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7.72</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td>.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>.72</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td>.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X Style</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>.77</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note.* Multivariate $F$ ratios were generated from Pillai’s statistic. Multivariate $df = 2, 170$. Univariate $df = 1, 175$. 

The results of this are reported in Table 4, and indicate that only cognitive style as measured by KAI ($b = .38, p < .001$) was a valid predictor of students’ creative achievement.
Discussion

According to zero-order correlations, the results of this study indicate that the relationships among cognitive styles, creative achievements, and creative-environments perceptions were positive and significant, with magnitudes ranging from weak ($r = .23$) to moderate ($r = .52$). In terms of the relationship between creative achievement and perceptions of a creative environment, it was found that among the students in our sample, innovators had higher scores than adaptors did. This suggests that, as compared to adaptors, innovators had greater daily creative achievement (as measured by BICB), as well as more awareness of their environment as creative (as measured by CEP). The results show that low correlations although statistically significant, which are educationally significant. As Weinbach (1989) reminded us, “statistically significant relationships may be trivial in the absolute sense is, on one level, a

Table 4

*Hierarchical Regression Analysis Summary for Four Variables Predicting Creative Achievement*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step and predictor variable</th>
<th>$B$</th>
<th>$SE$</th>
<th>$b$</th>
<th>$R^2$</th>
<th>$D_{R^2}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Step 1:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.00</td>
<td>.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>-.19</td>
<td>.15</td>
<td>-.10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 2:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>-.14</td>
<td>.76</td>
<td>-.02</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 3:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.14</td>
<td>.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KAI</td>
<td>.16</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>.38*</td>
<td>.14</td>
<td>.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 4:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.14</td>
<td>.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEP</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>.11</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*** $p < .001$.
small but useful piece of information for the practitioner” (p. 37). The determination of whether or not statistically significant relationship is meaningful is based on data that is came from “insights into the current work environment and from common sense and practice logic” (Weinbach, 1989, p. 36).

Our findings suggest that a possible link between creative environment and creative achievement, which implies that if educators want to facilitate creativity of their students, they should cultivate creative environment at the same time. After all, if students are involving in environment which is welcome creativity, the chance are that they could unleash their creative potential.

The results of MANOVA further support our first hypothesis that people with more innovative cognitive styles will have more salient creative achievements and this is in line with prior studies (e.g., Luh & Lu, 2012). Neither gender nor the interaction between gender and cognitive style had any effects on creative achievement. However, univariate ANOVAs indicated that the difference between adaptors and innovators with regard to perceptions of a creative environment were at the margin ($p = .054$). Our above mentioned finding that only cognitive style was a valid predictor of the respondents’ creative achievement further confirms our first hypothesis; however, it does not support our second hypothesis, that the perception of a creative environment plays a mediating role in the relationship between cognitive style and creative achievement.

This study has several limitations that might affect the interpretation of the findings. First, our sample pool was entirely recruited from Chinese undergraduates in art and design programs, and therefore might not be very representative of other groups – especially insofar as the majority of our respondents were classified as innovators. On the one hand, this trends to validate the KAI scale; but on the other, it might be seen as contaminating our results. Secondly, this study was cross-sectional and relied on self-report instruments. Although this combination of methods has been validated by other studies (Silvia et al., 2012), the use of a longitudinal or experimental design might be more appropriate for future study of students’ creative achievement, as it would allow the subjects to create work that is then evaluated by experts. Through using longitudinal or experimental approach, we could understand the long term effects of students’ creative characteristics, sustainability of their creative outputs, and effect of different environments. In light of these limitations, the present study probably underestimates the real effect sizes. Another line of questioning for future researchers might be that, if cognitive styles have a psychological basis, then what type of environments facilitate the conservative disposition of the adaptor, i.e., increases individuals’ acceptance of the status quo?

**Conclusion**

The major finding of the current study is that the innovative cognitive style positively and significantly predicts students’ creative achievement. Howev-
er, the perception of being in a creative environment did not play a mediating role between cognitive style and creative achievement. Theoretically, it has been suggested that the intersection and interaction of environment with other variables cannot be separated when examining the possible factors influencing individuals’ creativity (Csikszentmihalyi, 1990; Mayfield & Mayfield, 2010). Therefore, there is still scope for further investigation.
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CHAPTER SIX

MAKING THE OLD NEW AGAIN: INFUSING STEM EDUCATION WITH DELIBERATE CREATIVITY

TARA GREY COSTE, MARY ANNE PEABODY & LAURA KATHLEEN PERSONETTE

Abstract

Since its founding over 100 years ago, 4-H has committed itself to developing community leaders invested in innovation. At the end of the 19th century, universities seeking to share agricultural advances found that while adults were more committed to traditional ways, young people were more open-minded and willing to explore new ideas. Community clubs focused on applied experiential learning were formed to tackle the challenges faced by the nation’s regional industries.

The National Education Association, a founding member of the Partnership for 21st Century Skills, has laid out a framework of skills that it argues are essential for all who seek to be productive citizens of this century. This framework provides a useful outline to examine skill-development outcomes innovative 4-H educators seek to achieve: creativity and innovation, critical thinking and problem-solving, communication, and collaboration.

Today, 4-H’s community and in-school enrichment projects provide a robust variety of STEM programming striving to improve our national capacity in critical scientific areas and fuel communities ready to embrace the primary challenges of this century. Through deliberate community development that norms STEM education, scientific exploration, and creative problem-solving as necessary life skills, the young people served are empowered to make a difference throughout their lives.

Historical Underpinnings of 4-H

Since its founding over 100 years ago, 4-H has committed itself to developing community leaders invested in innovation. With strong roots that are deeply connected to American culture (Van Horn, Flanagan, & Thomson, 1999), 4-H has long been acknowledged as a premier positive youth development organization (Anderson, Bruce, & Mouton, 2010). Its programs aim to help young people become strong and impactful citizens (Stedman, 2004) with a robust understanding of how to identify and solve the challenges they encounter.
An arm of the Cooperative Extension System of the United States Department of Agriculture, the founding of 4-H came about in the era of scientific management in which carefully tested techniques were thought to be the key to optimizing efficiency and economic growth. The aim of this effort in rural America was to industrialize farming by getting farmers to adopt the methods and techniques being developed in the states’ land grant universities. The initiative was not only aimed at decreasing food costs but also to address other public concerns such as preventing soil exhaustion and fostering improved sanitation practices (Peters, 2002).

The extension agents’ role in this work was to encourage behavioral changes and the adoption of agricultural innovations. The first decades of the extension system were dedicated to accomplishing a number of ambitious goals:

- Improving crops and animals,
- Developing cooperative marketing,
- Fighting diseases and pests
- Beautifying homes and communities,
- Setting up 4-H clubs,
- Advancing public health and nutrition,
- Establishing community gardens,
- Developing community arts and recreation programs and events, and
- Responding to the emergency relief needs of both war and depression. (Peters, 2002)

During this time, county extension agents spent much of their time organizing relationships between farm families, small-town merchants and bankers, and government experts. This was wise as the strongest extension programs are those that result from a balance of ownership between extension professionals and key volunteers (King & Safrit, 1998).

However, farmers are not likely to change their practices from a simple distribution of pamphlets or by having demonstration plots available at government-owned farms. Seaman Knapp, often referred to as the “Father of Extension,” realized that a much more effective tactic would be for the farmers’ children to demonstrate the new practices right on their own farms (Enfield, 2001a). Fortunately, at this same time, rural families were expressing concern that their children’s education was not practical enough, that they were not learning to understand and appreciate nature or agricultural techniques (Enfield, 2001b). In fact, a well-respected education expert of the time declared that rural schools were making children “unfit” to live in agricultural environments (Enfield, 2001a).

This disconnect led to the creation of the antecedents of the 4-H program in numerous locations throughout the United States (Enfield, 2001b). Extension educators recruited youth to act as intermediaries between the communities’ farmers and university researchers (Van Horn, Flanagan, & Thomson, 1998), and it worked. Children were now thriving in educational environments in which they were actively engaged and that led to meaningful
applications of their learning. Parents were exposed to new agricultural research and were convinced to adopt new farming practices (Van Horn et al., 1998).

Building on this success, demonstration clubs utilizing meaningful, real-life learning sprang up across the United States. By the 1930s, this movement included over 800,000 young people with a growth rate of roughly 10 percent each year (Enfield, 2001a). The attraction of this programming was not only that youth were eager to try out new ideas but were drawn to the clubs’ four essential elements: belonging, independence, mastery, and generosity. Of particular interest to our discussion is the concept of mastery which not only speaks to skill and knowledge development but also to the self-efficacy necessary for taking risks and accepting challenges (Anderson, Bruce, & Mouton, 2010).

Understanding the historical mission of 4-H and the elements of its programming that impact youth, families, and communities make it easier to understand how 4-H continues to develop engaged citizens through science-based education (Russell, 2001). Experiences only result in learning if the youth understands what happens during the experience, sees patterns emerge, and can apply this understanding in other situations (Enfield, 2001b). Thus, the learner must have the opportunity to apply the knowledge acquired practically. Experiential learning as originally depicted by Dewey and further elaborated on by Lewin is seen “as a cycle of concrete experience, observation and reflection, formation of abstract concepts and testing the implications of these concepts in new situations” (Rehm, 2014). Definitions of youth development depict a process by which the young people acquire the skills to meet challenges in a wide array of areas—cognitive, social, and civic among them (Edelman, Gill, Comerford, Larson, & Hare, 2004).

Constructivist learning theory asserts that through experience with social and physical environments learners construct mental models that allow them to organize their thoughts. Over time knowledge increases, is modified, and matures as new information and experiences must be accommodated (Smith, 2008). However, science is typically taught through lessons that involve the memorization of facts. When 4-H programming puts science education in a context in which learners are encouraged to challenge their thinking and formulate new ways of looking at scientific phenomena through the lenses of their environmental realities, it is tapping into critical factors that affect both learning and future knowledge transfer (Smith, 2008).

It is important that we enable our youth to be scientifically literate citizens who are curious about their planet, question things and find solutions, and make good decisions about the issues they face. Moreover, creativity is essential when developing scientific learning (Park & Seung, 2008). Sadly, if creative expression is not deliberately encouraged, it is unlikely learners will be enabled to achieve their full creative potential. This aspect of 4-H programming is key as its core intention is to develop creative leaders who can tackle the challenges faced by regional industries.
This leadership aspect has been central to 4-H programming from the start. Its clubs had leadership advisors from the time of the Morrill Act of 1862 (Fritz et al., 2003). As the organization matured, teen leaders were supported by additional programming at the state, regional, and national levels. At the national level, presidential recognitions were given to each boy and girl in the areas of leadership, citizenship, and achievement (Hoover, Scholl, Dunigan, & Mamontova, 2007).

Numerous studies evaluating the impact of 4-H have concluded that its members develop abilities in social skills, personal development, leadership, and responsibility (Anderson, Bruce, & Mouton, 2010; Bruce, Boyd, & Dooley, 2005), and agricultural education plays a key role in leadership education in many land-grant universities (Simonsen et al., 2014). Thus, 4-H programming strives to empower youth with the core values of philanthropy and civic engagement, and it is very successful (Stedman, 2004).

In particular, two types of leaders are developed to address the community’s challenges. First are the catalytic leaders who inspire others to “think, plan, dream, focus and develop vision.” Due to this leader’s guidance, people may reconsider previously held thinking and become engaged with new ideals of strategy, tactics, and paradigms (Culp & Cox, 2002). Second are the innovative leaders who share novel procedures, inventions, and alternatives. These leaders will not only be able to think creatively but will be able to sell the benefits of this new way of thinking to others (Culp & Cox, 2002). These leaders are well positioned to search for more efficient ways of doing things and developing new procedures to meet an unmet need.

**Current Societal Demands and the Pedagogical Vision to Address Them**

Understanding the nature of science, technology information, and mathematical calculations can influence how leaders young and old think about the world and make decisions. Researchers Tate, Jones, Thorne-Wallington, and Hogrebe (2012) argue that all citizens need STEM understanding to make sound decisions for themselves, their families, and their communities. They argue that STEM learning experiences encourage experimenting, questioning, drawing reasonable conclusions, and communicating creative solutions.

These skills are crucial for today’s students who face social, economic, cultural, and political issues where disciplinary knowledge stands equal with creativity, communication, critical thinking, and collaboration (National Education Association, 2012). There is a growing recognition that science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) educational experiences, particularly when designed to foster creativity, collaboration, and persistence, lead to better problem-solving skills (Hadani & Rood, 2018). Students are preparing for modern challenges such as discovering new medical advances, ways to address climate change, alternatives to sustain our envi-
ronment, and technological innovations. These problem-solving challenges all require STEM-based solutions (National Academy of Engineering, 2016).

While problem-solving skills have historically been taught in the formal traditions of past generations, today, informal learning spaces (afterschool and summer programs, museums, science centers, libraries, etc.) complement and deepen children’s school-based STEM education. This extra exposure is particularly important when you consider the number of hours that children spend in these environments. Falk and Dierking (2010) discuss how average Americans spend less than five percent of their lives in classrooms and contend that the best route to scientific literacy is through free-choice learning experiences across all ages, such as what is offered in community-based programs and the vast array of digital media now available.

21st-century students need STEM skills at a level unheard of in prior generations. Offering both formal and informal learning opportunities through an integration of community and school environments intentionally blurs the boundaries of where and by whom children are taught STEM concepts. This comprehensive “learning ecosystem” approach represents a significant and creative shift in how we think about educating our children, providing the holistic STEM education our youth need for their futures (Krishnamurthi, Noam, & Ballard, 2014). By shifting where education occurs, schools can share both responsibility and opportunities across a range of organizations, players, and programs. This cross-setting learning is of great importance, especially for underprivileged populations who may not have equal access to extra-curricular activities (Bransford et al., 2006; Covay & Carbonaro, 2011; Feldman & Matjasko, 2005).

To accomplish this type of learning ecosystem for 21st-century students, the National Education Association (2012), a founding member of the Partnership for 21st Century Skills (2011), developed a framework called “the 4 Cs.” The Cs are creativity and innovation, critical thinking and problem solving, communication, and collaboration (National Education Association, 2012). These skills are the springboards from which STEM education can be introduced, nurtured, and practiced.

The Four Cs

The 4 Cs model has become a common language among American educators and is often embedded in subject areas throughout a school curriculum (Rehm, 2014). According to 2010 American Management Association (AMA) research, 80 percent of the executives surveyed believed infusing the 4 Cs into subject areas would ensure that students were better prepared to enter the workforce, lauding the importance of thinking critically, solving problems, collaboration, and communication.

It is important to acknowledge that in practice the skills do not operate in isolation but are interdependent and overlapping. For example, creativity and innovation have a social component requiring interpersonal skills to
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communicate and collaborate effectively. Let us look into this a bit further using STEM-oriented descriptions based on literature from the Partnership for 21st Century Skills (2011) and the New York Global STEM Alliance (2018):

- **Creativity:** Students have multiple opportunities to approach problems from many different perspectives, including their own. Novel and creative approaches or solutions are explicitly valued, allowing students to devise their own paths. Teacher and student supports are included to facilitate synthesis of activity outcomes and reflection upon the value of innovative approaches and solutions.

- **Critical Thinking:** Students have opportunities to evaluate multiple sources of information, evidence, and primary material; to select appropriate material to support arguments; to critique the work of others; and to differentiate evidence from inference and opinion. In problem solving, students have opportunities to develop their ability to generate solutions to a range of STEM-based problems and scenarios, including organizing ideas, defining goals and milestones, and executing plans.

- **Communication:** Students have frequent and varied opportunities to practice and demonstrate their ability to communicate clearly, accurately, and persuasively about STEM topics to multiple audiences, both formal and informal.

- **Collaboration:** Students have frequent opportunities to engage in group work. Teacher and student supports are included to help students work together to plan, organize, and execute activities. Activities are structured to support co-construction of knowledge and work products (e.g., students are assigned roles within groups so that each student can contribute). To the extent possible, STEM content is presented in an integrated, multidisciplinary approach in which students have multiple opportunities to apply STEM skills and knowledge in the context of STEM activities, problems, and practices. (New York Global STEM Alliance, 2018, pp. 4-8)

The ability to think critically, be creative, collaborate with peers, and communicate effectively is fundamental to youth's engagement in our global society. However, the 4 Cs are just one component of a pedagogical vision for the interdisciplinary nature of STEM. We advocate for an integrated pedagogical system positioned in the shared learning ecosystem of a community. This vision specifically connects the learning theories of experiential learning (Kolb, 1984) and constructivism (Dewey, 1933; Smith, 2008) with the established conceptual frameworks of the 4 Cs model (2011) and the positive
youth development models (Lerner et al., 2005) utilized in the 4-H framework of youth leadership development (Anderson et al., 2010; Ferber, Pittman, & Marshall, 2002). Figure 1 illustrates this conceptual vision for integrated STEM education.

Figure 1: Conceptual vision framework for Creative STEM Learning

While teachers acknowledge that STEM education helps promote the 21st-century skills, for many it is not an easy task to integrate subjects, theories, and conceptual frameworks (El-Deghaidy, Mansour, Alzaghibi, & Alhammad, 2017). Connecting ideas across STEM disciplines is difficult work, and educators do not always have the knowledge, training, materials, or administrative support to make this happen (McGinnis, 2017). Kelly and Knowles (2016) address the complexity of STEM integration, stating that making crosscutting STEM connections requires teachers teach STEM content in specific intentional, deliberate ways (Kelley & Knowles, 2016).

As an alternative, schools have been successfully providing integrative approaches by partnering with university and community colleagues (Stohlmann, Moore, & Roehrig, 2012). Establishing partnerships with 4-H
and Extension educators enhances both teachers’ and students’ experiences by extending both professional development opportunities and community engagement. 4-H is well positioned within community learning ecosystems to make our pedagogical vision a reality. To illustrate this, we provide a case study of an existing 4-H program that is using deliberate creativity in STEM education with the goal of empowering the leaders of tomorrow.

4-H Today: Use of Deliberate Creativity in STEM Education to Empower Youth

As stated previously, the 4-H program of today began as a way to address the challenges of disseminating agricultural innovation in rural communities and empowering their youth to become creative leaders. 4-H is now the largest youth development program in the United States and is based out of the Cooperative Extension arms of over 100 public universities (4-H, 2018). Today, close to six million 4-H members are involved in traditional community based out-of-school clubs and in school/after-school based programming in both urban and rural regions. The State of Maine’s 4-H Community Central program engages elementary school-age youth in two of Maine’s largest cities: Portland and Lewiston. Community Central seeks to engage youth in STEM programming and build stronger families through 4-H programming at public housing sites, in schools, and through a network of community partners.

Creative Problem Solving in the 4-H Model

Creative problem solving in 4-H is based on the principle of “learning by doing” from Kolb’s Experiential Learning Model (1984). Norman and Jordan (2006) outline the five specific steps to this model:

1. Participant(s) *experience* the activity by performing or doing it.
2. Participant(s) *share* the experience by describing what happened.
3. Participant(s) *process* the experience to determine what was most important and identify common themes.
4. Participant(s) *generalize* from the experience and relate it to their daily lives.
5. Participant(s) *apply* what they learned to a new situation.

Often missing from science classrooms is the openness that allows for creativity and the imagination that allows students to explain what they encounter (Fahem, Hacieminoglu, Ali, & Yager, 2016). “Learning by doing” provides 4-H youth with a structured atmosphere for exercising creativity while exploring scientific concepts. Fahem et al.’s (2016) study utilized six features that relate creativity to school science: divergent thinking, open-ended questioning, generation of unusual ideas, generation of metaphors, solving problems and puzzles, and designing devises and machines (p. 73).
These features all play a part in both the 4-H Experiential Learning Model and the process for Creative Problem Solving.

STEM education through the 4-H Experiential Learning Model clearly supports the process of Creative Problem Solving (CPS). As an illustration of this match, see a basic description of the Creative Education Foundation’s CPS Learner’s Model (2018) below:

1. Clarify – Explore the Vision, Gather Data, Formulate Challenges
2. Ideate – Explore Ideas
3. Develop – Formulate Solutions
4. Implement – Formulate a Plan

Of course, creativity within STEM classrooms/activities needs to be encouraged and strengthened by educators. Students have to feel comfortable in their classrooms to feel that they can openly share their ideas and that their efforts are appreciated (Byrum, 2015). Simply put, deliberate encouragement of creativity will empower youth interested in STEM careers to be innovative thinkers that create impact. For example, the field of engineering stresses the necessity of creative efforts so that it can continue to design innovative products for consumers (Charyton, 2015), but only 3% of the population associates “creative” with engineering (Stouffer, Russell, & Oliva, 2004). 4-H programming has the opportunity to change this perception and infuse creativity into STEM programming that reaches millions of members across the United States.

The deliberate inclusion of creativity in STEM has led to the use of the acronym STEAM: Science, Technology Engineering, Arts, and Mathematics. This explicit addition of arts “advocates for creativity and expression to be included as a core part of any interdisciplinary approach” (Harris & de Bruin, 2017b). When youth participants in STEM programming are encouraged to be creative, to be unafraid of failure, and to embrace trial and error, they “become more active participants in their own investigations and more involved in their own learning” (Fahem et al., 2016). This call for creativity is echoed by Schmidt (2010) who argues that creativity should be an essential element of science education programs.

Park and Seung (2008) advocate for training in deliberate creativity methods such as CPS. They state that “Creative Problem Solving aims to give students an opportunity to work with open-ended problems or tasks that require creative solutions. With this strategy, students become self-directed learners, who are aware of their ownership of learning, which helps to advance students’ scientific literacy” (p. 48). To achieve this impact for its participants, Community Central provides deliberate creativity training to its Teen Leaders, positively impacting their ability to mentor youth participants, help youth reflect upon their learning, and design program curriculum.
Creativity-Infused Leadership Development for Teen Leaders

“As with leadership, it is a far too common a notion that creativity is an inherent gift that one either does or does not have. Not only can creativity be taught, it is taught effectively at all levels of education, from kindergarten to graduate school” (Stouffer et al., 2004). Community Central deliberately infuses creativity into program development and design, particularly with its teen leader model. At afterschool and summer sites, high school students assist with program delivery to elementary students primarily in grades three to six. When teaching 4-H STEM curriculum, Community Central staff members utilize a Train-the-Trainer model to educate high school students. The Train-the-Trainer model pairs teen leaders with 4-H staff and volunteers who provide the curriculum, materials, and support necessary for STEM activities. The teens then present the activity leading staff through the project and post-activity reflection. This Train-the-Trainer model allows teen leaders/teachers to experience the activity and participate in reflection techniques before they facilitate youth completing the project.

Empowering Youth in Creative STEM

The use of teen-age teachers benefits both the elementary and high school students. Young students respond well to having a teacher and positive role model who is closer to their age group (Lee & Murdock, 2001). The teens are given the opportunity to develop their creative problem solving and leadership skills. After sessions, 4-H Community Central staff assess the session with teen leaders and debrief any challenging situations, review what skills can be further enhanced, and encourage use of the creative problem solving process for continuous improvement. “When adequately prepared and supported, teenaged teachers can make tremendous personal gains” (Lee & Murdock, 2001) and are in a position to model their skills for young STEM program youth. If teachers model creative thinking and creative problem solving, youth are more comfortable with taking creative risks (Harris & de Bruin, 2017a). Thus, Community Central provides two layers of mentoring relationships.

Teens are mentored by 4-H staff on a variety of topics, including asking purposeful questions, keeping youth on task, and empowering youth when they are frustrated or afraid of failure. Armed with these skills, Teen Leaders are often asked to lead youth in small groups. “Allowing students the opportunity to justify answers through reflection and self-assessment [is] key to activating kids’ agency/control of their own learning and hence their creativity” (Harris & de Bruin, 2017a). This technique allows teens to form stronger mentoring relationships with youth participants and further enhance youth creativity during programming. “Collaboration is a dominant contributor to creative acts and thinking, and nourishes both individual and collective attributions toward creativity” (Harris & de Bruin, 2017b). One of the 4-H
Essential Elements of Positive Youth Development, “Engagement in Learning,” underlines the need for learners having a high “degree of self-motivation and an inexhaustible capacity for creativity” (4-H, 2016). This capacity for creativity is deliberately enhanced through the use of the cross-age peer mentoring model.

**Cross-age Peer Mentoring Model**

The 4-H principle of “Learning by Doing” is utilized twofold in the leadership development aspect of the Community Central program. First, Teen Leaders are mentored by 4-H staff in a variety of leadership concepts. Second, teen leaders apply the concepts learned to their work with 4-H youth. Karcher (2008) argues that this cross-age peer mentoring model produces Teen Leaders with enhanced leadership abilities, collaboration skills, academic achievement, and self-esteem.

In fact, 4-H program outcomes explicitly name the development of 21st Century Life Skills. This model states that participants will “develop the skills, attitudes, and abilities that will lead to the development of the 5 Cs of Positive Youth Development: Competence, Confidence, Connection, Character, and Caring” and that youth and teens will “contribute to the health, growth, and well-being of self, family, community, nation, and the world” (4-H, 2012). The cross-age peer mentoring model provides opportunity to support this outcome in both elementary school children and high school aged youth simultaneously.

As teen leaders engage with elementary age children, they lead children to a desire to learn science and inspire creativity within science. This need is just as true today as it was when 4-H was created. A recent study conducted by Taylor, Jones, Broadwell, and Oppewal (2008) found that 76% of teachers and scientists agreed that creative thinking skills and a desire to learn science are just as important, if not more important, than critical thinking skills.

**Conclusion**

The mission of 4-H today remains in balance with its historical purpose. Its community and in-school enrichment projects provide robust STEM programming that strives to improve our national capacity in critical scientific areas and fuel communities ready to embrace the primary challenges of this century. Through deliberate community development that norms STEM education, scientific exploration, and creative problem-solving as necessary life skills, the young people served are empowered to make a difference throughout their lives.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

THE POWER OF BECOMING AWARE OF OUR CREATIVE STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES— AND HOW THIS HELPED US COPE WITH LIFE CHANGING HAPPENINGS!

FREDRICKA REISMAN, BONNIE CRAMOND
RICK KANTOR & DARREN STODDART

The Setting

Each of the author team experienced/endured a challenge to how we coped with a life changing happening. Each of us are students of creativity—some for more years than the others simply as a function of length of being alive. Others experienced personal trauma and one author responded to a graduate course requirement. This chapter is a written sharing of our participation as a panelist on the 2018 KIE Reisman Diagnostic Creativity Assessment (RDCA) Special Interest Group (SIG) at the 2018 KIE conference in Prague.

Our Stories

Fredricka Reisman

I am the Founding Director of the Drexel University School of Education having spent the past 33 years on faculty. One day, word of a Voluntary Retirement Benefit Policy was disseminated university-wide. Retirement was not on my horizon. However, one evening I was on my couch at home working at my laptop and another retirement announcement popped up. I said to myself that maybe I should at least read it - which I had not done previously. So as I finished reading the retirement policy something unexplainable came over me. I felt a light inside me, very peaceful and I heard Lisa’s voice saying, “Mom, perhaps it’s time.” I had lost my only child, Lisa, six years ago after her 10-year challenge with cancer. When I recounted this experience with friends and colleagues who had known Lisa, they all said, “Freddie, that was Lisa telling you something.”

I shared the experience with Sam and Ben, my two grandsons and Lisa’s children. They independently responded that they thought I should start to relax and enjoy my other interests. In addition, this was a one-time benefit that included a cash payout of 75 percent of salary, $300 per month toward health benefits for the rest of my life, and a $5000 insurance death payment. There was indication that this would not be a recurring option.
Well, I made the decision to retire and to apply for emerita status. This is where I exercised my creativity. First, I brought to bear the 11 factors that underlie the RDCA. My scores were really high on 10 of them – originality, fluency, flexibility, resistance to premature closure, tolerance of ambiguity, risk taking, intrinsic and extrinsic motivation, divergent and convergent thinking. I was lowest on elaboration—I tend to like the bottom line and lose patience with those who have verbal diarrhea. In sharing my low elaboration score with other mathematics education folk, I discovered a trend that we all shared—we often think in equation type deliberation. Equations represent core ideas not needing elaboration to communicate.

My colleagues were stunned at my unexpected decision to retire and streamed into my office to assess my decision. My main concern was who would continue to grow and mentor the Creativity programs at Drexel. I made the decision to continue teaching two online graduate creativity courses per quarter, continue chairing doctoral committees and at the Dean’s request, remain on her Dean’s Executive Council that met monthly. Thus, I remained active, although more relaxed as I could pick and choose the extent of my involvement.

I was aware of a pattern of retirees dying soon after retirement. So, in addition to the previous activities, I am writing two books with Drexel colleagues. One colleague is a leader in dyslexia and our book looks at integrating creativity with dyslexia and dyscalculia. The other colleague heads up our sports management and coaching programs and we actually are doing three books that integrate creativity into athletics: for coaches, for athletes and for front office administrators.

I had a great model for active retirement - E. Paul Torrance who had been my mentor and colleague during my 12 years at the University of Georgia. Upon my leaving Georgia for Philadelphia, Dr. Torrance and I continued our friendship – co-authoring three books on learning mathematics creatively with a focus on word problems, place value and prime numbers including fractions and decimals. Our almost daily communication via email and phone calls continued until his death in 2003 at age 88. Thus, the modern father of creativity (as Torrance was known worldwide) enriched my knowledge and applications of creativity and my transition from full time employment to retirement – although I am not discerning the difference.

Bonnie Cramond
This past year has been a very challenging one for me. I lost a dear uncle, and aunt, several friends and a work colleague. Indeed, I felt there was a black cloud over my head. But the most devastating time was last fall when I lost my husband and my son within a 6 week period. My husband had been fighting lung cancer for a year, and we spent the last weeks of his life in hospice. My son had been fighting leukemia for almost five years, so I went directly from hospice after my husband’s death to the ICU in the hospital to care for my son during the last weeks of his life.
I was a very active person, had been the Director of the Torrance Center at the University of Georgia, and was a full time faculty member with a busy research and committee schedule. Even while caring for my son and husband, I kept a busy schedule. The late summer and fall when my husband and son got so sick and then died, I was scheduled to speak in Australia, Korea, Taiwan, Malaysia, and Croatia. I cancelled all travel when I saw how critically they both were. But, by the end of that fall semester, I was physically exhausted and emotionally traumatized. I could not concentrate, nor did I care to do so.

I met with my department head and told him that I would be taking a semester of sick leave and then retire. He agreed that I needed some leave time, and after working at the university for 29 years without ever taking any leave, I had many days. He asked me not to decide to retire at that point, but to wait and decide at the end of the semester.

So, I suddenly had a lot of free time and a lot of grief. I had to find a way to fill my time and deal with the grief. That was when the creativity training I had gotten from E. Paul Torrance, the teaching I had done about creativity, and my research on creativity came into play. I decided to express my pain in creative ways to exorcise it. I wrote poetry about my feelings, which served as a catharsis.

I remembered that when I had taken a drawing class years before, it had served as a wonderful oasis during the week from the stress of work. Every Wednesday, from 1:00 to 3:00 I went to the local art center to draw. It seemed that I would take out my materials and begin drawing and before I knew it, it was time to pick up. The two hours passed so quickly as I was in the flow of drawing and lost awareness of time. As much as I loved the class, I didn’t take another one because my schedule got so busy.

I also realized that I had not been cultivating friendships during the time I was working and caring for the sick. So, I started a Drink and Draw activity once a week, whereby I invited a regular group of acquaintances to my home to sip wine and sketch. The sketching and companionship gave me something to look forward to every week, and I got to know these women, who became friends.

I also realized that engrossing myself in cooking and gardening were creative outlets that kept me busy, relieving stress and distracting me from my grief. I have enjoyed trying new recipes, improvising, and innovating. The physical labor of gardening was also healthy, tiring, and productive.

These creative activities—writing, drawing, cooking, and gardening—have helped me to cope with my trauma, but I also have been going to a counselor and joined a grief group. These are the things that help me get out of bed each day.

During this semester of sick leave, my 91-year-old mother, who lives with me, started having some physical problems in addition to her worsening dementia. So, in May, when my department head asked for my decision about retirement, I told him that I had decided to do so. This was a hard
decision, because, like Fredericka Resimann, I had not been thinking of retirement before that. Much of my identity was tied into being a professor as well as a wife and the mother of my son. I felt that I was suddenly losing so much of myself. However, I was still suffering with trauma and now had my mother to care for. I didn’t think that I could do the job well, so I knew it was time to retire.

That was when the department head offered me an innovative solution, which was approved by the new dean. He told me that I still had many days of sick leave left and would lose them when I retired. He also reflected that I have six doctoral students at various stages of completing the degree who still need guidance in completing their dissertations. He offered me the opportunity to work 25% time to help these students finish and take 75% sick leave for the next year. I thought about it: I would have worked with those students anyway because I had a commitment to them; I would have one more year to add to my retirement fund; I would not have to find a new health care plan; and, most convincing, I would not have to clean out my office for another year.

So, creative thinking has helped me fill my time, reduce stress, and deal with the trauma of the deaths of my loved ones. It also helped solve problems by helping me to ease into retirement while assisting my students to finish their degrees. I believe that training people to use creativity is an important way to help them deal with the stresses and trauma that life inevitably deals us all.

Rick Kantor

It is easy to forget that the modern field of Creativity, currently esteemed and in demand, was built on the search for relevant human survival skills in war. Long before there was the Information Age, innovation pipelines running empty, and the 2018 World Economic Forum survey finding creativity is the #3 skill sought in today’s workplace, Dr. E. Paul Torrance was teaching the skills of creativity to World War 2 combat Air Force crews at the Air Force Survival Training Program at Reno, Nevada. Creativity, Dr. Torrance discovered, was the defining element found to be critical in the psychology of survivors in war.

“In the survival schools, the goal was to train men to behave effectively in emergencies and extreme conditions.” (Personal Communication).

“Whenever one is faced with a problem for which he has no practiced or learned solution, some degree of creativity is required.” (Millar, et al).

In 2017, life handed me two extreme opportunities to experience directly how creativity would inform my own survival.

One of Dr. Torrance’s own definitions of creativity explains the first event.

“Creativity is the process of sensing gaps or disturbing, missing elements; forming ideas or hypotheses concerning them; testing these hypothe-
The missing element in my life was an explanation for why the digital exercise heart monitor consistently showed my aerobic effort in a strenuous cross fit class to be significantly lower than the rest of the class. We appeared to all be performing similarly. Yet my numbers were different. The trainer dismissed the anomaly, for several weeks as a device error. I was skeptical. Enter serendipity, considered by Robinson and Stern to be one of the 6 essential resources of creative accomplishment.

By chance, I attended a friend’s annual bocce tournament. Here in Sonoma County, bocce is as common as horseshoes in the Midwest. Just served with wine, not beer. I greeted an avid cyclist guest who is always training for some cycling event. “Ed, how are you?”, I greeted him. “I’m getting a little better, but still slow” he replied to my quizzical stare. “Two weeks ago I was rushed to the hospital for emergency open heart surgery. No warning, only the slightest indication that my training numbers for aerobic recovery were shifting slightly. When I saw the doctor who ran a quick test, he put me in an ambulance on the spot and told me I’d be having surgery the next day.”

One of the correlates of the creative personality is vigilance, openness to what is present, intuitively responding to information presented, seeing the possibility presented by serendipity, acting and implementing. I immediately thought of my unexplained exercise numbers and wasted no time setting up an appointment for a cardiac stress test. The abnormal results then required an angiogram. The results of that made the convincing case for open-heart surgery. A quadruple bypass. Nothing in my regular check-ups indicated any issues at all. I’m a healthy living, non-smoker, very modest drinker, fit and slim, with no symptoms at all. Not a reason in the world to suspect a problem.

Yet my creative mindset was unconsciously and consciously at work, being curious, seeking explanations, observing the world anew each day without pre-suppositions, continually sharpening my senses and making new connections between seemingly disparate items. Dr. Torrance called his top creative pilots his “wild colts”, the ones who thought and acted outside the box. “The Jet Ace is a man who goes out into life and meets it head on.” (p. 38)

By February 28th, after 5 cardiology opinions, I completed successful surgery. Recovery and months of rehabilitation are as successful, meaningful and fun as the amount of creative energy you put into them. Since playfulness and laughter are correlates of creativity and hence survival, I made sure the post-operative experience was of my own design and pleasure. Collaboration being an important creative aptitude, I made sure to stay surrounded by caring friends and family.

I was almost recuperated to my previous strength on October 9, 2017 when the wildfires of Sonoma County forced my 2 AM evacuation from my
home without notice. Think about this: you have 3-5 minutes to leave everything you own and love, perhaps never to see again. What do you do? If you have a creative mindset, you accept the unexpected challenge and calmly proceed, effectively and decisively.

It would be 9 days of evacuation, or not knowing what would happen, of finding places to stay, places to volunteer to help others, trying to grasp the new reality each day; communicating with a network of support. Accepting that our survival would depend on good decisions, clear thinking that considered all the options. Employing divergent and convergent thinking in every new moment to stay safe and informed.

I was one of the lucky ones who writes this from my house, unscathed. As I thought about the relative ease with which we navigated our circumstances and the obvious risks around us, I could see how creativity is a way of seeing the world as it unfolds and being able to respond appropriately.

The Reisman Diagnostic Creativity Assessment identified which 6 of my creative strengths made survival more likely in both events of 2017:

- **Tolerance of Ambiguity**: being comfortable with the unknown; no preconceptions.
- **Resisting Premature Closure**: keeping an open mind, whichever way the winds blow.
- **Divergent Thinking**: generating many solutions and possible ways to proceed when left homeless, unsettled.
- **Convergent Thinking**: Analyze events, evaluate and come to closure.
- **Risk Taking**: exploratory, venturesome, daring.
- **Intrinsic Motivation**: ability to find enjoyment and meaning, personal drive to thrive and survive.

There is a misconception, still, that creativity is somehow either a luxury, or the domain of a few but not gifted to many, or it is an artistic expression, or that it is a soft skill. It is all of these things, too. But first and foremost, it is that most uniquely human capability to observe, to assess, to find ideas to develop as solutions and to implement, thereby taking dominion over our circumstance and world. Creativity is how we will manage to survive, however great the threat or challenge. Creativity is how we can prepare ourselves to be ready for anything.

**Darren Stoddart**
Openness to experience is a key factor in creativity assessments; but being open to experience and being prepared for one are two entirely different things. I travelled to Rarotonga, the capital island of the Cook Islands in the South Pacific in February of 2018 to study creativity there. Prior to deciding to make the trip, I had been in contact with several people on the island, all of whom replied to my initial email in a fairly similar way. They would tell me a mind-bending story about creativity on the island, volunteer to help me out with the paper I planned to write, but end with something along the lines of
“but it would be a whole lot easier if you would come here.” The stories I was told ranged from the Māori creation story in which the gods control creativity to descriptions of galleries displaying paintings by local and foreign born artists selling for over $10,000 USD.

Having set out to write a paper to satisfy the requirement of a course in Drexel University’s MS in Creativity and Innovation program, travelling to the island was not initially even in my consideration set but the draw of the place and the people there quickly became undeniable. I was awarded a grant from Drexel for the trip and within two weeks I was on my way to the island.

A travelogue would be easy enough to write, Rarotonga is a beautiful and exotic place but I managed to see less than five miles of the place in my six days there. My days were half filled with healthy debates with academics, museum curators, artists, and whenever the opportunity presented itself anyone else that was willing to discuss the workings of creativity there. The other half of the day I spent working alongside a master carver who by his own admission “loves opposition.” There was no mental downtime, being open to experience, in the way I felt appropriate required constant mental engagement.

Leaving for Rarotonga I was a person who was fiercely independent, I’d spent hours writing and arguing against Systems Theory, thought of a creator as individual or potentially as a group of individuals, and dismissed divinity as mythology. In just a few short days I found working examples of Systems Theory that were not only important and embraced but very nearly a requirement of life on a small remote island.

I learned that people can’t create, they can only innovate. All of the world around us was created either by a deity, group of deity, or cosmic forces, all we do is put it together. It became clear that working alone, in isolation, is arrogant and problematic. The web of all living things became even more clear as I heard stories of talking to trees as equals, and circumstance after circumstance kept piling up to the point that it was impossible for me to say that I had not somehow been set on a course to visit the island and make the connections that I did at least twenty years prior to my trip.

Believe what you will, reject or explain the inexplicable, when I asked the master carver how I could understand everything that was happening to me on Rarotonga he replied “you won’t, your European mind won’t allow it.” I believe that he is right, I can’t understand it but I can be open to it, but there is no way that I could have prepared for the lessons in creativity that I received on Rarotonga that continue on in every conversation I have with my new friends.
CHAPTER EIGHT

CREATIVITY AND CONNECTEDNESS ON RAROTONGA

DARREN W. STODDART

Abstract

This paper documents the events leading up to, experiences onsite and the outcomes from, a trip to Rarotonga, Cook Islands in February 2018. The trip was conducted to research the attributes and definition of creativity across a group that included government employees, artists, and academics. Results of the Reisman Diagnostic Creativity Assessment (RDCA) served as an interview guide for the purpose of understanding how the interviewees’ views on creativity did or did not align with those commonly held in the West. The Rarotongans demonstrate many unique characteristics that complement creativity including the inclusivity of the community, practicality in their approach, and the de-emphasis of the individual. This paper documents several interviews, artistic production alongside one of the interviewees, and it discusses the potential for relating Rarotongan views to western cultures including increased cooperation, slowing down, and group motivation.
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Introduction

This paper may have started in 1995, my wife Tracey and I were married that year at the Bali Hai restaurant in San Diego, California where we lived at the time. After we returned from our honeymoon, I sat down to create our thank you notes. Using what was a nascent World Wide Web, I found the perfect image to use on the cards, it was Tangaroa (Figure 1), the Māori demi-god of the sea and of fertility. The form of Tangaroa I used on the cards is carved (Figure 2) on Rarotonga, one of the Cook Islands, a place completely unknown to me at the time.

The next pivotal moment in the development of this paper came December 31st, 2017, the day after I received the textbook for my upcoming course at Drexel University entitled Global Perspectives on Creativity. After a quick scan of the text, I realized that none of the South Pacific countries
were covered. This omission provided me with the potential opportunity to
discover something new about creativity in a remote part of the world for my
final paper for the course. I searched for “Creativity Polynesian” which led
me to the book Collective Creativity by Katherine Giuffre (2016), written
about the community of artists as she observed them on Rarotonga, an island
that related to my Tangaroa thank you cards. My next search was for
“Creativity Rarotonga” and that’s when the momentum started. I reached out
to several people on the island on January 16th to see what kind of connec-
tions I could make to support a primary research project. The first response I
received was from Sean Dunmurry who wrote “Kia orana Darren, many
thanks for your email. I am happy to help as best as I can, bearing in mind we
are in the middle of the busy process of completing summer schools and com-
mencing first semester enrollment.” This was encouraging enough but then
Sean went on to educate me on Te Ao (this world / light) where we humans live, and Te Po (the other world / night) where the Gods live, noting that,
“creativity, if you like, is a divine intervention - an inspiration from the
gods.” On January 17th, I reached out to Dr. Fredricka Reisman, my instruc-
tor, to introduce her to the project, and ask if Drexel might have funds availa-
ble to help support a trip to Rarotonga. In little over an hour, Dr. Reisman
had passed along my request to the Torrance Center Board who review fund-
ning support requests. Three days later Dr. Reisman informed me that the
funds were available, and I booked my ticket to be on Rarotonga from Febru-
ary 10th through the 17th.

Much of my time on the island was spent working alongside the
artist Teina ‘Uri’uri including carving two Tangaroa. I had my wife, Tracey
send me a picture of the previously mentioned thank you card to show to
Teina. He commented that, “something had its hook in you a long time ago
to bring you here.” In the first email I received from my new friend upon my
return to the US, Teina wrote: “When you used the Tangaroa image on your
thank you cards for your wedding 25 years ago, you committed yourself to
coming to see me then.” The following text details my trip to Rarotonga, the
conversations and interviews I had with artists, educators, and politicians and
a series of events that I am yet to fully understand.

**The Cook Islands and Rarotonga**

Over 2800 years before my visit, expeditions from French Polynesia made
the first landfall on Rarotonga. In the eleventh century C.E., settlers from
other parts of Polynesia built Te Are Nui o To’i, now known as Ara Metua,
the “road of ancestors”, which runs around Rarotonga. These first permanent
settlers were conquered by raiders from Tahiti and Samoa, “with this con-
quest were erased almost all memories about the building of great
road” (“Ara Metua”, n.d.). This paved road supported movement of goods, a
path to sacred areas, and unfortunately easy transport for the warring tribes.
These wars were the normal state for the island until the arrival of the Euro-
The first documented landing on Rarotonga by Europeans was in 1820 by the ship the Cumberland, captained by Philip Goodenough. Goodenough was a tradesperson, not a missionary, with that said, either he or his crew “told [the Māori] about God, whose name was Tiova (Jehovah) and Tititarai (Jesus Christ). He was the great God of heaven and of all countries” (Maretu in Gill, 2017). Goodenough’s time on Rarotonga had a disastrous and deadly end due to their general disrespect, the theft of property and abuse of native women by the crew. The next European encounters led to a radically different outcome.

The first true missionary to Rarotonga was John Williams of the London Missionary Society who had been active for two decades in the Society Islands. Williams determined that he could spread his religion faster by training Polynesians “whom he felt could establish contact with their own or related peoples quite easily” (Gilson, 1980). Williams and his missionaries converted Rongomatane, a high chief of Atiu who in turn provided sailing directions to Rarotonga. The mission included Tapaeru, a Rarotongan abducted by Goodenough and left on the island of Aitutaki. It was the missionary Papeiha, who in 1823 decided to stay on Rarotonga. “Papeiha accomplished more in Rarotonga in two years than the English missionaries in Tahiti had in twenty” (Gilson, 1980). Papeiha convinced the Rarotongans to destroy their idols and other artifacts. When nothing disastrous happened, he was able to convert them and then broker peace between the tribes. Papeiha convinced the converted Christians to live in Avarua, which became the capital of Rarotonga and the Cook Islands.

Rarotonga, the capital of the Cook Islands, is a 67 square kilometer island, about 1/3 the area of Washington D.C. I flew 4,692 miles southwest from Los Angeles to reach it. To triangulate its location, you could look 2,940 miles due south of Honolulu, Hawaii, and 1,868 miles northeast of Auckland, New Zealand. The average high temperature from season to season ranges only 7 degrees Fahrenheit, from 77 up to 84.

According to the 2011 Cook Islands Census, Rarotonga is the most populous of the 15 islands, the 13,044 residents make up seventy-five percent of the total population of the Cook Islands. The gender split is more or less equal, the median age is 29, making it lower than any U.S. state. There are 63 residents per square kilometer on the Cook Islands—Tennessee, South Carolina, and Georgia have similar population densities. Thirty-one percent of the population of Rarotonga was born outside of the Cook Islands, seventy-six percent of the population is comprised of Cook Islands Māori. Rarotonga has the highest education rates of all the Cook Islands, sixty-five percent of the population having attended secondary school comprised of grades seven through 13. Basic education ends at grade 11 and most students end their education there rather than completing secondary school. Twenty-one percent of the working age population is employed as “Service Workers, Shop and Sales Workers”. The average worker earns $17,695NZD or $12,842USD per year with men earning more than women. Amongst the population over
fifteen years old, there are 1,093 performers, 192 composers, 181 choreographers, 198 traditional medicine practitioners, 132 carvers, 3,416 spectators, 226 participating in other cultural activities, and 3,269 not participating in cultural activities. Census respondents were able to select as many as were applicable from a list of cultural activities. By using the lowest possible number of unique individuals, the performers, at least 21% of the population of the island take part in cultural activities and over 66% are spectators.

Polynesian arts are evident everywhere on Rarotonga, regional black pearls are made into jewelry, carved wooden canoes, drums and idols like Tangaroa sit next to ornate Tīvaevae quilts and handmade hats, while musicians and dancers perform traditional dances. The arts and crafts of Rarotonga have been well documented since the arrival of the Europeans in the early 1800’s. Song and dance, wood carving, fiber weaving, tattooing and other art forms were present before the arrival of the Missionaries. These works were shipped back to Europe as museum pieces by the London Missionary Society. The Mäori carving tools were incompatible with Christianity, “after the conversion to Christianity, the ceremonial adzes ceased to function as religious symbols, but their unique form and neat carving and lashing made them interesting art objects to the settlers and visitors of another race” (Buck, 1944, p. 500).

Creativity on Rarotonga

Today, the arts are alive and well on Rarotonga, from handicrafts to what Sean Dunmurry would describe as paintings exhibited at “the kind of show where a few people stand around eating wine and cheese with the backs to the exhibit.” The native Rarotongans do not appear to have any use for the latter. What may come as a surprise though is that none of the artists I met consider themselves creative. As a matter of fact, in their belief, the notion of a human being creative is laughable. Consider these statements from Teina “Innovation can be done by man [not creativity],” “Men can produce, not create,” and “Create is a wrong word because it ties to God.” This view also exists in India where it is thought that “since creativity involves originality and novelty, it is sometimes considered to be a gift of God, but discoveries and inventions clearly imply the role of human effort.” (Misra, Srivastava, & Misra, in Kaufman & Sternberg, 2006). Similar ideas exist in Africa where creativity “is a gift from God and we make it better by care” (Mpfu et al. in Kaufman & Sternberg, 2006), and in Poland where “Creativity was originally conceived as a divine activity, inaccessible for humans, who at most could aspire to skills, mastery, and craftsmanship.” (Nęcka, Grohman, & Slaboz, in Kaufman, & Sternberg, 2006). For clarity, this view of creativity was part of the Western European tradition up until the Renaissance. At that time, we “put the individual human being at the centre of the universe above all gods and mysteries and there’s no more room for mystical creatures who take dictation from the divine, and it’s beginning of rational humanism and people
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start to believe that creativity came completely from the self of the individual” (Gilbert, 2009). Prior to the Renaissance it was believed that, “God has all of the creativity, the world has none. The creative God is not present in the creatures, but is their external creator and controller” (Griffin in Mitias, 1985, pp. 65). When a God leaves Te Po to touch a human while they are working, the Rarotongans call this inspiration, divine involvement is present whenever inspiration occurs.

Teina explained the concept of inspiration well with a story about building and launching a seafaring canoe. When a carver cuts down a tree, a simple prayer is made. A paraphrased version of the prayer would be; “My brother, the tree, I have to take your life and I’m sorry for that, I will build a canoe that will be beautiful and will be used to get food for my family.” There is another prayer made with the first cut of the carving. A special Tau-ra (rope) is made from a sacred plant that becomes the symbolic umbilical cord for the canoe. One end is buried on shore while the other is tied to the canoe. When cutting the cord to send the canoe off to sea, the carver makes a third prayer. At this point, there should be a little bit of rain and a rainbow, and then a second rainbow when it is out to sea. I asked Teina “is that proof of divine intervention” to which he replied, ”you tell me, I don’t know what else it could be.” I went on to ask, “how can a person get inspired?” Teina replied, “You don’t look for inspiration, it finds you.” Tugnane Majaora explained the concept this way, “When you have an idea, you do get inspired by something that you have no idea where it came from.” Tuiara Pere reinforced them both by saying, “there is a spiritual reason that you create art, you can't explain it.” My inability to grasp the Rarotongan concept of inspiration as an agnostic, humanistic, individualistic papa`ā (one of European descent) was acknowledged by both Teina who said, “You don’t even understand the English language! Some Europeans don’t know their own words properly.” and Sean, “The mojo concept is something similar to inspiration, surely you can relate to that.” To them both I said, “I don’t understand it, but I can accept it.”

While searching for understanding, I presented the concept of the muse to Teina. The muse could be as a potential analog to his idea of inspiration. Teina shot down the notion of the muse; the muse to Teina is just a vehicle that the Gods have flown through to the receiver. The "proper word" for the Western notion of inspiration, might be impulse: “a sudden strong and unreflective urge or desire to act” (Impulse [Def 1.], n.d.) Inspiration by comparison is “a divine influence or action on a person believed to qualify him or her to receive and communicate sacred revelation” (Inspiration [Def. 1a], n.d.) My inquiries about words like “impulse” led back to divinity, not to an individual. I never found an English word to describe creativity that would sever the tie with the divine. The word creativity is not misunderstood on Rarotonga, it simply has a different meaning. The artists on Rarotonga use the word ‘innovation’ in the way the West uses ‘creativity’. Tere Kavamani, a government official, shared the following thoughts, “Tourists should under-
stand that creativity [as Westerners use the word] is a new concept here, tourists need to understand originality instead.” Tepaero Roro, an educator provided a view somewhat closer to that of the West when she said “No one stops to think about creativity, that's for the rich, but everyone here is creative... they have to be! [For example] Elastic for pants was made from bike inner tubes. This kind of resourcefulness needs to be celebrated.”

As noted in the census data, the Cook Islanders have a very high incidence of reporting direct involvement in the arts. There is reason to believe that these numbers are under reported and that the number of people is higher, at least amongst the native Rarotongans given the communal nature of creative or if you prefer, innovative production. The ego is suppressed, or kept in check by the Rarotongans, ‘Arerangi Tonga points out that “the individualism of US culture contrasts with our more communal approach. We work together in schoolwork, lagoon net fishing, making umu (earth ovens), working in the gardens or preparing costumes for cultural performances. The close-knit communal effort unites us in achieving our goal” (Tonga in Crocombe & Crocombe, 2003). Gell in 1998, offered a reinforcement, “it is much more appropriate to treat ‘collectivities’ rather than individuals as units of style”.

One example of this communal artistic product is Nuku. Nuku is a pageant held in celebration of Christianity’s arrival in the Cook Islands. Communities gather around the various parishes of the Cook Islands Christian Church (Figure 3) to create humorous, unscripted, theatrical performances based on Biblical stories. “The performance of Nuku evolves through collective decision making and the inclusion and cooperation of the people in the village” (Gragg in Dixon, Crowl, & Crocombe, 2015). In talking about the collective nature of creative production like Nuku, Sean said “no art work is the production of a single composer or artists but is worked on by groups of people and becomes their creation. So, art and creativity are very important ways of manifesting and reinforcing group identity and solidarity.” The artist Tugnane Majora has developed an interesting way of being a part of the Nuku community. She does this through not only her writing but also through her paintings and sculptures. The clearest example of Tugnane’s integration with the Nuku is her Jonah and the Whale series. Over three paintings she explores “the idea of the viewer sometimes feeling involved in the Nuku and at other times watching the Nuku” (Gragg in Dixon, Crowl, & Crocombe, 2015). She becomes not only a documentarian, or observer but also a performer. She elaborated on the Nuku through her painting. In her own words she was “shifting from an audience point of view to being involved as an actor” (Gragg in Dixon, Crowl, & Crocombe, 2015.) In “Jonah Resisting being Swallowed” two fishermen in a makeshift boat have their feet protruding through the bottom of the hull. Jonah spreads his legs wide across the open maw of the whale. Tugnane’s decision to paint the Nuku as it was, with performers in a fake ramshackle canoe, shows a connection to the event rather than an interpretation of it. The second painting, “The Whale Looks Down” shifts the viewer to an imagined perspective of being
the whale. The whale is both stylized and traditional in design. It looks somewhat like the eye of a carved Tangaroa or the lines visible on the lower jaw of a blue whale. The whale looks down not on six fishermen but on six Nuku performers. The final painting in the series, “Jonah Falling into the Whale’s Stomach” shows Jonah with his face, feet, hands, and rear end all facing the viewer as he descends into the whale’s stomach. This scene and perspective seem unlikely to have been possible at the actual event. Through her depiction of the Nuku, Tugnane becomes a part of the Nuku. She stays a part of the community instead of operating outside of it, or in defiance of it as is the contemporary Western tradition.

An outrigger canoe model made in Teina’s shop (Figure 4) and brought home with me is another example of a communal project. The construction of the model started with Teina asking me to rough cut a piece of wood that he identified. Teina next used a planer to square up the board to start a carving. Using both a small chainsaw and manual carving tools he began to form the shape of the hull. As the form started to take shape, he enlisted the help of an apprentice to build up what would become the upper stern section. The apprentice took the piece and continued some shaping and initial sanding. The day ended with me sanding the outside of the hull. The next morning when I arrived Silivia, Teina’s wife, was sanding the hull. She had carved the float either the prior evening or quite early that day. Mid-morning, an American couple stopped by to pick up a drum they had commissioned from Teina who was not there at the time. The couple inquired with Silivia about what she was working on and she said “it’s his canoe” referring to me. After they left I asked Silivia why she said it was my canoe when I had done so little of the work on it. Her response seemed to suggest that it was mine because I would be the owner, not that it was mine because I was one of the participant carvers. This is consistent with the old traditional of naming a spear after the spear owner, not after the carver of the spear. The canoe hull and float were sanded and stained for transit by Silivia, Teina, and myself. Teina lashed the hull, and the canoe came with me to the US in pieces. The final assembly for the canoe required creating posts for the float and lashing the whole thing together. The canoe was completed with the help of my wife and daughter. This type of communal workflow was typical of Teina’s shop, he also stays connected to the larger community by working inside traditions.

The word “creativity” means “art” for many people. Art related skills, when more refined, are somehow thought to indicate a higher level of creativity rather than a higher level of craftsmanship. This is true not only with laypeople but also with academics and “experts.” A very clear example comes from Glâveanu in a 2014 article when he shows his own bias, “the domain of art is highly institutionalized and it has been like this for centuries, actively selecting the few who possess talent, and excluding the great majority of people who are less creatively endowed.” and the laypersons “when asked to rate different professions, for instance, it becomes obvious that the arts (painter,
musician, writer, actor) are scored generally higher and faster in terms of creativity than other types of occupation.” Focusing first on “creativity means art”, creativity is seemingly everywhere in Rarotonga. Galleries large and small, handicraft shops, and a thriving open-air market dot the main road around the island, but particularly so in and around Avarua. This, I presume, is in direct response to the fact that tourism is one of the largest contributors to the Cook Islands economy.

The Cook Islands government has financially supported and tied itself to cultural development since its independence from New Zealand. In his book Nation and Destination: Creating Cook Islands Identity, Jeffrey Sissons covers these pendulum swings in great detail. Thomas Davis who was elected to office in 1978 took to “pointing out that so much had already changed through the influence [of] Christian teaching, commerce, technology and travel, and that if it had not been for tourism many aspects of ‘culture’ would no longer exist” (Sissons, 1999) even going on to say “the cultural thing is moving, it’s pretty limited, but more important is to improve the economy.” When the economy depends so heavily on tourism, and tourists are there for the culture, and the culture is represented by suitcase sized art products, Davis’ comment seems out of step. The government connection to cultural preservation is most apparent in dance. Large regional dance exhibitions have been formed and winning dance troupes regularly travel internationally for the purpose of promoting Cook Islands tourism. As an aside, the group of artists interviewed for this paper are all working independent of government, their interest in preserving Rarotonga culture comes from a deeper, non-commercial place. Certainly, they sell their work, some for large sums of money, but that money gets shared and spent locally for the apparent benefit of all. Living a life of excess and being accepted in Rarotonga are completely incompatible.

Stepping away from the “creativity means art,” and the influence of government, and tourist monies, creativity in a broader sense is evident in every corner. There is only one significant hardware store, owned by CITC (Cook Islands Trading Company). The store has limited hours and selection when compared to a US hardware chain. When something breaks, out of necessity, Rarotongans find a creative way to repair it. Rarotongans don’t just throw away a small appliance in some far-off landfill and go to the super center to buy a new one, they repair or repurpose it. It’s quite possible to see a toaster oven converted to a fruit dehydrator, and in fact, I helped do that (Figure 5). Teina’s sister, who lives next door to him on Ara Metua, has a fruit stand that runs unmanned, on the honor system. Teina happens to have a lot of bananas which he dehydrates using the power of the sun to sell at his sisters stand. The solar dehydrators he built are ineffective during the rainy season, so he was getting stuck with bananas good for little more than fertilizer. Teina also happened to have a working toaster oven. One afternoon, during a break from carving, I offered to turn the oven into a dehydrator for him. He agreed to my suggestion and I set to work cutting it open and simplifying
the circuits. Once it had it’s top removed and the inner oven exposed I built (a particularly bad) wooden tray and attached some window screen to it as a proof of concept. When I came back the next morning, Teina and his apprentice had six or more (very well made) trays on top of the oven. There was also wind guard around it and what must have been one hundred bananas drying inside. After one short circuit due to a drain issue, we, as a team of three, had a very functional system and another example of a seamless and collaborative work flow. I asked Teina if this was an example of creativity, of course it wasn’t… it was innovative and as Sean would say “every form of expression is the group.” It is also not a unique story, what gets celebrated as a creative DIY ethos in the US, is just life on Rarotonga.

Creativity Research on Rarotonga

Considering the small population and remoteness of the Cook Islands, there has been a significant amount published about creativity. The work has focused on the arts and its connection to the culture. The majority of the texts were written or edited by natives or long-term residents who immersed themselves in their topic on a local level. The only examples of large scale qualitative studies that I came across were sponsored by the government. The national census is a prime example. According to several people I spoke with, it is not common to see a survey of any sort. As an outsider, I experienced no hesitation on the part of residents of the island to share their thoughts and stories, in depth interviews and observation techniques were well aligned with the culture on Rarotonga. Speaking with a couple of people involved with the education system “off the record,” it does not appear that anything like the Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking have been deployed in the school system. There are higher priorities, like rebuilding usage of the Cook Islands Māori language which had been neglected as a topic for a long period of time. There is another key reason for the lack of this type of testing though, and that is the aversion to breaking the community into individuals.

I used a discussion guide for the interviews (Appendix A), it included the categories from the Reisman Diagnostic Creativity Assessment (RDCA): Originality, Fluency, Flexibility, Elaboration, Tolerance of Ambiguity, Resistance to Premature Closure, Divergent Thinking, Convergent Thinking, Risk Taking, Intrinsic Motivation, and Extrinsic Motivation. I was able to use this as a tool for lengthy conversations with both Teina and Tugnane. There was resistance on both of their parts to the nature of the questions, designed in my case to understand “What is Creativity?” but developed initially to measure various aspects of an individual’s creativity. The following are some of the key comments from the discussions.

Originality:
1. “This is Tupuna, like an ancestor.” - Teina
2. “This is something that is the property of the Maori people. Indigenous versus imported.” – Teina
3. “I don’t think there is anything new, there’s just a different way of doing it. Originality might just be in the eye of the unexposed viewer.” – Tugnane
4. “Here [in Rarotonga] originality is just expressing something in a different way.” – Tugnane

Fluency:
1. “This comes from Ta’unga, an expert.” – Teina
2. “This has nothing to do with creativity, this is repetition, not creativity” – Teina
3. “With ‘fluency’ it depends on what is required of you. You have to be interested in an idea.” - Tugnane

Flexibility:
1. “This doesn’t make sense, why would I generate lot’s of different ideas when I already know what you want?” - Teina
2. “This must mean the larger area you cover when tackling a problem the better off you are.” - Tugnane

Elaboration:
1. “All ornamentation has a purpose, beauty is a side effect.” - Teina
2. “Maybe I do this when I swap one word for a better word when I work on a poem.” - Teina
3. “A lot of time when adding to an idea it’s just to explain it better.” - Tugnane

Tolerance of Ambiguity:
1. “This is Aka Koromaki” (to tolerate, be patient) - Teina
2. “A person that isn’t tolerant of ambiguity is not creative, they’re not an artist.” - Teina

Resistance to Premature Closure:
1. “When I look at a log and I know I am going to make a Tangaroa, I only see a Tangaroa.” Darren “But what if you see a bird in the wood while you’re carving?” Teina “I wouldn’t because it would not be there.” - Teina
2. “This must mean that you continue to push.” - Tugnane

Divergent Thinking (Note: This was an easily understood concept, but it is a single inseparable process with Convergent thinking):
1. “Some people who have travelled have that ability.” - Tugnane
Convergent Thinking (Note: The word “converge” did not seem to translate well):

1. “You can’t converge without experience and knowledge.” - Teina

Risk Taking:

1. “This is Timata, to try.” - Teina
2. “I take risks because I am over confident” - Teina

Intrinsic Motivation:

1. “I want to perpetuate my ancestry and leave a legacy. We are a unique race of people and I’m proud.” - Teina
2. “When I was younger I was attracted to the idea of being in the Tate Museum” - Tugnane

Extrinsic Motivation (Note: This most certainly includes divine inspiration):

1. “Doing less than your best work when hired would be a sin, why would a commission be less beautiful?” - Teina “I pride myself on being pretty good, doing anything less is an insult to myself” - Teina
2. “Appreciation by the receiver is part of the price.” - Teina

As we talked through each question, Tugnane physically pulled back at one point and said, “this is so judgmental isn’t it? It is so judgmental… putting people into boxes… making sure that everybody is in the right box. It’s eerie, almost ugly,” describing in a visceral way, how unnatural it feels to a Rarotongan to break apart the group. In order to conduct further creativity research on Rarotonga, significant translation of the RDCA or TTCT would be needed. The goal should be to align the tests with the uniqueness of the Māori language, and with the Vaerua Tā‘okota‘i, the united spirit of the people. The first step of this process should be a translation of the concepts of the RDCA (or TTCT) into the Māori language. This is not because there are any barriers to understanding, but because the concepts need to match the place better than the English language is capable of.

The following translations have been developed with Teina, further validation of the terms is encouraged before any deployment.
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Table 1: Potential Māori Translations of RDCA Categories

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RDCA Category</th>
<th>Māori Term</th>
<th>Literal Translation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Originality</td>
<td>Angaanga Mou</td>
<td>To work - Catch hold of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluency</td>
<td>Tukatau</td>
<td>Fluent (as in language)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flexibility</td>
<td>Ukauka</td>
<td>Sway to and fro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elaboration</td>
<td>Akaravarava’anga</td>
<td>Enough - Fragment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tolerance of Ambiguity</td>
<td>Akakoromaki Pāpūkore</td>
<td>To tolerate - Uncertain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resistance to Premature Closure</td>
<td>Tāpū O Keu Kore I Te Tuku Vave I Te Au</td>
<td>Resist - Unwilling - Premature - Surrender</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Divergent Thinking</td>
<td>Mānakonako Takakē</td>
<td>Thinking - Different/ Foreign</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convergent Thinking</td>
<td>Mānakonako Taokotai</td>
<td>Thinking - United</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk Taking</td>
<td>Timata</td>
<td>To attempt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intrinsic Motivation</td>
<td>Arataki Mei Roto</td>
<td>To guide - From – Within</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extrinsic Motivation</td>
<td>Arataki Mei Va’o</td>
<td>To guide - From – Outside</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Creativity on Rarotonga Compared to the Western View

In Rarotonga, creativity as a concept, at least with the group of individuals I met with, demonstrates the following strengths:

1. There is a high level of inclusivity of process - Artists and craftspeople collaborate in all that they do. This can be seen in the way that Tugnane connected with the Nuku performers, the way Tuiara uses the shapes and forms from centuries if not millennia of Rarotonga artisans, or the collaborative nature of the work in Teina’s shop.

2. Practicality - Living on a remote island limits the resources that are immediately available. On Rarotonga this has spawned a strong, practical, and creative repair culture. Even amongst the artists on the island, decisions are made about the media to use based on availability. Tuiara majored in photography in college in New Zealand but became a painter when she moved back to Rarotonga because
there was no infrastructure to support a photographer. Another clear example comes from the fact that Teina carves exclusively from local wood and stone.

3. Deemphasized individual - Regardless of personal theology, humility associated with creativity, driven from something bigger than the individual has its merits. It should be noted that the individual recedes but doesn’t disappear. This is a unique place for the individual against the isolated artist stereotype and a traditional brainstorming session where the process can homogenize creativity to the point of irrelevance.

The concept of creativity on Rarotonga is not without its weaknesses, factors that could act as saboteurs to the people and to the culture. This is not to suggest that anyone or anything there needs to change, to do so would upset the balance of the place in unpredictable and disastrous ways. Those most invested in understanding creativity on Rarotonga, particularly as it relates to the tourist economy should consider:

1. The risk of artificiality - Western culture has warped, co-opted, and diluted the creative output of Rarotonga. From the destruction of the artifacts dictated by the missionaries, to the international airport and all the tourists it brings, to Survivor Season 13 - Cook Islands. Tourists by the tens of thousands buy an artifact of Rarotonga (often made in Asia), see a dinner show (that is cabaret), or live like a local (in a foreign owned hotel). Rarotonga will remain in a constant struggle to protect its authenticity given its reliance on tourism.

2. “Locals Only” - The culturally insular nature of Rarotonga may prevent growth in the creative community. This conflict is well documented in Giuffre’s Collective Creativity (2016). What the Rarotongans should consider is that like the growth of a Cook Island pearl, sometimes it takes a bit of irritation to initiate something beautiful. There are several active “European” artists on Rarotonga that don’t benefit from the skill, experience, and knowledge of the locals. The locals prevent their own growth when they reject the “outsiders”.

3. Lack of common language around the term “creative” - Theological implications create even more issues than art bias. While some of the interviewees were comfortable with the term “creativity” and used it in a Western way, others reject this notion. The definition of the term has been notoriously difficult to agree on throughout history and across the globe. The view of some Rarotongans that creativity is the work of God/The Gods and not even possible by humans makes this situation even more challenging.


**Discussion**

The unique Rarotongan definition of creativity can be applied in Western organizations and civil society in myriad ways. The benefit of doing so may not be immediately apparent, perhaps not ever apparent to a “European”. At one point during my trip I asked Teina what brought us together, after we spent some time debating it I asked, “How I am supposed to understand this?” to which he replied “You Won’t. Your mentality will not accept it, the way you Europeans think will not make it possible.” This inability to comprehend another world view will limit the adoption of the strengths of the Rarotongan way.

One suggestion for an adoptable behavior would be connecting on “Raro time,” slowing down. the "porch culture" of talking and talking and talking. There were benches along Ara Metua for hundreds of years, these benches provided the place to consult and collaborate. This is an important part of life on the island. During Kathy Giuffre’s time on Rarotonga she,” spent countless hours just hanging around with people and talking -- not formal interviews and not particularly about my research questions (although a lot of what was said in those conversations was really important to me in figuring out what I wanted to say about my research questions).” My experience was very much the same as Giuffre’s. Time building connections was always time well spent. The interviewees and I exchanged several in depth emails after my return to the US. We've expanded on topics, clarified points, and deepened our connection. Slowing the pace of the contemporary organization to connect as a whole in a meaningful way would build healthy and holistic cultures.

Stronger communities could be formed using a story Teina shared of five fisherman with me. In the story three of the fishermen catch a fish while two return to shore empty handed. It is Rarotongan tradition that the three fish get split amongst the five fishermen. The worst part of the fish goes to the ones that caught the fish while the best part goes to the ones that did not. The moral of the story is that everyone needs to eat, and you can never know when you may return to shore empty handed. Imagine the small family owned bakery, every family member helps to support the business doing whatever it takes to do so. The family would learn new skills, build trust and respect for each other, and ultimately share in the success of their collaboration. The next evolution of this might look like Teina’s shop, where a stranger from thousands of miles away can contribute in some small way to the work at hand, all the while supported by the regular team as they work together in harmony. What might the large enterprise born from this concept look like? How would they define success? Would it be imaginable to be so fluid in a place where regulations, taxes, and codes dictate so much of what is possible? Rather than dismissing this as a model incompatible with a market driven economy, becoming more communal, more trusting, and more humble is a very real possibility and a choice that people can make.
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Appendix A
Discussion Guide for Interviews on Rarotonga

Discussion Guide Section:
What do these concepts mean to you?
1. Originality - (Unique and novel)
2. Fluency - (Generates many ideas)
3. Flexibility - (Generates many categories of ideas)
4. Elaboration - (Adds detail)
5. Tolerance of Ambiguity - (Comfortable with the unknown)
6. Resistance to Premature Closure - (Keeps an open mind)
7. Divergent Thinking - (Generates Many Solutions (related to fluency))
8. Convergent Thinking - ( Comes to closure)
9. Risk Taking - (Adventuresome)
10. Intrinsic Motivation - (Inner drive)
11. Extrinsic Motivation - (Needs reward or reinforcement)

1. Which of those traits do you think are important or unimportant? Why
2. If a person showed signs of all of those traits what would you call them? Why
3. Is creativity important? Why?
4. Does creativity require a judge or judges? In other words, does it matter what anyone except the creator thinks?
5. How do creative things get recorded and distributed? Is it important to record and distribute a creative idea?
6. Can one person be more creative than another?
7. (In museum or while looking at creative object) What makes this object or solution creative?

Discussion Guide Section 2:
1. How do you define creativity?
2. What does it mean to be creative?
3. Has anyone ever helped you to become more creative or provided you with tools to become more creative?
4. Have you ever helped someone else to become more creative or solve a problem in a creative way?
5. Would you say that creativity is important to life in the Cook Islands / on Rarotonga?
6. What are some of the most creative things in the Cook Islands / on Rarotonga?

7. Please provide an example of creativity in the Cook Islands / on Rarotonga that is not related to arts and crafts but to some other aspect of life like education, business, church services, etcetera?

Appendix B

Figure 1. Thank You Card. Thank you card sent to Stoddart wedding guests and friends.

Figure 2. Tangaroa. Hand carved Tangaroa.
Figure 3. Avarua CICC - Ziona Tapu. Avarua CICC - Ziona Taput “Holy Zion” and adjacent cemetery, built 1853.

Figure 4. Carved Canoe. Canoe carved from Rarotongan rain tree wood.
Figure 5. Dehydrator. Modified toaster oven and dehydration trays.
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